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in every shape
and size

steel clips, bronze
clips, stainless

clips, etc., etc

Here we show a tiny selection
from the enormous

range we have produced,

Our ikesearch
Department

can design
any clip to your own specifiation.

(93 years
of clip-making

experience
is at your clip to

Two popular
types.

a

range of sires
to grip from
b" to 2".
Delivery
from
Stock.

N a.
300

A drawingboard clip.
Plate finish, de-
livery from

 Plus P.T.
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most come
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inform-,...
a
textbookspringson

hli shed.
10/6
pot

post free.
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Sole Makers :
HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD. REDDITCH. London  Birmingh©m  Manchester
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SCALE MODEL
PERMANENT WAY
for Gauge Railways

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Now AVAILABLE from StocA
Easily the most realistic, durable and quietest running track made. (Note the new
slide -on chair -an exact fit on rail.) Available with bock of instructions and special
jigs for easy assembly.

Scale Track parts for Gauge ' 0 ' Railways.

RAILS, Steel 361n. Lengths BATTENS, longitudinal 361n. lengths
6!.. per doz. lengths 6/- Per doz.

RAILS, Brass 36in. lengths PANEL PINS.... ... 6d. per packet
12'- per doz. lengths CONDUCTOR RAIL CHAIRS for electrifying

CHAIRS, Slide -on Pattern... 3/6 per 100 the track ... 8/6 per 100
FISHPLATES ... 7d. per dozen INSTRUCTION BOOKLET ... 6d. each
SLEEPERS. 3in. long ... 3,8 per 100 TRACK LAYING GAUGE ... 1/6 each
HOLDING -DOWN SPIKES... 6(1. per 50.) CHAIR FIXING JIG ... 2:9 each
As an example of the low price of these materials, the cost for constructing 181t. of track is
SI 8s. (with brass rails) -21s. (with steel rails). Brass conductor rails for electrifying the

above, 9s. 6d.

"BASSETT-LOWKE PUBLICATIONS"
Send Id. stamp for BPII2 a new brochure giving details of all catalogues, booklets, etc.,

devoted to models and model -making.

BASSEIT-LOWKE LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

London 112, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Manchester : 28, Corporation Street.
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If you have a camera send for
this Trial Set of Chemicals

Doing the work yourself is half the fun of photography. You save
money and have no end of a thrill in making the negatives and
getting a few prints4from them. It's quicker,
too. You see the results within a few hours
of taking the snaps. Start, right away, by
sending for this five shilling trial set. It
comprises :-
* i-oz. (25 cc.) bottle of the famous AZOL

developer.
* 4 -oz. tin of Acid Fixing salts.
* 2 M -Q Pactums, print develciper.
* I -oz. (25 cc.) bottle of 142.
* 25 sheets of Contact paper, size 2} x

inches.
and the easy -to -follow instruction book
HOME PHOTOGRAPHY which tells
you how it is all done.

Enclose P.O. Write your name and
address in block capital letters and
mark the front of the envelope
PRACTICAL MECHANICS OFFER.

PRICE

5/ -
includes the pur-
chase tax, packing
and full postage.

5

THE FIRST
TH OLIFA ND
APPLICANTS

purchasing this set
will also receive, as
a free gift, a most
useful pocket-size
reference book with
a stiff cloth -bound
cover. In it are two
very handy, rotating
calculator discs for
estimating exposures
and finding the depth
of focus. The book
is literally packed
with valuable photo-
traphic info rm a-
gion. Just the kind
that will help you
to obtain lots of
good, bright pictures.

JOHNSONS OF HENDON, LTD., LONDON, N.W.4
<, XX XX NN.\\N.\\\X\N.\\NS. `,\ \ S. Ns. N.N.S.W.S.N\XS.N.\\\ NW& \\N. N.S.N.\\XSX's .\\\ `

SPECIAL OFFERS IN HIGH GRADE TOOLS

Best quality Carpenter's Sash Cramps.
11 x steel bar. 24' 30' 36' 48'/ 14/9, 1513, 15/9, 16'8.

Best qualitySheffield
made ratchet
Braces, hard-
wood head
and handle,
steel croco-
dile jaws.

15/6.
American pattern Adjustable Iron
Smoothing Planes, with best quality
Sheffield irons 21n. Length of plane
9in. 24'6.

Engineer's Table Vices
21' Steel Jaws, opens 21'
with clamp for table or
bench fixing. 15/6.

Super quality Hand Grinders with
machine cut helical gears, adjustable
tool rest, complete with 61n. x lin.
wheel, 35/6. With 7in. x lin. wheel,
42'6.

Allball Treadle Bushman type Log Saws, specially
Grinder, 61n. x suitable for quick cutting, logs,
lin. wheel, 1,000 greenwood, etc., 241n. 11/9, 301n.,
r.p.m. at every 14/9. These are very high quality
treadle stroke, saws with special quick release and handle,
complete with blade attachment. 38/9. 11/6.
wheel and ad -
adjustable tool
rest, 69'6.

_ .41661989mA

Best quality Conduit Stock's and Dies (elec-
trical thread), solid circular dies 111n. diam. Set I. I.
lin., with dies, diestock and guides.

PARRY & SON (TOOLS), LTD., DEPT. P.M. 329, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.
TELEPHONE: CLERKENWELL 3918

Please let us  uote you for your requirements in Tools or Machines

gin. woodworker's
Vices, opens
411n., steel
slides, screw
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Air Ministry Surplus

HIGH POWER TELESCOPE
A Fine Selection of

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
AUTOMATIC Cutin-Cutout for Bat-
tery Charging, non -mercury for 12-18-24
volts up to 25 amps. Compound wound
coil with laminated contacts, three ter-
minals, on bakelite base 31in. x 3Sin., and
enclosed in bakelite case, 1216.
RELAYS open type with heavy contact to
carry up to 10 amps, 24 volts D.C., 716.
Relay and Rectifier unit D.P.C.O. relay
and metal rectifier, 516 ; postage 1/6 extra.
VARIABLE RESISTANCES, slider type
laminated brush gear 3 ohms, 10 amps,
1716. 6 ohms, 6 amps, 1716. L2 ohms,
15 amps., 12/6. Rocacary resistances com-
prising resistance mats and radial stud
switch and contact arm 10 ohms, 18 amps.,
MU-. Carriage 216 extra.
A.C. CIRCUIT BREAKERS, 7". amps,
enclosed type, 201-,
D.C. MOTORS 110 volts., 110 h.p., 1716.
Series wound motors 50 volts with shaft
extension at both ends, 351, 4 h.p., 220
volts D.C. motor, 3,700 r.p.m., £5; carriage
extra.
SEWING MACHINE MOTOR, 220 volts
A.C., 1125 h.p. with pulley belt and bracket,
94/10:- Foot control 55/- extra.
GAUGES. Bourdor Air gauge plus 8
minus 71bs. 2(in. dia. laminated dial, 716
each. 7in. dia. vacuum gauge 30Ibs. pres-
sure 151bs. per sq. inch, brass case, plain
open scale, 251-.
MOTOR PUMPS. 230 volts A.C. for
garden fountains, 50 g.p.h., new, £6161-,
12 volt D.C. model for Caravan or boat,
120 g.p.h., 25110/-.
BATTERY CHARGER KIT, for home
charging from 230 volts A.G. double
wound transformer, metal rectifier, ballast
resistance terminals and base plate, 2 volts
4 amp., 211-. 6 volt, I amp., 35!-, with
connection diagram.
P.M. MOVING COIL HEADPHONES,
less headband. Here is a wonderful oppor-
tunity to secure highly sensitive head-
phones, with coils energised by the famous
ALNI magnets. These moving coil sound
units have a 45 ohm, Sin. coil. They can

also be used as miniature mikes, or as a

miniature loudspeaker if matching trans-
former is used. Size in. overall, in
bakelite case with 3in. front flange. As
new. PRICE EACH. 54. Or price per
pair, 916.

HEADPHONES. For
use with crystal sets.
Bakelite case and caps,
light -weight with head-
band and cord, 5/-.
Single L.R. phone with
headband and cord for
circuit testing, etc.. 21-.
MORSE PRACTICE.
KIT. Comprising adjust-
able morse key buzzer,
plated terminals and
battery holder on

polished wood base 7in. x 6in., ex- A.M., 516.
DIMMER RESISTANCES. Totally en-
closed panel type 100 ohms, amp., or 50
ohms, amp., 216 each. Dimming resist-
ances for stage lighting 100-5,000 watts
enclosed type, for dimming from full
bright to blackout. Send us your enquiries.
H.T. BATTERY SUPERSEDER. For
use with battery receivers, drives off a

6 cr 12 volt accumulator taking IL to 2
amps and gives from 6 volts. 110 v. 15 m.a.
or 230 v. 40 m.a. and from 12 volts, 230
volts 30 m.a. or 480 volts 40 m.a. Govern-
ment surplus machines, with two com-
mutators, ball bearings, laminated field,
insulated brush gear, 211- each ; carr. 216.
SWITCHBOARDS. 500 watt, in metal
case ISin. x (Sin., with doors, 5 mov. coil
meters, 4 variable slider resistances, 3
enclosed cutouts, switches, terminals,
etc., £4, ex -Battersea Stores.
TELEPHONES. House and office. Con-
structors' parts for your own set up. Ex-
G.P.O. wall type comprising bracket mike,
transformer and condenser, magneto bell in
walnut case 8in. x 6in. x 3Sin., fitted
terminals and connections, switch hook and
'contacts, hand magneto generators and
single receivers, 35,- per pair, with wiring
diagram ; carriage and packing 51- extra.

Please include postage for mail orders

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W,8

Telephone : MACouloy 2159. -

Brand pew. Ex-ArmylNavy triple extending type. Power
approx. 40, object glass 50 mm. Ideal for rifle ranges from 25
yds. to 1,000 yds. (.22 shots at 100 yds. easily visible). Eminently
suitable for bird watchers, military and naval cadets, coastal
observation and a hundred and one other uses. This
telescope is a solidly constructed instrument built to rigid
Government specifications by leading British optical manu-
facturers. Brand new, complete with leather case.

£6- 1 0-0
(Post and packing 216.)

MAGNETIC MARCHING
COMPASS

Ex -Air Ministry pattern, tin. s4., lin. deep. Heavy duty
Moulded Case, large dial with luminous North, marked
0-360 deg. and with cardinal points shown. Long jewelled -
bearing luminous -tipped pointer. Grid ring revolves for
taking bearings and needre can be stopped dead by means
of an incorporated lever. Inside the lid is a slit foresight
with luminous centre line and plated metal mirror so that
bearings can be read off. Not a toy but an
expensive bearing compass and ideal for
Map Reading, Surveyors, Seamen, Scouts,

Gardeners, Radio Mechanics, Geologists, Mining Engineers, etc.,
etc. As sold elsewhere at E3.3.0. Our price

1 219
post free.

WIGWAM KIT
A " make your own " set consisting of 5 panels of red
material, telescopic mast and guy ropes,
only requires sewing and makes up into
a five panel play tent as shown, diameter
over 7ft. Sold by leading West End store
at 25s. Our price,

(Postage and packing II-.)

AERO SPARES CO. (Dept. 127),
71, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

Tel: AMBassador 4856 (all depts.)

WItYPOIRD
TYPE ML7

31" HEAVY DUTY BENCH LATHE
Supplied through leading Tool Merchants.

Extensive
range of

accessories

MYFORD ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
BEESTON NOTTINGHAM 'Phone: 54222 (3 lines)

07.148A

YOU
can become a first-class
RADIO ENGINEER
We are specialists in Home -Study Courses in Radio Engineering,
Servicing, Transmission, Television, Mathematics and Radio Calculation....

Post coupon now
for free booklet
and learn how
you can qualify
for w e I I -paid
employment or
profitable spare -
time work.

(Post coupon in
unsealed envelope

-Id. stamp.)

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
KING EDWARD AVE., AYLESBURY.

- -
' Please send me free details of your Home -Study I
I Courses in Mathematics, Radio and Televisibn.

Name

1 Address

M.48- - -

June, 1949

THE BRITISH MADE PRECISION SMALL TOOLS

BRIDGES

Bridges
Wine are electron-

ically hardened, and scien-
tifically checked and tested,
to satisfy the most exact-
ing neede of the watch -

raker and engineer.

PIVOT DRILLS
For drilling very small
holes. Range of sizes:
.05 mm. (.002") to
.5 mm. (.0197").

FLAT DRILLS
Similar to pivot drills.
Range of sizes: .25 mm.
(.0098") to 3 mm.
(. 1 181").

STRAIGHT FLUTE DRILLS
Recommended for brass.
Range of sizes: .35 mm.
(.0138") to 3 mm.
(.1181").

STANDARD
SPIRAL FLUTE DRILLS
Improved design for easy
ejection of swarf. Range
of sizes: .1 m m. (.0039")
to 3 min. (.1181").

SINGLE SPIRAL FLUTE DRILLS
Fordrilling to extremely
fine limits. Range of
sizes : .1 rn m. (.0039")
to 3 mm.(.1181").

Obtainable from your usual supplier ;
in case of difficulty write for name of your
nearest stockist. Details of Bridges
precision Tools and Speciality Instruments,

sent on request.
S. N. BRIDGES & CO., LTD.,

Parsons Green Lane, London, S.W.6

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
NeW Unused Govt. Surplus Stoek.
MOTORS, 24-v. A.C./D.C., fitted with
reduction gearbox. final drive operates
cam with automatic stop forward and
return, reversing, very powerful,
identical to unit reviewed in this
periodical for automatically opening
and closing garage doors. 15%, Post 1,-.
MOTORS. 12-v. 20 -amp. A.C.AD.C.,

h.p., continuous rating, reversing, an
ideal L.T. motor. Mt-. post 1,4. AIR
COMPRESSORS, TYPE D37/K8. size
81n. long. 411n. dia.. fitted splined shaft.
In wood cases, 15/-, post '1/4. BUR-
GESS MICRO SWITCHES, four
different types, 5', post 9d. INDI-
CATORS, panel mtg., to make m.e.s.
lamp, three different types. 1/6. postBd. WALKIE TALKIE AERIALS.
copper collapsible, 9 sections, total
7ft., tin. dia.. tapers to 3,321n., also
makes a good fishing rod. 2/6, post 6d..
3 for 6/9. past 9d. NUTS, BOLTS &
WASHERS, B.A. sizes. Ilb. assort.,
2/6. post 9d. MAINS TRANSFORM-
ERS, input 230v. 50 -cycle. output
50v. 11 -amp., or with little alteration,
100v. at 51 amp. 25/, carriage Eq.,
ELECTRIC PUMPS, self -priming
immersible centrifugal type. delivery
10 g.p.m., lift 25ft.. 24v. A.C. D.C., 25/-.
post 1/4. TELEPHONE SETS, con-
sists of two combined mikes and
phones, 25ft. twin connecting flex,
provides perfect 2 -way communication,
self -energised. no battery required,
set complete 7/6, post 9d. P.V.C.
COVERED WIRE, single 1;044 (18
s.w.g.), in red or black, 100 -yd. coils,
bargain 5'-, post 1/-. ACCUMULA-
TOR ('UT -OUTS, in bakelite cases,
two types. 12 or 24v., both 60-amp.,EAp.
716. post 9d. BROWN'S
PHONES. web headband, 4.000 ohms,
5/-, post 9d.: moving coil headphones.
7/6, post 9d.; moving coil microphones
fitted switch, 3/6, post ed. INSTRU-

. MENT WIRE, 15 -oz. reels 33 s.w.g.
enamel covered, 2/6. post 9d. TOOL
SETS, consists of one "Elliot Lucas "
61n. flat nose pliers. one " Terry's
B.A. ,. spanner sets (8 sizes), one
" Apollo " 9in. box spanner. 4 and
6 B.A., one ditto 4in., 4 B.A. only. all
for 3/3, post 9(1. REPEATER. MO-
TORS, . 12/24v.. operates from trans-
former with addition of condenser, or'
p C. 911. fitted make and break, 2/6,
post
Also thousands of other interesting
items. Send for current lists, 2.1.
stamp and s.a.e. Orders over 30/-. no
more than 15 lbs. packed, sent post
paid. Carriage orders extra in all

.cases. Our C.O.D. service is cancelled.
MOORP001, CIRCLE, BIRMING-
HAM 17. Tel.: HARborne 1308 or 2669.
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IT'S

Sole ConcessionairesConcessionaires :

HOME ENGINEERING
eo,c CAN 110/I;\

ALMOST ANY-
TNING W/719
PRESTACON
- FROM A
RANO CIMS.CIS

70 ,911 SORTS

OF NSEF04
CAP6ETS

WITH MACHINE -SHOP TECHNIQUE
Build vour own radio

chassis and tot other gadgets
for the home ; construct
perfect working models to
your own plans. In fact,
create to your heart's content ;
you'll see your work materialise
into perfect precision produc-
tions. The Prestacon Press
is the instrument that, for
the first time, brings home
engineering to the handyman.

 Prestacon is the COM-
PLETE Press with all neces-
sary attachments including

Guillotine for shearing metal
from 1--," to 2" and up to 12"

long. Also attachments for
piercing round and square
holes and for cutting circular
and rectangular slots as well
as for bending metal to almost
any angle. All with absolute
accuracy.

 PRESTACON PRESS, 55;-.
Complete model making out-
fit with working drawings,
84;'-. Speciality kits also
available.

-restac
on

Fitopticr

MODEL

ENGINEERING

Obtainable from the Toy Department of
leading Stores and Model Supplies Dealers

Illustrated leaflet detailing in full the scope of the
PRESTACON PRESS available on request from

. REES & CO. LTD. (Dept. 20), 31/35, WILSON STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

RATCHET SPANNERS

HUGE demand enables us to
offer " Leytool " Ratchet Spanners at
prices little above those paid for
ordinary good quality spanners. They
save time and money because they
work faster, operate more easily, and
get into those inaccessible places where
ordinary spanners will not go.

They are a sound British engineering
job, made of carbon chrome steel,
hardened all over and negradised.
Available in 8 standard sizes to fit
75o nut sizes in B.A., Whitworth,
B.S.F., S.A.E., Metric and square.
Special sizes made to order.

Also available, Mechanic's Set of 5
" Leytool " Ratchet Spanners in Canvas
Wallet, 45:-.

200A to leyi00/1FOR THE MOST UP-TO-DATE

AND EFFICIENT

DESIGN

Precision
Hand Drill

Ratchet
Spanners

(Mechanic's
Set)

Universally
jointed
Socket

Spanners

4 -bladed
Pocket

Screwdriver

All Leytools are entirely
original and patented de-
signs. Write for FREE
Illustrated Booklet.

LEYTONSTONE JIG & TOOL CO., LTD., Niel Road, Leyton, London, E.10
Telephone : LEYtonstone 5022-3-4

Two Fine Books For Model Makers

By F. 4. CAMIVI

MODEL AEROPLANE
HANDBOOK

Covers the de:.ign, construction and flight of all types of
model aircraft, whether powered by engine or elastic, and
deals with gliders, ornithopters, petrol, diesel, compressed
air and flash steam engines. With 303 illustrations.

12s. 6d. net (By post 13s.)

MODEL BOAT
BUILDING

Explains model boat building methods, arrangements of
keels and ballast, sail planning, system of rating model
yachts, spars and rigging, steering systems, etc., and
contains details for making several model sailing and
power boats. 6th Edition. 5s. net (By post 5s. 4d.)

IiMi 1=. OMNI

To Messrs. G. NEWNES, I td. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, 1.V.C.z. Please send me 'a
copy of MODEL AEROPLANE HANDBOOK/MODEL BOAT
BUILDING (Strike out title inapplicable). I enclose £ s d.

NAME

ADDRESS
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M.O.S.-
LUCAS ROTARY TRANSFORMERS

Brand New in makers' cartons. I2v. D.C. input ; 480v.
40 mla D.C. output or 6v. D.C. input ; 250v. 50 mla D.C.
output. Approx. 2,000 r.p.m. Huge new

5 Post Free.I -purchase enables us to offer these at only

' E' VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

for controlling high -
frequency alternator.
Capacity 30 watts (80v.
A.C.). Brand new.
CARBON 5/ -PILE

TYPE Pest free.

ONLY

52/6 each A.C. MOTORS
A very robust h.p. A.C. mains (220-250v.) motor fitted with a
4in. grindstone at one end and a polishing mop at the other end.
Complete with 3ft. three-way mains lead. Brand new. Grind-
stone and mop of finest quality. Supplied ready for use.

' F' VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

for voltage and current
control of 21v. D.C.
generators with protec-
tion against overload.
Capacity 30 watts, each
unit (twin carbon pile
type) ONLY i n
Brand New I VP"

(Post free)

CARBON HAND
MICROPHONES

Brand new, and complete
with lead and jack -plug.
For this month only.

2 for 3 /6
(Pest 9d.)

Add SI- far
carr. and pkg.

THE M.O.S. METAL
DETECTOR

A complete equipment
enabling instant location
of metal underground or
water, nails in logs, etc.,
etc. Also suitable for
veterinary surgeons.
Complete (less batteries)
with instruction manual.

M.O.S.

£7 . 7 . 0
(carr. and pkg.

151-)

NV'

MORSE BUZZERS
An ideal training outfit
comprising a buzzer.
morse key and battery
bracket wired to solid
base -plate. Brand new.

ONLY 3/ -
Batteries, 21- extra.

Post free.

THE RADIO CENTRE,
33, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.I. MUSeum 6667-8-9

Largest stocks,
best selection CLYDESDALE

and Bargains in Ex -Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

Brand New Portable VOLT -OHM METER
E.336. With shoulder -length carrying sling.

Scale calibrated.
0-5,000 ohms.
o -Co MIA.
o -r .5V.
o -3V.

Range of Meter.
o-500 ohms.
o -5,00o ohms.
6 MA.
6o MA.
r .5V.

Voltage range can easily be
extended by adding resistance
to suit individual requirements.

Meter is contained in black plastic case, size 31 in. x 31 in. x 21
in., with unsplinterable glass front and removable back having
all the instructions for use printed on it. 16/6d. each.

Brand New in tropical
packing.

Ex-R.A.F.
MINIATURE
ELECTRIC
MOTORS

E524. for 24 volts D.C.
Small dimensions :

Length 21 ins., dia
in. (with 4 -BA fixing
lugs). Totally enclosed
die-cast body, finish
grey. A 4 mm. shaft,
bin. long, is available
for coupling.

5/11d. each.

Ex-R.A.F.
Gyro Angling
Power Unit

Directional Control
Gear Drive Unit.

Comprising 24 volt
D.C. motor with worm
gear drive allowing for
36o° rotation 8 times
per minute. All bail
race type bearings. Can
he wired for either
clockwise or anticlock-
wise rotation. Housed
in die-cast box 5 x 5 x
aPns. In wood transit
box, with hinged lid.

12/6d each.

All orders Carriage or Postage and Packing Paid

Brand New, in maker's cartons.
A UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC MOTOR
By simple external wiring, full data supplied, for 220-
250 volts, A.C. or D.C. mains.
New method gives better than

h.p.
Motor Generator type 29.

Sizettx5ix51ins. .

Input 24V. 16A. Output
1,200V. 200 A.

Ideal for light bench work. A tin. spindle is available
(when the fan is removed) for driving. 25/- each.

Interested in Petrol Electric Generators ? Large
selection in stock, ask for special list.

All goods advertised or in our list can be ordered from any of our branches, in England,
Scotland and Northern Ireland, or direct from

CLYDESDALE 2 BRIDGE STREET
GLASGOW - C.5

'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9.
Send now for new Illustrated 112 -page List, No. 5. Please print Name and Address.

SUPPLY
CO. LTD.

Pa-f-'pRov ~P 33 3 29

A412/./61 4.41
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The Haydon " Tri-Cone Radio
Receptor gives you the world's
stations and cuts out aerial

interference.

Immense all-round pick-up on
short-, medium- and long -wave

bands.

Incorporates .static discharger,
lightning arrester and special

interference eliminator.

Absolutely revolutionises radio
listening.

Operates all types of radio
receivers.

Non -rusting copper, durable
construction.

Easy fixing to walls, chimneys,
poles, roofs-indoorand outdoor.

Neat appearance.

Has no 'equal in the world as an
aerial feeder.

PRICE £4151- complete with 40 ft.
co -axial cable. Ready to erect.
Carriage, packing paid in British

Isles. Abroad, extra.

Obtainable from :-

HERBERT W. HAYDON
Inventor, Patentee, Manufacturer,

ELECTRA HOUSE, MOORLAND ROAD,
WESTON-SUPER-MARE, SOMERSET

ALSO COMBINED BROADCAST -TELEVISION AND TRANSMITTING MODELS

NOWAVAILABLE I
THE NEW P LCALSETAI CR A SR TE

NO SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS NEEDED TO AVOID AIR BUBBLES.
HAS OVER TWELVE MONTHS LIFE WHEN STORED IN A COOL

PLACE. MAY BE MOULDED GLASS CLEAR,
OR USED WITH FILLERS FOR VARIOUS COLOURING AGENTS

CHEAPNESS. SUPPLIED.

21/6 COMMENCING OUTFITS
5116CONTENTS

FLEXIBLE MOULDING COMPOUND FOR MAKING MOULDS :
COLD OR HOT SETTING GLASS CLEAR LIQUID RESIN : PLASTAID
ADJUSTER : CATALYST : ACCELERATOR : FILLERS : COLOURING
AGENTS : INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET : MEASURING VIALS : BULK

SUPPLIES OF MATERIALS ALSO AVAILABLE
DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET ON RECEIPT OF 2/6 P.O.

SEND 2 STAMP FOR LEAFLET.

SOLCRAFT PRODUCTS, 372, PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX

LATHES . . . MILLING MACHINES
ACME SERIES OF LATHES NOS. A & Al

FULL LISTS FROM :-

I. & SON, HAIM ROAD, BEESTON, NOTTS.
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BAKELITE THEPHONI HAND -SETS
These hand -sets are complete with microphone and earphone, and built-in press
to talk switch. They can be fitted into existing bell circuits without extra
wiring, and provide the basis of an efficient telephone installation-brand 114,
new and perfect. Price 12/6 each-wiring diagram supplied. Order Item No. 302.

PILOTS' COMPASSES instruments, designed
for working in aircraft, but suitable for all situations, especially
ships, etc. The compasses are for horizontal mounting, and are
complete in spring loaded shockproof case with fixing lugs. The
movement is alcohol filled, and the diameter across the face is
41in. Face is calibrated in  degrees, and cardinal points are boldly
marked-complete in wooden transit case -14 6 post free. Order
Item No. 164.

MAINS/BATTERY MOTOR FITTED WITH GEAR BOX
Ideal for driving large -sized models or, with gear box removed, for operating a
small buffing wheel. or similar. These motors measure 71in. x 31 in. high, they will
run off D.C. between 6 and 24 volts or from A.C. or D.C. mains, any voltage. Speed
is 2,000 revs. approximately. Price 151- post free. Order Item No. 134.

MAGSLIPS (Selsyns) These are devices intended for remote turning
operation without mechanical coupling. If you

connect two or more Magsllps into a common circuit, and energise each from an
A.C. supply, then the movement of one magslip is automatically and exactly
followed by the other magslip or magslips. Magsllps operate off 50 cycle 230 v.
supply. Wiring data supplied. The price is MI- each, plus 16 postage and packing.
Order Item No. 256.

BAR MAGNETS These measure 211n_ long. just over lin. wide, and are very
useful for performing interesting experiments and amusing

tricks. Price 13 per pair, post free. Note-we are giving away one pair of these
magnets free to everyone who subscribes to our new publication " EXPERIMENTERS'
GAZETTE." So send 1.6 for the next nine issues.

THERMAL DELAY UNIT This comprises a bl -metal strip which
when heated distorts and makes contact

through a pair of silver points. There are dozens of different applications for
this unit, and the most popular one is for causing lights to flash on and off. The
current feeding the lamp is passed through a coil (heat coil) of resistance wire, after
the current has passed for a brief period the resistance wire would have warmed up
the strip sufficient to cause it to distort and break the circuit. When the circuit is
broken the strip cools down and makes contact again, and thus the light flashes on
and off. Price 3/9 post free. Order Item No. 200.

DINGHY MASTS-TELESCOPIC These are ex-R.A.F., made. we
understand, to hold a light sail in

small dinghys. They are made from ducal, in sections, which collapse one into
another, when collapsed they measure 151n., and when extended almost 9ft. Weight
Is less than 1 lb.-diameter at thick end lin., at thin end Just over lin. These
dinghy masts make excellent telescopic fishing rods, and can also be used for a variety
of other jobs, such as television aerials, car aerials, or even as a device for Golfers to
hook golf balls out of the brook. Price, while they last, 7/6 each, post free. Order
Item No. 24.

W. D. SALES t, Electron House, Windmill
Hill, Ruislip Manor, Middlesex

HIGH FIDELITY
REPRODUCTION

TYPE ' K '

S. U. BROWN. Type
Moving Coil Headphones supply
that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitor-
ing and laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE 47 Ohms.

IMPEDANCE 52 Ohms at 1,000 c.p.s.

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 x 10-12 watts at I kc.
.0002 Dynelcm2.

PRICE £5.5.0 PER PAIR

Descriptive Literature on request.

Your local dealer can supply.

*For details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 30,- to 77 6) write for illustrated Brochure "P.M."

Telephoner Watford 7241
gr'' 41,1pij\AA.

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS

HOUSES  SHIPS  ASHTRAYS  BOOK-
ENDS  SIGNAL CABINS  RAILWAY

STATIONS  AIRPORTS - DOCKS
RELIEF MAPS  PLAQUES  MODEL
FURNITURE  INKSTANDS PAPER
WEIGHTS  MODEL FIGURES AND

ANIMALS ETC.

SIMPLE TO HANDLE INEXPENSIVE

The Instruction Book illustrated tells you how
to make such models as above, without special tools or
skill, in Sankey's " Pyruma " Plastic Cement. This
material, modelled while plastic, dries or bakes to
stone -hardness, ready for painting according to
instructions. Obtainable at local ironmongers, hobbies

shops and art material dealers.

Get Instruction Book by sending 4d. in stamps to the
address below

SANKEY'S

PYRUMA
PLASTIC CEMENT

Dept. 4

tI.H. SANKEY& SON, LT?

ILF 0 R D Est. 1857 ESSEX
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PREPARE FOR COMPETITION -NOW!
As the Engineering Industry swings into its normal stride, the inevitable competition
for the secure and well -paid posts will return. It is the man who stands out from the
rest because he is technically trained who will be in the happy position of taking over
the more responsible, more secure, and better paid positions. " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how to get this all-important technical training
quickly and easily in your spare time. This 100 -page book is full of valuable information
and explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations. Among the
courses described are :

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING GROUP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.Mech.E. Mining Practice A.M.I.E.E. Electricity Supply
A.M.I.E.D. Estimating City & Guilds Electrical Meters
City & Guilds Foremanship General Electrical Eng. Electrical Design
General Mechanical Eng. Jig & Tool Design Alternating Currents Illumination'
Diesel Engines Viewing & Inspection Power House Design Installations
.Draughtsmanship & Tracing Welding Traction Telegraphy
Works Management Sheet Metal Work Mains Eng. Telephony
Press Tool Work Maintenance Eng. Mining Electrical Engineering
Pattern Making Metallurgy
Foundry Practice Refrigeration WIRELESS GROUP

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.P.E. Cost Accounts
Commercial Eng. Languages

CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.C.E.
Inst. Mun. Engineer
A.M.I.Struct.E.
M.R. San.l.
City & Guilds
Sanitary Inspector
Specification
Structural Design

Mining Surveying
Road Eng.
Hydraulics
Municipal Eng.
General Civil Eng.
Structural Eng.
Reinforced Concrete
Railway Eng.

SURVEYING AND BUILDING GROUP
A.R.I.B.A.
F.R.I.C.S.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.
L.I.O.B.
F.A.I.

Costing & Valuations
Heating & Ventilating
Clerk of Works
Surveying & Levelling
Building (all branches)

A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
C. & G. Telecommunications
General Wireless
Short-wave Wireless

Advanced Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Sound -film Projection Eng.

AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING GROUP
A.M.I.M.I.
City & Guilds
Automobile Repairman

Course

General Automobile Eng.
Garage Management
Electrical Equipment
High Speed Diesels

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING GROUP
A.F.R.Ae.S.
R.A.F. (Maths.)
Pilots' Licences
A.R.B. Licences

Aero Engines
Navigators' Licences
Aeroplane Design
Meteorology

UNIVERSITY DEGREES
London Matriculation University Entrance
School Certificate Intermediate B.Sc.

 Our Diploma is accepted for Graduateship or the Inst. of Engineering Draughtsmen and Designers.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

If you are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure, and
describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to write for your
copy of this enlighten ng guide to well -paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTHITTE OF EXGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE B.I.E.T. IS -THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND. IN THE WORLD
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Inland
Abroad
Canada

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

- - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
- - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
- - - 10s. per annum.

Editorial ant Advertisement Office : " Practical
Mee anics," George Nevinei, Ltd.

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by

' Canadian Magazine Post.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics " is specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
or imitations of any of these are therefore

expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL
ECHANICS

Owing to the paper shortage "The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," and "Home Movief'
temporarily incorporated.

Editor: F. J. CAMM

VOL. XVI JUNE, 1949 No. 188 -

FAIR COMMENT
Model Engineering Practice : New

Series
IN the next issue of this journal a new series

entitled Model Engineering Practice, upon
which I have been engaged for some

time, will commence. The series was really
suggested to me by Mr. W. J. Bassett-Lowke
about two years ago during the Model
Engineer Exhibition, when he was inspecting
some of my own models. He was kind
enough to comment that the large number of
models I had made would form the subject
of an exhibition on their own !

It was his opinion that as model engineering
practice differed in many important respects
from skilled workshop practice it would be
of great service to amateurs if there existed a
comprehensive source of information on it.

A model engineer for example, often must
build up a complicated shape, because it
would not pay him to make a pattern and have
a casting made from it. The model engineer
has not available all of the machine tools with
which a factory is equipped, nor in some cases
can he afford a full kit of handtools. His lathe
is not the complicated device used in the tool -
room ; he has not a milling or shaping
machine, and he must perforce cut gears by
means of an overhead attachment to the lathe,

In this new series, therefore, I shall deal
with tools and their use ; the equipment of
the home workshop ; the production of simple
castings from home-made moulds pattern
making ; lathework, including wood -turning ;
hand processes such as filing, scraping, and
lapping ; drilling ; screw cutting ; soldering,
brazing, and welding ; riveting ; finishing,
including simple electro-plating ; sheet metal
work ; gear cutting ; making and reading
drawings ; model standards ; marking out ;
workshop calculations ; and give examples of
the methods employed in making model
locomotives, model boats, model aeroplanes,
and other working models. Where necessary
the work will be photographed in progress in
my own workshop.

Many readers, since the first issue of this
journal went to press, have been attracted to
the fascinating hobby of model engineering,
and some as a result have made engineering
their profession. During that time I have
received numerous requests for an encyclo-
paedic work on the subject and, indeed, model
suppliers have many times suggested that I
should prepare such a manuscript.

Now that it is complete I hope that model
engineers, and particularly members of model
engineering clubs, will make the fact known
that publication commences with the July
issue.

By THE EDITOR
Prize for Lathe Design

THERE are on the market many excellent
lathes at quite modest price suitable for

amateurs, and my advice to those wishing to
" take up model engineering is always to buy the

best lathe that can be afforded.
The sphere of model making which can be

undertaken without a lathe is strictly limited.
There are, however, many who either have
not the money to purchase a lathe or who
prefer to make one, if they have the machine -
shop facilities. Home-made lathes, however,
are seldom satisfactory, for the simple reason
that few have the facilities for machining the
castings and aligning the heads. If this part of
the work is to be put out the final bill is greater
than the cost of a lathe.

There is a demand for a small and silinple
lathe somewhere between the watchmakft's
lathe and the somewhat larger centre lathe.
Following up our very successful competition
for fountain -pen designs, I now invite readers
to submit designs for such a lathe, with the
incentive of a km prize for the winner. Other
designs published will be paid for.

It is important to note that the design must
comply with the following conditions :

I.

2.

3-

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

IC.

It must be a workmanlike tool, and not
a crude affair mounted on a converted
sewing -machine stand.
It must have a fully compound slide -
rest, be screw -cutting and back -geared.
It must have a draw -spindle headstock
and tailstock suitable for standard collets.
It should be of 33in. centre height and
have a gap bed. It must have a screwed
tail -stock spindle.
Additional marks will be awarded for
useful attachments such as gear -cutting,
keyway -cutting, etc.
Drawings must be to scale-preferably
half size.
The lathe may be bench mounted or
designed as an integral unit with its
stand.
A pump for delivering cutting lubri-
cant must be incorporated.
The lathe must be capable of operation
by treadle or electric motor.
Entries must be received not later than
September 1st, 1949. Drawings should
be sent rolled and addressed to "Lathe,"
The Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Radio Control of Models
THE radio control of models is developing.

Several successful radio -controlled model
aircraft are now being regularly flown by

are

members of the S.M.A.E. A national contest
for such models is to be held under the
auspices of the Society this year for the first
time, and there is an international contest at
Paris on June 12th, where this country, it is
hoped, will be represented. Some of the
members of the Society have also successfully
operated radio -controlled model boats. One,
indeed, has full differential left and
right rudder control, as well as stop,
start, and reverse motor control.

It should be pointed out that such
models are very costly and difficult
to adjust. The Radio Controlled Models
Association has been formed to foster
interests.

Control -line Flying
APROPOS -my comments on control -line

flying in the April issue, I have received
a few letters from enthusiasts expressing the
opinion that it is not dangerous when under-
taken under conditions recommended by the
S.M.A.E. My only concern is that the
authorities may once again ban the flying of
petrol models unless this new pastime is
conducted under rigid conditions. Experi-
enced aero-modellers will naturally take every
precaution to ensure that their tethered
models are flown under conditions of safety
so far as the spectators are concerned. It must
be remembered, however, that there are many
persons flying control -line models who are
not members of clubs, and it is these who are
likely to be a source of danger to spectators
and to themselves, and thus bring the sport
into disrepute. It is this promiscuous flying
of what can be a dangerous sport which I
know is agitating the minds of the authorities.
Not all of these model flyers are experienced ;
indeed, many of them are schoolboys.

One letter I received from R. S. Lowe, of
Camberwell, S.E.5, is typical of the viewpoint
of schoolboys. He expressed his views in
somewhat violent language, a mere display,
of uninformed criticism by an inexperienced
beginner, which schoolboys as well as others
presume is an effective way of disarming too
shrewd a criticism; he finally withdraws his
arguments and apologises for them ! I think
that the S.M.A.E. will support me when I
say that they as well as I am opposed to un-
controlled model flying, which many presume
to think is control -line flying. There
certainly should be some age -limit imposed
or some examination so that the enthusiast can
demonstrate his ability to indulge in control -
line flying with safety to himself and to others.
Some form of licence, in other words-each
licensee to give an undertaking not to fly such
models except under agreed rulei.-F.J.C.
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egej-see-ieicee46'
Operational Details and Applications

IT is impossible to say who actually
invented the silk screen process, but
according to Mr. Young, one of the

directors of Silk Screen Arts, Ltd., of
Shirley, who recently conducted me over his
factory that I might see the process in opera-
tion, the art of printing designs through open
stencils, upon which modern practice is really
based, dates back to ancient times. The
method used in those days involved the cut-
ting of open designs in stiffened fabric or
lacquered papyrus, after which the colour was
applied to the receiving surface by brushing
or stippling. The early stenciller also had to
devise a method of holding the design
together after the unwanted parts of the
stencil had been cut away, and in some
instances human hair was used as strengthen-
ing ties. Apparently the stencil cutter pulled
out strands of his own hair as he worked.
It is from primitive methods such as these
that the modern methods of silk screen print-
ing have been developed.

Many Applications
Providing a reasonably' smooth or soft

surface is available it is possible to process
direct, and without any transferring, on to
such widely different materials such as ply-
wood, plastics, perspex, metals and sheet or
plate glass. Mr. Young informed me that he
had introduced a method of laying down a
specially pigmented ink on previously treated
aluminium so that the printed design would
not flake off when the aluminium was bent
but would stretch like elastic.

Mounting the Silk
Briefly, silk screen printing apparatus con-

sists of a wooden frame hinged at one end
to a flat bed over which is stretched the
" screen" of silk. In Fig. 2 a workman is
seen testing the silk for tightness. It should
be free from wrinkles, otherwise it will spoil
the stencil. The bed to which the frame is
attached is generally faced with aluminium
or glass. The material on to which the
design is to be printed is then fitted into
registers on the bed, the screen with the
stencil attached is closed over it and a rubber -
edged squeegee is used to press the paint
through to the printing materials. Fig. 4
shows this operation in progress. On the
left an operator is seen inserting the printing
material under the silk screen ready for print-
ing, whilst on the right the design is being
pressed through the screen by means of the
squeegee. Note that the squeegee is drawn
towards the operator.

Stencils
Of the various types of stencil used in silk

screen printing the simplest is of course the
paper stencil. This is cut by hand from a
sheet of thin paper, and loose centres are held
in position by means of " ties " of paper left
in as in ordinary stencils. The completed
stencil is then backed by a piece of plain
paper and placed on the bed of the machine,
the screen is closed and the paint run over
and pressed through it by means of the
squeegee. The tacky nature of the paint
makes the stencil stick to the silk. As an
alternative gum is sometimes used to fasten
the stencil to the silk. A sharp knife is then

By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

used to cut away the paper " ties," care being
taken not to damage the silk in the process.
Use of "Profilm"

If more detail is required in the design
than can be obtained with a paper stencil

printing is done. With this method, however,
it is not easy to make corrections, so it is
seldom used. Obviously, each colour that
goes to make up the -design requires a
separate stencil. Referring to Fig. 4, a
number of drying racks can be seen in the
background. As one colour is printed it is
placed in these racks until they are full.
The first printed sheet is then dry and the

second colour can he

Fig. t.-Preparing the stencil from the finished design.

the stencil is cut on " Profilm." This consists
of thin transparent paper having a waxed
film adhering to it. On top of the wax is
a thin paper sheet coated with shellac. As
the complete " film " is transparent it is
placed over the original drawing whilst being
cut. The shellac -coated surface is placed
uppermost on the design and the stencil is
cut into it. Extreme care must be shown
by the cutter, as he must only exert sufficient
pressure on the knife in order to cut through
the shellac and layer of paper and leave the
tissue backing intact. The unwanted portions
of the stencil are then removed. The method
of attaching this type of stencil to the screen
differs from the previous method in that it
is ironed into the silk with a warm flat -iron.
Upon removal of the melted wax backing
sheet the shellac paper stencil is left adhering
firmly to the silk. Once the printing has
been completed the silk can be washed out
with spirit and the silk used again. As
against the use of the stencil, it is possible
to paint over the silk screen leaving un-
touched the portions through which the

applied. In this way
very little time is lost
in the drying process.
I saw a number of
finished posters, each
baying the appearance
iof being hand -
painted, and the per-
fect register of the
colour speaks for the
efficiency o f silk
screen printing seen.

Photographic Sten-
cils
Photographic sten-

cils are sometimes
used, and these are
applied to the silk in
various ways. The
silk can be photo-
graphically sensitisedand the design
printed on it by
exposure to light, as
in the normal photo-
graphic process. When
the image is developed
t h e light - hardened
gelatine remains in
the silk, the washing
process leaving gaps
through which the
paint is squeezed
during printing. This
method has a number
of disadv,antages, chief
being that it is impos-
sible to obtain perfect
colour register.

This method has
now been superseded, and the film image
is now laid on a temporary paper sup-
port and not direct on to the silk.
The wet gelatine film is then pressed into the
silk. As the film dries the temporary paper
support comes away. This method gives a
really sharp stencil and perfect colour
register. Non -distorting supports prevent
distortion of the silk during the drying
process.
Speed of the Process

That orders can be speedily carried out
is proved by the fact that given a fairly
simple design a good operator can turn out
1,00b printed copies a day. As an instance
of this a firm approached Mr. Young during
the power cut, when the use of machinery
was considerably restricted, with an order for
70,000 display posters. Silk Screen Arts,
Ltd., working on hand -operated screens,
managed to complete the run in just over
four days. This firm have certainly done
quite a lot of pioneering in the field of silk
screen printing. During the war their secret
method of printing on glass was of consider-
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/Mr

SHOWING OPERATIVES AT

WORK iN THE VARIOUS

DEPARTMENTS OF THE

SILK SCREEN ART'S,

FACTORY AT SHIRLEY,

CROYDON.

Fig. z.-(Above) An operative testing the
silk for tightness. It should be free from -
wrinkles, otherwise it will spoil the stencil.
The illustration also shows a stencil about

to be fitted to the stretched silk web.

Fig. 3.-The art department where a team
of highly qualified draughtsmen and draughts -
women are busily employed producing
elaborate designs ready for stencilling.

Fig. 4.-(Above) On the left of the photo-
graph the operator is shown inserting the
printing materials under the silk screen
ready for printing, whilst on the right the
design is being pressed through the screen

by means of a squeegee.

Fig. 5.-(Left) Showing plastic, tablecloths
of polyvinyl chloride being printed. Two
operators manipulate the squeegee and lift

the frame clear after each print.
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Fig. 6.-Showing how photographic methods
silk screen stencils:

are used for producing

able use to the Minis-
try of Aircraft Fib:
duction. They were
entrusted with the
job of producing
number of maps of the
Berlin area, the draft-
ing and production of
which entailed a great
deal of original crea-
tive work. Stencils,
3ft. square, were pre-
pared, and these were
printed in an acid -
resisting substance on
to sheets of glass and
subsequently a c i d -
etch ed. These maps
were then used in con-
junction with the
famous " magic -eye"
radar_ equipment in
training air -crews.

Silk screen printing
can also be applied
to the stencilling of
vacuum cleaner bags,
destination indicators
on buses ; in fact, its
scope is almost un-
limited.

Thus, whilst the
general principles of
modern silk screen
printing are known to
most people in the
display. business, firms
like Silk Screen Arts,
Ltd., are continually
experimenting a n d
making refinements in

the process, and such developments are
closely guarded secrets.

Designing
Fig. .3 shows the ,design department, where

a team of highly qualified draughtsmen and
draughtswomen produce the elaborate draw-'
ings ready for the stencil cutter. In Fig. 5
plastic tablecloths of polyvinyl chloride are
shown being printed. Two operatois manipth!
late the squeegee and lift the frame clear
after each print. Not only posters but ail
kinds of decorative work, such as curtaini,
etc., can be printed by silk screen.

The process can also be used for printing
lace silhouettes and other intricate patterns'
on plastic tablecloths " as well as applying
colour to plastic buttons and heavy plastic
sheeting. It also has many applications in
the games room where chess and dart boards
can be printed directly on to wood. In the
textile industry designs can be produced on
ties, scarves, etc. ; in fact, its uses are legion.

Thus it rests with the user to work out
how the process can best be adapted to suit
his own particular needs. Moreover, even a
short run will prove economical with the silk
screen process.

Producing the Silk
It is interesting to note that Switzerland,

provides the best silks for silk screen print-
ing. Eighteen weave is considered the most
suitable for the process, but organdie and
voile can be used for coarser work. Sub-
stitutes for the silk have been produced,
though varying weather has had a bad effect
on them and they have a tendency to sag
and distort after very little use.

Notes and News
New Aircraft Engine
IT was recently announced in New York

by the Curtiss-Wright Corporation that
a new aircraft engine has been produced which
will enable U.S. bombers to fly nearly 14,000
miles without refuelling. Known as the
" Turbo Cyclone 18," the engine harnesses
exhaust gases previously wasted in a normal
petrol engine.

New Conveyor Installation
THE largest coil of conveyor belting yet

produced at the Dunlop factory in
Cambridge Street, Manchester, has been
delivered to the Gas Light and Coke Com-
pany's works at Beckton. Its dimensions are
Length, 2,000ft. ; width, 3oin. ; plies, 5 ;

'
duck, 28ozs. ; rubber on face, Ain. rubber
on back, *in. ; weight, 61 tons ; diameter
of coil, loft. tin. The rubber cover of Ain.
on the face is specially designed to convey hot
coke. It will be used almost entirely for
renewals on coke conveyors associated with
the horizontal retort houses at Beckton, and
some perhaps on the plant for conveying coal,
of which about 5,000 tons are carbonised
there daily at the present time.

Eight -ton Lorry by Air to Ecuador
FLYING over roadless jungle country a

" Bristol " Freighter aircraft recently
delivered an eight -ton oilfields lorry to a new
Shell oilfield in Ecuador.

The lorry, a large Leyland Super Beaver
export -type vehicle with a specially equipped
oilfields body, was too heavy and too wide for
even the Freighter to handle in one load.

Cab and body, complete steering unit, two
outside rear wheels, winch, front mudguards,
two tool lockers and the complete front axle
were stripped off and flown separately. The

into the Freighter's hold under its own power.
After a 35 -minute flight fren; Shell Meral

over dense jungle the Freighter landed the'
vehicle in a clearing close to the oil -well site
at Villano, where it was needed to build a rig
and drilling equipment for a new well.

The site was completely inaccessible by
any other means than air transport, and the

This working model railway,staged by British Railways, was displayed at the Annual Exhibition
of the Model Railway Club, held recently at the Central Hall, Westminster.

Leyland front axle and wheels were replaced
by a narrower Fordson axle, specially
lengthened by 4in., and the vehicle was driven

operation provided a striking demonstration
of the value of the " Bristol " Freighter in
opening up undeveloped areas.
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Carbon

Market.

Model CO2 Engines
Dioxide Engines Have, After a Lapse of Many Years, Reappeared on the

The Histoly of Their Development and Their Principles and a RevHew of

a Modern Product are Here Given
TWISTED elastic as a propellant for

model aircraft was first used by the
Frenchman Penaud "in 1871 in con-

nection with the beautifully made models
which he flew before the French Academy.
In those days elastic provided the maximum
amount of power for a given weight, and
although spring -operated clockwork motors
and compressed -air engines had been used
by Laurence Hargreaves, the Australian, in
his successful model ornithopters, elastic
became the accepted form of motive power
for model aeroplanes for over 5o yearn, save
for a few engines produced by isolated
experimenters such as H. H. Groves, Mayer,
Fieux, Peterin du Motel, and the pres'ent
writer.

These early engines were operated either
by compressed air, flash steam or carbon
dioxide, and only one or two by petrol.
'I he early petrol engine weighed as much
as 21b. or more and called for the building
of an unwieldy model, and therefore it did
not become popular.

On the other hand, compressed air, steam
and carbon dioxide would operate a tiny
engine developing anything up to 1/16 h.p.
which could be installed into a model having
a reasonable wing span.

Flash steam was not entirely satisfactory
because of the heat generated and the diffi-
culty of keeping the blowlamp alight during
flight. Carbon dioxide engines had a very

because of the expense and of
the difficulty of maintaining a reasonable
temperature ; whilst compressed air was
popular for a number of years, since all
that was necessary to operate the engine
was a suitable cylinder made from copper
or brass foil and a pump with which to
inflate it. Working pressures up to tooth.
pa- sq. in., however, were necessary, and
pumping proved to be a somewhat exhausting
business. Compressed air as well as CO,
engines suffer the usual disadvantage associ-
ated with the elastic motor, in that the
power steadily commences to fall from the
moment the model is released.

I can fairly claim to have produced the
first miniature petrol engines in this country,
but they, too, did not prove popular. Many
years later I endeavoured to popularise CO,
and compressed air as a form of power
because a supply of CO, was readily avail-
able in the form of the Prana sparklet bulb
used in soda syphons, and compressed did
not need any special equipment.

Also an engine which will run on CO,

777;27777,-.
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The 8 cylinder Cetonia CO, plant, invented
by Mons. Peterin du Motel.

Plan and rear views of the Cetonia engine,
showing crank and valet arrangement.

will also run on compressed air and steam,
and thus the modeller had available three
sources of power for one engine. Older
aero modellers will remember the series of
designs for such engines which I published
in Aeronautics, of which journal I was the
technical editor (not to be confused with
the present Aeronautics published by the
proprietors of this journal) ; the most suc-
cessful of which, using my rotary mitre 13
valve, is still in use. In fact, blueprints are
available for it and also for my flash steam
plant which makes use of the same valve
arrangement.

Now I notice a recrudescence of interest
in CO2 and one or two British firms are
marketing such engines operated, as they
were over 40 years ago, by the Prana sparklet--
.bulb. Readers interested in this form of
motive power may like to have the results
of my experiments and the data I accumu-
lated on the subject.

Carbon Dioxide
Carbon dioxide is made from carbonic

acid gas, which at a pressure of from 35
to 37 atmospheres (approximately soolb. to
the sq. in.) liquefies, or it can be liquefied
at ordinary atmospheric pressure at a tem-
perature of - 78 deg. C. The liquid
can be purchased in steel cylinders, and
on permitting this compressed and liquefied
gas to escape in the air, and especially
through a fine noz71e, a- portion of the liquid
immediately evaporates and becomes a gas,
the,heat dissipation being so great that what
is left has no longer the required heat, to
keep it in a liquid state. It freezes at once
and produces what is known as " carbonic
acid snow," which evaporates comparatively
slowly.hTs

provides one of the difficulties to be
overcome, because it stops any further pro-
duction of the gas". Liquefied CO, has
one advantage over compressed air in that
for the same quantity of the gas the pres-
sure in the reservoir is much less. This
makes for a greater factor of safety and for
a saving in weight.

A peculiarity of the liquefied form of the
gas is that under the application of heat
the liquid form expands more than the
gaseous, providinc, an exception to the rule
that liquids expand less by heat than gases.

The Cetonia
Two of the most popular CO, plants

were the Fieux and the Cetonia, illustrated
here. It will be seen that the Cetonia engine
made use of twin gas cylinders, a hot-
water bottle and a motor, and the freezing
difficulty was overcome by filling the bottle

MLR/ft 72,0.7
,N..q6.4e.gavipoh....okm,
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The Fieux CO; engine, operating from a Prana sparkler bulb.
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with hot water at a temperature of 90 deg.
C. Through this bottle runs a network
of tubing somewhat similar to the flash
boiler, into which the Liquid CO, is passed
direct. Liquid CO, cannot remain liquefied
at a temperature above 31 deg. C. however
great the pressure, but immediately turns
itself into a gas, thus preventing freezing.
Hot water is ideal for the purpose because
of its high specific heat.

For example, assuming the specific heat
of water to be r, that of air is 0.25, there-
fore a pound of water in losing r degree of
temperature would warm 41b. of air 1 degree.
But water is about 770 times heavier than
air ; therefore, comparing- equal volumes, a
cu. ft. of water in losing 1 degree of tem-
perature would raise 770 x 4 = 3,08o
cu. ft. of air I deg. C.

The liquid CO, it will be observed, is
carried in small steel cylinders, each con-
taining about I kilogram.

The engine is started or stopped by turn-
ing a tap. It will be seen that the engine

Sectional view of the K.K. CO2 engine,
showing ball valve and push rod fixed to top

of piston.

is of the eight -cylinder radial type, having
a bore of 19 millimetres and a stroke of
28 millimetres. The overall diameter of
the engine is 185 millimetres and the. total
weight 78o grammes. The cylinders are of
steel set at an angle, of course, of 45 degrees.
The crankshaft is mounted on ball bearings
and the connecting rods are hinged to the
large end of the master connecting rod in
tlic usual way. On the crankshaft is an
eccentric operating the inlet valves of the
piston type. The balance of the engine, of
course, is perfect, and in the rotary type
provides a self-contained flywheel.

This motor, when tested at the Conserva-
toire des Arts et Metiers, gave 1.03 h.p. at
710 r.p.m. for 1 min. The weight of the
complete plant is 4 kilograms, and installed
into a machine weighing 17} kilograms it
flew a distance of 1,178 metres. The model
was 3 metres long, -2 metres span, and the
propeller was o.8s metre dia. In addition to
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winning the Gordon Bennett Cup for
models, this model secured many other
awards, including a Gold Medal in the Con-
cours Lepine at Paris in May, 1911, and it
was adopted for experimental research work
by the military Aeronautical Establishment of
Chalais Meudon.

The Fieux Plant
The diagram at the foot of page 267 shows

the general layout. It was supplied with
either two, three or five cylinders ; the crank-
case was of aluminium into which the cylin-
ders were screwed. The cylinders were of
bronze II millimetres thick, which easily
withstood an internal pressure of 401b. per
sq. centimetre. The bore was 10 millimetres
and the stroke 25 millimetres. The weight of
the three -cylinder type was 2 OZ. and the
five -cylinder 21 oz. The construction was
somewhat similar to that of the Gnome. In
fact, the arrangement of the connecting rods
is identical. These engines, of course, work
on the two-stroke principle.

The generating plant consists of a steel
cylinder or sparklet, a distributing cylinder,
and a reducing valve for regulating the ,pres-
sure between the gas cylinder and the motor.
Carbon dioxide is stored in the cylinder or
sparklet at a pressure of nine atmospheres, or
approximately r4o lb. per sq. in. When the
sparklet cylinder is screwed into the ends of
the distribution cylinder gas is liberated by
the valve of the gas cylinder which is thereby
opened by a pin. The model illustrated was
claimed to give 1/12th of one h.p. at 5,225
r.p.m. It won the Gordon Bennett Cup for
models less than 11 metres in length with a
flight of over 25o metres.

It is well known in the case of compressed -
air motors, of which the CO, is only a type,
that the best and most efficient method of
using air or gas is by heating in its passage
to the motor cylinders and by admitting it
under full pressure without the use of any
reducing valve.

The K.K. CO2 Engine
The diagrams on this page show the K.K.

CO, engine marketed under the name of the
Slicker Mite. It is tin. bore and 5/16in. stroke
and weighs 3 oz. Like diesels and glow -plug
engines it will run equally well in either
direction. The cylinder is thin to absorb
heat from the air and not to dissipate it. It
will be noted that ice forms on the sparklet
bulb as the engine is running. Air should,
therefore, be allowed to circulate around the
engine and the sparklet bulb to prevent los-
ing heat. The engine should not be entirely
enclosed.
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The engine itself weighs 2 oz., and the
sparklet t oz. charged, -41 oz. empty.

The sparklet bulbs cost 4d. each, and so
such engines can be costly if they are to be
frequently used. This particular engine will
drive an airscrew Tin. in diameter by 4in.
pitch. Sparklet bulbs are obtainable at any
chcmist at 3s. for a carton of six, with an
allowance of 2d. on each carton of empty
bulbs. This K.K. engine has an ingenious
valve mechanism. Whilst it makes use of an
ordinary ball to close the orifice the method
of opening the valve so that the gas may
enter the cylinder is as far as I have been
able to trace quite new. It will be seen
that instead of the usual cam, push -rod and
spring, a small push -rod is attached to the
piston head so that at the top of the stroke
the ball is lifted off the seat, thus admitting
the gas. Directly the engine has passed top -
dead centre the ball is forced under pres-
sure on to its seating, thus shutting off the
supply. The engine, as usual, is a two-stroke.

The disadvantage, of course, is that the
valve commences to open slightly before top -
dead centre instead of just after, and that
when open the piston is working against the
full pressure from the sparklet. I do not
support the claims of the manufacturers- who,
in their literature, say, " One of the major
advantages of the CO, engine is that the
thrust is similar to that produced by a rubber
motor. In other words,
the power is steadily
decreasing from the time
that you release the model."
This may prevent a stall
so often encountered when
an ignition cut-off switch is
used with a petrol engine,
but it cannot possibly pre-
vent a stall at the start ex-
cept by using the artifice of
downthrust.

Owing to the limited
capacity of the sparklet,
engines of high c.c. capacity
cannot be used if a reason-
able duration of run is de-
sired` The present engine

The K.K. CO2 engine, oper-
ated by a Prana Sparklet
bulb, as used in soda sy-

phons.

ran for 1 min. with effective thrust. It is
equally suitable for model boats. It can only
be installed in very light model aeroplanes of
small wing -span.

If this form of motive power can be made
cheaper from the point of view of operating
costs and larger gas cylinders supplied, it will
become a further competitor of the simple
elastic motor. This latter, in any case, is
declining in popularity in this mechanical
age.

It is very true that there is nothing new
under the sun, and I hope that this article
will dispel in the minds of some new aero
modellers and others the idea that carbon
dioxide motors are new because they have
not  heard of them before.
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Stained and Painted
Glass Windows

Leading Up, Soldering and Cementing
(Concluded from page 246, May issue)

AT this stage the reader is warned against
taking any risks with a part of a
window which may have had many

hours spent upon it in painting ; for all
glasses do not take stain to the same depth of
colour in the same time and degree of tem-
perature. Some glasses are soft, require a
weak stain and low degree of heat, whilst
others are hard, will take strong stain and
can be fired at the same time as, and along-
side of, painted work.

Always put through the kiln a trial bit of
the same glass having on it the same strength
of stain as that to be used in the next firing
of stain. Note the period of firing the
sample, the situation of it on the kiln tray
and either the gas pressure or the position of
the main gas -cock. A small glass -painter's
kiln is shown in Fig. 7, and in the photo-
graph both the pressure gauge and the main
gas -cock are visible.

Leading Up
Everything being now completed as regards

paint mid stain, lay the cutline on the bench
and commence leading up. Two straight
laths of deal will be wanted: one the length
of the light (or portion, section or panel of
the light) and the other an inch or so longer
than the width. They can be about an inch
and a half wide by half an inch thick. These
are placed on the cutline in such a way that

By E. W. TWINING

one edge of each is parallel with and a
quarter of an inch away from the outside
black lines of the cutline ; that is to say,
parallel with the long side line and the bottom
line. Be sure to get them exactly right and
square one with the other. The quarter -
inch referred to is one-half the width of the
outside lead, so upon the accuracy of the
setting of the laths Much depends. Then
nail them, through the edge of the cutline,
to the bench.

First place the bottom and side, both half -
inch, leads next to the laths and commence
'to put into these the border glasses. If the
bottom of the light is to the right on the
bench the work of leading will commence
and be built up from the left-hand bottom
corner, but some workers prefer the
cutline the other way round: the bottom
of the light to the left, and if this way is
adopted leading will proceed from the right-
hand bottom corner. In either case the
longer lath will be nearest the working edge
of the bench.

Cutting the Leads
Between the border glasses, and crossing

them, the leads in a light under 24 inches
in width should be not less than a quarter
of an inch wide. Between 24 -inch and, say,
to -inch, they should be five -sixteenths or
three -eighths of an inch. All leads should
be of the half -round pattern, except the

edging lead, which can be
flat.

The cutting of the leads
is done with a vertical
stroke downwards, through
the lead, on to the bench or
side lath, the cut being
made with a glazier's knife
-a tool something like a
paper -hanger's wall scraper
but with a blade only
about an inch and a quarter
wide. The end of the blade,
the cutting edge, should be
very keen.

The next leads to put in
will be those on the inside
of the border, surrounding
the main subject of the
window. If the border
cross -leads are quarter -
inch, those around the sub-
ject should be three -eighths
inch, They will be long
and straight, excepting only
where any part of the sub-
ject overlaps the border, as
it does in the case of the
foot armour of St. George
(Figs. r and 8).

Then proceed to place in
position the other glasses of
the foreground and back-
ground; working upwards,
all with quarter -inch leads,
until the figure is reached;
around this, in order to
strengthen the cutline, a
three -eighths inch lead
should be run, but for allFig. 7.-A glass -painter's kiln.

Fig. 8.-A finished window by the writer, at
Wolverton.

the parts of the figure inside of the'cutline
quarter -inch should again be used.

Glazing Nails
Whilst leading up is proceeding it will be

found necessary to hold the glasses in their
exact positions on the cutline and, after a
lead has been run along its farther edge, that
lead as well. This holding is done by means
of glaziers' nails, lightly knocked into the
bench. Panel pins, inch and a half long, from
a hardware shop, can be used as a substitute.
Small slips of wood, or short bits of lead,
should be inserted between the glass and the
nail. As leading up proceeds the nails are,
of course, pulled out and re -used farther up.

Soldering
When leading is completed the junction of

every piece of lead with another must be
soldered. Rub each joint with the end of a
composite candle or a touch of tallow and,
with a soldering iron in one hand and a stick
of solder (the more slender the stick the
better) in the other, go over every joint,
taking care to miss none. The quantity for
each joint should be just sufficient to form,
with a correctly heated iron, a smooth, bright
and flattened dome. of solder.

The best form of " iron " for this work is,
unquestionably, one having a short copper
bar set crosswise in an iron holder with a
small, continuous, Bunsen gas jet playing
upon the middle of it. Of course, a flexible
pipe is required to a gas supply.

Having completed the soldering of one side
of the light remove the laths, draw the light
forward to nearly half -way beyond the edge
of the bench, supporting it with the left
hand. Now lift the opposite side, tilting it
until it is held edgeways in the left hand; let
it rest upon a pair of wood blocks or books
or some such objects, still keeping it edge-
ways. Walk around to the other side of it
and lift it again on to the bench, with the
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isoldered side downwards, go over all the
joints on this, now the upper, side and the
light is ready for cementing.

Cementing
The usual way in which cementing is done

is, with the light flat on the bench, to pour
over it a fairly stiff prepared paint, composed
'of sifted whiting, plaster, litharge and a dark
colouring of umber brown and black, the
whole being mixed with boiled linseed oil.
!This is worked well into the spaces under all
the leads with a small, flat, stiff -haired brush,
Of the scrubbing -brush type. The super-
fluous cement is wiped off, the light turned
over, and the other side done in the same
way.

Both sides are then freely dusted with dry
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whiting and the light left for a few hours.
Finally, with a dry flat brush, clean off and
polish with soft cloths, taking care to leave
no cement sticking to the glass, especially the
painted side, where it is rather liable to
remain unnoticed.

Blackleading and polishing the leads makes
,a very nice finish to a window.

The Wires
The last operation is the soldering on of

copper wires by means of which the light is
secured to the saddlebars.

There should be four or five wires to each
bar, according to the width of the light, and
the thickness of the wires should be No. 16
S.W.G. If the saddlebars are half an inch
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in diameter, each wire should be four inches
long soldered to the lead at its centre.

As the fixing of a window is somewhat
beyond the scope of these articles, for it is
masons' work, and as the individual artist
will not possess the requisite equipment for
carrying it out, it is recommended that a
reliable firm of builders be asked to under-
take the job; one which has been used to
church work for preference.

The subject of 'Pig. s was for one
of four war memorial windows, fixed
and dedicated last year, in the Catholic
Church at Wolverton, Bucks, and as a sequel
to the illustrations already given there is
reproduced in Fig. 8 a photograph of this
same window after completion in the writer's
studio.

Im-oending Changes in Patent Law
N the course of this year there will be

added to the Statute Book an Act that
will be called the Patents Act, 1949.

A companion Act will embody the law
concerning designs.

For the most part the Patents Act will
gather together the law now scattered over
half a dozen Acts, and will put that law into
more easily accessible and more logical form.
The patent will remain what it is now-in
theory a privilege voluntarily granted by the
Crown, in practice an exclusive right claim-
able by any applicant who fulfils the
prescribed conditions, and the law relating
to it will be substantially the same.

The consolidating Act does not enlarge the
scope of the subject -matter of a patent.
Rather, it seeks to make clear that an idea,
a principle, a device, can be patented only
when embodied in a piece of apparatus, or
where the principle is coupled with a method
of application. Thus, there is the specific
statement that the Comptroller will refuse
an application claiming: " As an invention
a substance capable of being used as food or
medicine which is a mixture of known
ingredients." And the life of the patent
and the fees payable to ensure its continued
existence are unaltered.

The changes and additions, however, are
by no means negligible. The section designed
to ensure that the fruit of ' the inventor's
ingenuity shall really augment the well-being
of his community is a valuable one.

Patent Rights
It has too of ten happened that a patentee,

constrained maybe by his inability to find
capital to exploit his patent, has sold his
rights to a manufacturer anxious not to
exploit the invention but to prevent it from
being exploited. Patent rights, by giving the
inventor a temporary monopoly, were
intended not only to encourage invention but
also to help towards industrial expansion ;
they have at times become means of restric-
tion. The wish of a manufacturer to stifle
an invention is perhaps understandable, for
its exploitation would render obsolete much
of his pl'ant. Such stifling must, however,
be against the public interest. The patentee
may have a handsome money compensation
for the suppression. He loses the intense
satisfaction that must come to an able
inventor from the thought that his ingenuity
is really making the burden of people lighter.

Under existing law " Any person interested
may at any time after the expiration of three
years from the date of sealing a patent apply

By W. J. WESTON

to the Comptroller alleging that there has
been an abuse of the monopoly rights." In
particular the applicant may show that " the
patented invention (being one capable of
being worked in the United Kingdom) is
not being worked on a commercial scale, and
that no satisfactory reason can be given for
such non -working." The Comptroller, being
satisfied of the abuse, can have the patent
endorsed with the words " licences of right."
Thereby any person can obtain, either by
agreement with the patentee or on terms
settled by the Comptroller, a licence to use
the patent.

The proposed law makes stronger the safe-
guards against abuses. The three 'years'
limit is removed, the grounds are made more
far-reaching, and, a curious innovation, any
Government department can make an appli-
cation to the Comptroller against abuse.
Thus for the passages quoted above? we have
this ground, " that the patented invention,
being capable of being commercially worked
in the United Kingdom, is not being com-
mercially worked therein, or is not being so
worked to the fullest possible extent." You
note that " fullest possible extent " is a new-
comer; and that the possibility of a satis-
factory reason is excluded.

Inventions Made by Employees
A useful innovation in the coming Act is

the provision for a speedy and cheap settle-
ment of disputes about inventions made by
employees. The very tedious, very expensive,
recourse to litigation may be avoided in the
search for answers to the two questions. Is
the employee or the employer the " true and
first inventor "? And, assuming that an idea
and its realisation are both those of the
employee, is the employer for all that entitled
to the benefit of the invention?

The general rule is clear enough. The
difficulty arises in applying the rule. In one
case the question was put in this way: " Was
the employee simply carrying out the
employer's instructions, putting that em-
ployer's ideas into the tangible object that
became- the subject of the patent? Then,
even though he exercised great technical skill
and ingenuity, the employee cannot be the
inventor. If, however, the idea and its
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realisation are both those of the employee,
he alone is the true and first inventor."

This does not conclude the matter. For
the employer may yet be entitled to the
benefit of the invention. When the inven-
tion emerges from work in the course of
employment and from information and
opportunities given by the employment it
is the employer that is entitled to the benefit;
such reward as he gives the employee is of
grace, not of right. When, too, the invention
comes from experimental work for which the
employee is paid, then the employer is
entitled to the benefit. In British Reinforced
Engineering Co., Ltd. v. Lind (1917, L.T.),
for instance, an engineer set to solve a par-
ticular engineering problem in relation to
work in hand hit upon a new method of
carrying out reinforced concrete work. The
court held that the benefit of that invention
and of the patent procured belonged to the
employer, and not to the employee.

Assignation or Rights
To be sure, an employee is not, apart from

a stipulation in his contract of employment,
obliged to apply for a patent. And no one,
except the personal representative of a dead
inventor, can apply on his behalf ; though
an interesting new provision proposed is that
an application can be made by any person
to whom the inventor has assigned his right.
By maintaining a stalemate through his
declining to apply he may on occasion obtain
some recompense for his inventive ingenuity.
When he does apply (whether on his own
initiative or in return for a money payment),
in such cases as those noted, he holds the
patent as trustee for the employer.

There can be no doubt, however, that
instances occur where it is the employee that
is not only the first and true inventor but
is also entitled to all the benefit derivable
from his invention and from the resulting
patent, and there are many more instances
where the employee thinks that he should
be entitled to all the benefits.

The new provision makes it possible for
either employer or employee to apply to the
Comptroller for a determination of any'matter in dispute regarding the patent. And
there is this very desirable provision, that
the Comptroller may direct for a sharing
in some measure or other of the benefit. If
either party claims to be entitled to the whole
benefit of the patent the Comptroller may
" by order provide for the apportionment
between them of the benefit of the invention,
and of any patent granted or to be granted
in respect thereof."
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The Elements of Mechanics
and Mechanisms -20

THE discharge can be greater than the
theoretical amount, due to the fact that
sometimes the liquid pressure rises

above the delivery pressure and causes a
discharge before the end of the suction stroke
is reached. This is caused by the water in
the pump barrel overtaking the outward -
moving plunger so that a localised increase of
pressure is set up. Double-acting pumps will,
of course, deliver twice the quantity in a
given time. Force or pressure pumps are
hydraulic devices for energising liquids.
They are power operated, the rotation of a
crank causing the plunger to oscillate within
its cylinder.

During the outward or suction stroke of the
piston a partial vacuum is created within the
cylinder so that water is induced up the
suction pipe, forces open the suction valve and
thus enters the cylinder. But on the return
stroke of the piston the pressure which is
placed on the liquid in the cylinder causes the
suction valve to close and the delivery valve to
open. Therefore, the liquid is forced up or
along the delivery pipe to the required height
or distance.
Centrifugal Pump

A centrifugal pump is in reality a reversed
turbine, the turbine blades impelling the
water instead of the water impelling the
blades. Such a pump must be full of water
when it is started. It must not be allowed
to drain, otherwise it must be primed.
Water enters the pump along a suction pipe,
communicating with the axial centre of the
pump, the vanes of which are rotated at high
speed by a suitable motor.

A centrifugal head is given to the water in
the pump to an extent that the water makes
its exit at high velocity and pressure. This
pressure causes a partial vacuum to be set
up at the centre of the pump, as a result of
which water enters the pump through the
suction pipe.
Multi -stage Pumps

The multi -stage centrifugal pump consists
of a battery of centrifugal pumps, several

Water

Compressed Air

- Water

Pumps : Water Wheels Turbines
By F. J. CAMM

(ALL RIGHTS RESERVED)

impeller wheels acting in series so that the
discharge from the first impeller chamber
enters the second chamber and thence to the
third, and so on until the desired pressure
or head is reached.

All the impellers are keyed to the same
shaft thus ensuring that they all revolve at

Delivery Valve
Closed

Valve Opentng on
Suction Stroke

- -
Water

Diagram showing the principle of the common
force pump.

exactly the same speed. The working effici-
ency of a pump represents the number of
foot lbs. of work derived by the pump for
every 1,000,000 British thermal units sup-

Sho&ing two forms of com-
pressed air pump.

Water

Water

Compressed 4,r

plied by the boiler, in the case of a s'eam-
engine-driven pump. In the case of an
electrically driven one the efficiency is based
on r,000,000 British thermal units delivered
to the motor.

If a pump delivers X lbs. of water per
second against a pressure or head of Y feet,
then :

Work performed by pump= XY foot lbs.
per second.

The number of British thermal units sup-
plied to the engine per second is equal to
the weight of steam used per second x total
heat of ilb. of steam supplied, and the duty
of the pump will be represented by:

XY x 1,000,000
Wt. of steam used per sec. x total heat of

rib. steam.

Compressed Air Pumps
Compressed air pumps provide an effective

means of raising water from very deep wells.
The delivery tube of the pump is made with
an air jacket surrounding it, and into this
air is pumped by means of a compressor. The
air is forced down to the bottom of the well
and rises in the delivery pipe of the pump
carrying with it a considerable quantity of
water.

In another form of construction a separate
air pipe is taken down externally to the
delivery pipe of the pump, the air pipe
entering the delivery pipe at its lowest point.

The compressed air forms a mechanical
combination with the water and forces it
upwards, the air acting as a sort of con-
tinuous piston and forcing the water upwards
in front of it. The efficiency of compressed
air pumps is not high and seldom exceeds
5o per cent. They are only useful for really.
deep wells, because in order to obtain maxi-
mum efficiency it is important that the lower
end of the delivery tube is situated at a
greater distance below the water surface than
the height above the water surface to which
the water has to be lifted.

Showing the impeller
principle of the centri-

fugal pump.
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Valve
Open

Valve Closed

Valve Open

Valve
Closed

Showing the principle of the double-acting pump
which delivers water at each stroke of the

piston.

Internal Combustion Pumps
In this type of pump the force necessary

to raise the water is developed by exploding
a combustible gas mixture in a vessel above
the Water surface, the explosive mixture being
in contact With the water surface and forcing
it along asupply pipe. This style of pump
entirely dispenses with all reciprocating, re-
volving, or mechanically moving parts or
components except fcr the admission and
exhaust gear.

Water Wheels
When a moving liquid impinges upon a

movable plate or blade the result is that
such plate or blade has imparted to it some
of the movement or energy of the liquid.
This in brief is the principle of the water
wheel. It is one of the world's oldest power
producers.

Water wheels can be divided into two
classes : impulse wheels by means of which the
water acts by impulse or impact so that the
kinetic energy of the water is made to actuate
the wheel, and wheels which are operated
mainly by the weight of the water.

The only practicable type of impulse
wheel is that known as the undershot, which
requires no special fall in the water other
than that necessary to give rapid motion to
the stream. The weight of the water is of little
importance. A typical example is the mill -
wheel. It can either have flat or curved

The Fairbairn Breast wheel, utilising curved
vanes which retain the water for a maximum

period.
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blades, but in every case the wheel dips into
the water, the water flowing on the under-
side of the wheel. It is the cheapest of all
forms of water wheel.

The flat -bladed undershot wheel has the
great advantage that it will run with equal
efficiency in either direction.

Poucelet Wheel
Named after its inventor this is the chief

of the curved blade undershot wheels. It has
a working efficiency of from 55 per cent, to
65 per cent.

Overshot Wheels
With the overshot wheel the water is

allowed to make contact with the wheel at
its upper side, the water actually falling on to
the wheel. Thus it is actuated not so much
by the motional energy of the water but by
its actual weight. It produces more power
than one of the undershot type, and it
requires much less expenditure of water to
actuate it. It requires a minimum fall of
water, slightly greater than its own diameter,
in fact.

Overshot wheels are equipped with buckets,
disposed equally around the circumference
of the wheel.

Breast Wheels
The breast wheel is of an obsolescent type.

The water instead of entering the wheel
as with the undershot and the overshot types
enters it at breast height or approximately
halfway, just below the level of the wheel's

- --r-
The Undershot

- -
water wheel in principle.

axis. It is not so efficient as the overshot
wheels.

The Sagebien wheel is another type of
breast wheel not now much in use. It has
straight vanes or blades, each inclined to the
radius of the wheel at an angle of from
3o° to 45°.

Tail Water
It is essential that adequate arrangements

be made for the rapid escape of the tail
water or the exit water, for if it is not
allowed freely to escape eddy currents and
back pressure will be set up, and these will
seriously interfere with the efficiency of the
wheel.

The Sagebien water wheel. It is equipped with
straight vanes inclined to the. radius of the

wheel at an angle of from 3o to 45 degrees.

June, 1949

The Breast wheel.

Water Turbine
The water turbine is the logical develop-

ment of the water wheel. It has the advan-
tage of being under greater control and it
can be made to operate efficiently at low as
well as high speeds. It can operate on
any head of water from Ift. up to sooft. or

Penstock

The Overshot wheel.

more. Turbines are of two types-impulse
and reaction.

Pressure Turbines
In the pressure or reaction turbine water

enters the wheel under pressure. It flows
through the vane system and during its pas-
sage the pressure head of the water is con-
verted into velocity head or otherwise into
energy of motion. The water leaves the
turbine freely and at atmospheric pressure.
Reaction or pressure turbines are of several
distinct types.

In the outward flow type the water enters
at the centre and, after passing through its
blades, is discharged at the outer edge. This
process is reversed in the inward flow turbine
water entering at the periphery and leaving
at the centre.

(To be continued.)
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Porn of Water From Cenrre
Diagram showing the principle of the

turbine. (Outflow type.)
water
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Pressure rap
Or Valve

Fig. 1.-Sec-
tional view
showing how
the pump is
fitted in the
petrol blow-
lamp c o n -

tainer.

A Simple Blowlamp Conversion
Changing Over a Petrol Blowlamp to Paraffin Working

. By J. F. STIRLING

Brass Pump Barrel

THE majority of owners of petrol blow-
lamps nowadays come up against the
difficulty of obtaining sufficient petrol

for the operation of their lamps. Petrol is a
strictly rationed commodity ; paraffin is not,
so that, of the two types of lamp, the paraffin.
operated variety is by far the more popular
and useful.

The difference between the two types of
blowlamps is very simple. Petrol is a readily
vaporisable liquid and, once started, a petrol
blowlamp will feed itself from its reservoir
of fuel. Not so a paraffin lamp, however.
The vapour -pressure of paraffin oil at ordin-
ary temperatures is much lower than that
of petrol. Consequently the paraffin fuel
must be fed continuously to the jet of the
burner undcr pressure.

The necessary pressure to do this is nor-
mally very little. Yet, to make the lamp
work effectively some pressure must be there.
Hence the reason for the small barrel hand -
pump which is fitted into paraffin blowlamps.
By means of this a slight air -pressure is
generated abOve the surface of the paraffin
fuel in the reservoir. This pressure con-
tinually forces the liquid downwards and, of
course, upwards through the main feed -pipe
to the jet of the burner.

Now, any owner of a petrol lamp, given
the necessary mechanical ability, can very
easily convert his petrol lamp to pressurised
paraffin working by fitting a small hand -pump
within the reservoir. True it is that with
this hand -pump in position, the reservoir will
not hold as much fuel as it did without the
pump and, in consequence, the lamp will not
burn as long at one charge as it did under
petrol running. But if one is faced with the
necessity of running the lamp for a shorter
time on paraffin or not running it at all, this
particular disadvantage of reduced capacity
hardly counts.

To make the necessary ,conversion, we
must construct a small metal pump similar
to the one shown in Fig. 2. Use good brass
tubing for the pump barrel, which shoUld be
about tin. diameter, the actual length of the
tubing depending on the depth of the lamp
reservoir.
The Ball Valve

A thick circular disc of brass is now re-
quired, the disc being the same diameter as
the barrel of the pump. Drill a conical
opening into the side of the brass disc and,
also, a hole at right angles to it and meeting
the conical hole at its farthest end.

The conical hole should be trued up with
a little emery and oil -grinding paste, and it
may be found advisable to line the hole with
very thin leather secured by means of a cold
glue or other oil -resisting adhesive.

A small steel ball (an ordinary bearing ball
of suitable size) is placed in the hole. To
the external orifice of this conical hole is
secured (either by means of soldering or by

Copper
Pipe

a screw union attachment)
a short length of narrow -
bore copper pipe sufficient
to reach to the top of the
lamp reservoir when the
pump is placed in position.

The lower disc of the
pump, thus drilled and pre-
pared, is then brazed occur-
ately on to the end of the
pump barrel (Fig. 2).

The plunger of the pump
consists of a disc of leather
which has been well soaked

in oil. It is attached to the end of a brass
plunger -rod by means of a small nut. A
screwed cap is made to fit on to the upper
end of the pump
barrel.

Finally, the pump
is inserted into the
blowlamp container
or reservoir through
a conveniently -posi-
tioned hole drilled
into the upper side
of the reservoir. The
pump may be either
brazed or screwed in
position. Brazing is
the better method,
since the internal
pressure within the
container may cause
the paraffin to leak
upwards through the
screw threads unless
the' lamp is main-
tained in a perpetu-
ally upright position.

Screwed-On
Cap

Pressure Tap Fig. 2.-Section thrtrigh
It is also advisable the ph tracer pump.

to insert a small brass cock or tap into the
blowlamp container on its upper side so that
the air pressure may be relieved after the
lamp has been used. Some workers,
indeed, have gone so far as to in-
sert a spring -loaded safety ,valve of
the model -boiler type, but this re-
finement is hardly necessary, al-
though, naturally enough, it makes
for added safety.

Operation
The operation of the blowlamp is

as follows : When the pump plunger

WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND FORMULA

Ninth Edition

by F. J. CAMM
A handbook dealing with methods of calcula-
tion, solution to workshop problems, and the
rules and formula necessary in various work-
shop processes. It contains all the information

a mechanic normally requires..

From all booksellers, 6/- net,
by post 6/6 from the publisher,

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.

is forced downwards the back -pressure
whiCh is exerted on the lower end of
the leather plug or piston causes it
to expand slightly, thus resulting in '
fitting the barrel accurately. The air is
forced through the lower ball -valve and out
of the pump via the copper tubing to the
upper part of the blowlamp reservoir or con-
tainer. When the pump piston is drawn
upwards, the steel ball closes the conical hole
and blocks it completely, not permitting air
to return from the blowlamp container into
the pump barrel. The efficiency with which
the ball valve functions depends, of course,
on the accuracy of its final grinding. This
is a matter which should be tested for before
thc'pump is finally assembled.

As the pump plunger is drawn upwards, air
passes downwards into the barrel past the
sides of the leather plunger.

Fuel Level
The blowlamp container must not be com-

pletely filled with paraffin when charging up
with fuel. Leave at least a s;lall amount of
space in which to develop the necessary air -
pressure for starting the lamp.

The lamp itself is started in precisely the
same manner as the ordinary petrol lamp,
and, once running, it requires merely a few
strokes of the pump given at intervals to keep
up the necessary upper air pressure in the
container, and to prevent it falling too much
in consequence of the steadily lowering level
of the paraffin as the latter becomes used up:

An Emergency Conversion
For emergency use, it is possible to make

a pressurised paraffin blowlamp merely by
screwing a cycle or motor -cycle tyre valve
into the upper vertical side of the petrol lamp
container, and as near the top of the con-
tainer as possible (Fig. 3). The tyre valve
must be positioned as far from the burner as

Fig. 3. -A rend
blczela,np fitted with

a tyre valve.

possible so that it can be maintained at a
maximum degree of coolness. With this
simple and rather rough construction, pres-
sure can be got up by means of an ordinary
tyre pump. The construction, of course, is
not suitable for regular use, but, in an emer-
gency and when a quick conversion to
paraffin working becomes necessary, the above
system of pressurising a blowlamp will oper-
ate quite satisfactorily.
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The Factories of South Wales
IT was with pleasure and some surprise

that I recently received an invitation
from the Ministry of...Supply " to study

recent industrial and engineering develop-
ments " in South Wales.

It appeared that many firms had provided
alternative work to supplement the coal and
tinplate employment, normally the backbone
of the South Wales population.

Perhaps one of the few reasonably good
legacies of the war is the mindedness of Min-
istries to facilitate members of the Press to
have a look at what goes on.

The work of the Ministry of Supply in
South Wales covers engineering, aircraft com-
ponents, iron and steel, tinplate, refractories,
radio, mining machinery, power station equip-
ment-to name a few.

There are also Government surplus stores,
labour supply for the Ministry's factories, etc.

Let me put on record that our British
Railways 8.55 a.m. from Paddington got
to Newport on the dot-allowing for eight
minutes' stop at Reading, an average of
about 5o imp.h. .

Girlings, Ltd.
We de -trained and em -bussed (shades of

Dr. Johnson!), at Newport, and, after a short
switchback ride by Jehu, arrived at Girlings,
Ltd., Cwmbran.

The firm make's vehicle brakes-hydraulic
and mechanical. We were received with

!great hospitality by Mr. W. E. Gowers, the
'general manager, and went round the factory
after an excellent luncheon.

The practice of this firm is to make
hydraulic brakes for the Iront wheels, and
mechanical brakes for the rear wheels of a
Nehicle. They employ some 3,000 persons of
both sexes. About one-third is female labour.

In the general machine shop where small
parts are made, they have some 4o automatics
of British manufacture, and have managed
to cut out tools of German or U.S. manufac-
ture. They also have British hydromatic
!millers (Cincinnati) with a radius duplex
fixture, with lifting arbor. Cincinnati
'(British) vertical twin rams and surface
broachers.

This factory is largely on piecework basis.
(Until two years ago this firm manufac-

tured only mechanical brakes. But the
increase of independent springing has, forced
the hydraulic principle.)
Automatic Machines

Of the machines that impressed me in this
factory, first came a mammoth affair that
performs seven operations on brake -backing
plates and shoes.

It In this machine the parts are success-
ively hot -caustic soda -washed, swilled, rust -
proofed, swilled, dried, .enamel dipped and
stoved in an oven.

Next, a controlled cycle centreless grinder
that grinds, magazine fed, four diameters
simultaneously. (Shribner of Birmingham.)

In a checking bay where charts of output
and orders in hand are integrated, seven
clocks indicate the exact wastage of time, due
to shortages or other causes on each of seven
conveyors.

Shortages at this factory are not acute.
They occur chiefly in small steel wire which
we used to import from Belgium.

It would be invidious to give a list of the
makes of cars that Girlings supply with brakes
and shock -absorbers. They include most
well-known makes. They sell brakes of 336
types to 121 customers and shock absorbers
including linkages of 300 types to 4o
customers. The output is about 32,00o

A Short Tour of New Factories
By THE MARQUIS OF DONEGALL

brakes and 20,000 shock absorbers per week.
This factory was taken over from Lucas

in 1945. It has factory floor space of half -
a -million square feet on a 21 acre site.

Altogether, the happy atmosphere of the
place, to which no doubt the model kitchens
and attractive canteen -theatre contribute, was
reflected in the smiling faces ; so different
from some of the hard-pressed wartime fac-
tories I visited.
British Nylon Spinners

On our way from Cwmbran to Cooper's
at Abergavenny, we passed, near Pontypool,
the new factory of British Nylon Spinners,
Ltd.

The face of our only woman reporter fell
somewhat when the 'bus failed to stop.
Tension eased, however, when it was learned
that the factory which began operating last
summer, does not make stockings. It is to
employ 1,700 workers, and is certainly
impressive architecturally, reminding one
slightly of the Memorial Theatre at Stratford -
on -Avon.

Cooper's Mechanical Joints
So to Monmouthshire and Cooper's

Mechanical Joints, Ltd., which started on
gaskets in 1908. It now does gaskets and
filters of 731 different types and employs
35o persons of whom two-thirds are women
and girls. Some of the products have as
many as 3o components, and some as few
as four.

The Monmouth works were taken over
from a manufacturer of fountain pens, the
parent factory being at Slough, and it turns
out about half the Slough factory's output
of exhaust manifolds, gaskets and steel -
asbestos boiler washers.

Apart from supplying many car manufac-
turers with filters and gaskets-they claim to
be the second largest gasket makers in the
world - Cooper's started making aircraft
filters in a shoe factory in Northampton
whence they arrived in the beautiful sur-
roundings of Abergavenny in 1946. They
now supply de Havillands and Bristol.

Impressive, and quite a different kind of
filter, are the immense precautions taken to
see that none of the used water from the
factory can pollute the River Usk on its
return to the river. I counted about eight
tanks, each the size of a small swimming
pool, the water passing through process after
process before rejoining the river.

By this time we were all getting rather
tired, so we sat down to our fifth meal of
the day ; high -tea in the executive's dining -
room.
Tinplate Food Cans

We were in the 'bus early next morning
on our way to the largest factory of the tour:
the Metal Box Company, Ltd., at Neath.

This vast place is one of the company's
23 production plants in Great Britain. It
is a modern factory employing some 2,000
workers. It is proud of its, labour relations
and highly developed joint consultation. The
proportion of men to women is 1,760 to 900
(approximately).

The factory was built in 1937, extended
in 1940 and development is still going on
which will double the floor -space and
personnel.

Food cans and components of cans are the
chief output of this establishment, the raw
material being, of course,. tinplate.

Highly integrated mass -production is the
keystone. The lacquering department deals
with 2,500,000 sheets of tinplate per week,
and the printing department accounts for a
quarter of a million sheets per week.

Fifty million tops and bottoms of cans per
week and 4,000,000 fish and paste cans. The
shortage of tinplate was something terrible,
I was told!
Can -making Robot

There are enough ingenious machines in
this factory to please anybody. I liked par-
ticularly the robot that cuts, folds and sticks
the body of the can. Another machine stamps
the lids and stacks them into units of 200.

Eventually, the conveyors, which are
mostly overhead, like" those things that fetch
your change in some department stores, end
up opposite closed railway trucks, each of -
which holds 35,000 cans ready for filling by
the Whitland Creamery, United Dairies and
other customers.

Apart -from the factories in this country,
this- great concern has factories in South
Africa and Malaya and a " re-forming "
factory in India.

Before leaving the Metal Box Company I
must mention the thoroughly up-to-date
physiotherapy department. This is one of
the few of its kind in factories of the United
Kingdom. It is much appreciated by the
personnel, of whom about r,000 healthy and
debilitated pass through it every month.

Our last call before taking a train from
Cardiff to London was a factory of quite a
different kind to any of the others we visited.

The " Remploy " Factory
This was the " Remploy " factory at

Bridgend in Glamorgan. It is situated on
a colossal trading estate, the site of a war-
time Ministry of Supply filling factory, which
accounts for the scattered location and small-
ness of the buildings.

The " Remploy " factory is one of a
number established by the Disabled Persons
Employment Corporation, Ltd. Only those
with 6o per cent. disability are employed,
and many with 1 oo per cent. disability do
suitable work in their homes.

Although the Services are given priority,
I talked to many workers there whose
disability came from other causes. Several
had been blown up in accidents when the
estate was a filling factory. There were ex -
miners with advanced silicosis, a youth who
had been run over by a train, and others
who had been cripples from birth. All
seemed cheerful and talkative.

Perhaps the most novel activity is the
making of violins. For the purpose of teach-
ing this art, Mr. Schliep, a displaced
Estonian, was imported, accompanied by his
son, from Germany.

At present there are about 16o disabled
persons at this " Remploy," not counting the
61 home workers, who mostly make rugs.
Other activities include making toys, leather
goods, industrial gloves, and there is a saw-
mill.

The eventual Wales target is to employ
the whole 2,000 severely disabled, and to
" Remploy " factories will be operating in
Wales shortly. " Remploy " is Government
financed and non; -profit making.

So our tour ended. The move westward
has certainly put these workers into attractive
surroundings for factory work and there is
plenty of room for development, further to
the west, in South Wales.
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Some Early Cyclin Novelties
Interesting Inventions of Bygone Days

By R. L. JEFFERSON

THE showing of two alloy welded cycle
frames at Earl's Court brings to mind
some other materials and methods of

jointing used over so years ago.
Pure aluminium tubes were experimented

with by Humber in 1896, tested during 1897
and adopted in 1898. Patent Nos. 24,564,
25,025, 29,715, all of 1896, which were for
the method of securing the tubes to the lugs.
A large liner was inserted between the mitred
lobe and the lug and the complete joint was
secured by substantial cotters. The weight
of the complete roadster with 28in. x
wheels was 291b., which .compares with
present-day lightweights.

Fig. 1. -Method  of forming
helical tubing.

Bamboo Frames
Bamboo is a material with properties which

have been known for a long time. The
Bamboo Cycle Co. made a number of
machines with this material for the frame-
work, using aluminium lugs over split
collars. They proved quite satisfactory in
service and quite light; public suspicion had
as much to do with the demise of this com-
pany as anything else. The machines came
out in the latter half of 1895.

In addition there were a number of firms
manufacturing machines the frames of which
were cast all in one piece of aluminium.
The " Luminum " was perhaps the most
successful, and the firm lasted the longest.

Helical Tubing
In 1893 the " Premier " Cycle Co. brought

out the patent helical tube, and in 1894
they sold over twenty thousand machines
with frames made up of helical tubing. The
weights of their 1894 cycles were: path
racers 221b., road racers 2441b., roadsters
331b., tricycles 451b.; not excessive for the
period.

The tubing is illustrated in Fig. t, and
its method of manufacture is not without
interest. The tube is formed by wrapping,
or rolling helically a thin sheet of metal,
varying from .008in. to .ot7in., and firmly
brazing it together. Strips of the required
length are cut off by guillotine shears, the
cuts being made diagonally so as to end
square when the tube is finished. The strips
were then rolled round a mandrel of special
design, consisting of a set of three rolls
mounted horizontally, one being removable
to admit of the mandrel being placed in
position. Upon rotating these rolls the
mandrel will also revolve, and as the strip
and mandrel are in contact with the rolls
the strip will be drawn in and so wrapped
or wound round the mandrel to form a tube.
This winding is performed at such an angle
that whilst there will be a double thickness
of sheet at all parts at those points where
the lap occurs there will be a treble thickness
of the sheet at other parts. A clamp is
then placed on one end of the coiled strip

to prevent it unwinding, it is then removed
from the rolls, the mandrel is withdrawn, a
stout collar is driven on the extremity of the
tube and a plug forced into its bore so as to
hold the strip firmly in place until the strip
is united firmly by brazing. This operation
is performed by running hard solder into the
tube and so applying it to the exterior of the
tube that a portion will adhere to those parts
where the coils or convolutions overlap. This
solder is then melted and run into the joints
between the strips in a gas furnace, and the
tube is shaken and turned to facilitate and
expedite the passage of the solder, into 'the
joints. After cooling the tube in powdered
lime the collar can be knocked off and the
ends of the tube cut off square. to exact
length. The tubes are then hung up and
struck with a light hammer, and those
which do not have a clear ring are rejected.

Test of Strength
The strength of these tubes was much

greater than cold drawn steel tubes, the
latter being made from very mild steel, the
former of a very light carbon steel just below
the air hardening point. A test carried out
by Mr. J. M. Reilly was rather revealing.
A frame made up of helical tubing and
weighing 51b. sioz., when subjected to a
condensed lateral strain, as in the case of. a
collision, was found to have an ultimate
strength of 4481b. A frame constructed of
weldless tube and weighing 51b. I3,02. gave
an ultimate strength of 2641b. The manu-
facture of this form of tubing wag of neces-
sity slow and very costly, which is the
only reason it ceased to be manufactured.

Pneumatic Brake
An idea of another sort was the pneumatic

brake brought out at the end of the last
century. This consisted of a hollow rubber
bulb attached to the handlebars lay a clip, a
hollow distensible rubber pad or shoe being
joined to the bulb by a rubber tube. The
illustration, Fig. 2, shows the appliance
clearly. The bulb is fitted with an air -inlet

Fig. 2.-A pneumatic brake operated by a bulb
attached to the handlebars.

valve and a non -return or discharge valve
leading to the brake shoe. The bulb can
thus be used as a pump to force air into
the pad to any desired pressure. To release
the air and the brake the push piece on the
neck of the 'bulb was pressed.

The biggest drawback to this brake was
the time lag between the pressing of the bulb
and the application of the shoe, and this
led to enough accidents to cause its demise.

" Something for Nothing "
There have, I suppose, always been some

people who want something for nothing.
Inventors often fall under this heading, and
many of them, in the boneshaker days, advo-
cated the fitting of an immensely strong
spring to be wound up when the rider was
descending a hill, and released for the ascent.
They appeared to ignore the cardinal fact
that you can't get any more out of a cycle
than the amount put into it.

000

Fig. 3.-A spring

Spring Chain Wheel
A similar object was aimed at in a pro-

visional application, No. 8,347 of 1892, for
a spring chain wheel (Fig. 3). The claim
for this was that it helped the rider over the
dead -centre point; the springs, compressed
on the downward stroke, were supposed to
uncoil themselves on the weaker upward
stroke, the weight factor was ignored. Like
most ideas of this kind it died a natural
death.

I think a search of the Patent Office files
would save present day inventors a lot of
very hard work. Not long ago I had an
idea submitted to me by a man who had
been working on it for nearly three years.
He showed me the drawings of his invention,
and I thereupon showed him an illustration
of the 1895 " Boudard " gear which was
exactly the same thing; he had never heard
of it and was quite surprised to learn the
idea had died.

What I do think would be' a good thing
is for inventors to concentrate on cleaning
up some of the minor points in cycle con-
struction, such as brakes. There should be
more of the built-in type, without the festoons
of cables one sees to -day. Also, freewheels'
of the screw -on type could easily be replaced
by a neat splified type; repairers especially
would welcome this. Let the inventor con-
centrate on refining what has now become a
standard product and leave perpetual motion
and dead -centres severely alone.

chain wheel.
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The Atomic Clock

A rear vier, of the atomic time -control unit.

THE atomic clock is a new instrument
which should enable us to measure
time more accurately in the future

than we can now. Everyone is familiar with
the use of ordinary clocks and with the time
signals by which we can set them; but before
we can understand the part that the atomic
clock may play we must examine a little
more closely the present standard of time
and how it is used to regulate the time
signals.

The standard is the.time taken by the earth
to rotate about its axis. The instant at
which the earth occupies a particular position
relative to its axis is recorded by careful
astronomical observations and the time inter-
val between two such instants corresponds to
one day. This interval is far tco long to
regulate our modern activities, and it is
divided by means of pendulum clocks
adjusted to make exactly 86,40o swings in a
day, that is, t per second. Such clocks
adjusted to keep correct time in relation to

Silicon crystal
harmonic. generator
23.870.4t096Mc

A New Instrument for the Accurate Measurement
By L. ESSEN, Ph.D., D.Sc.

the earth are the working standards used
to generate time signals.

A further development in time -keeping
followed the advent of radio. One of the
problems of the radio engineer is the
measurement of the time of vibration of
electrical waves, a time which may be as
short of one ten -millionth of a second, or,
as he would express it, their frequency is

THE ATOMIC CLOCK
The present standard of time is
based on the rotation of the earth about
its axis, and this is divided into small
units by pendulum and quartz clocks.
The atomic clock is based on vibrations
within the molecule, and when the
technical difficulties have been over-
come may .provide a standard more
independent of and more constant than

the rotation of the earth.

ten pillion per second. For this purpose he
needs a still smaller unit, which is now pro-
vided by the quartz clock.

The Quartz Clock
This consists of a piece of quartz crystal

adjusted to make too,000 vibrations a second

A typical absorption

and maintained in oscillation by means of
a radio valve. It is fairly easy to measure
frequencies of other vibrations such as those
of a transmitter in terms of this standard
frequency without making any actual time

VH3 absorption cell 23,870./Mc
30 feet- I/2"x //4"wave guide
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and NHitank

Cross-section of an absorption cell.The cell is a piece of waveguide coiled round the clock's dial.

of Time

measurements at all, but the frequency of
the quartz crystal itself must be measured
by reference to the time signals. For this
purpose it is divided by valve circuits from

/00.000
cycles
quartz

oscillator

Frequency
divider

Clock

Frequency
multiplier

Ammonia
cell

standard

Control
/ink

Diagram illustrating the general
scheme of the atomic clock.

too,000 to 5o cycles per second, and this
frequency is used to drive a motor with a
clock dial just as the 50 -cycle mains supply
drives the domestic electric clock. Sharp
impulses at r per second are obtained from
the motor and compared with the time
signals. If the frequency is estactly too,000
the clock keeps correct time. The frequency
standard can thus be used as a clock, and, in
fact, quartz clocks have proved to be better
time -keepers than pendulum clocks and have
replaced them at many observatories, where
they are adjusted to keep in step with the
earth's rotation.

Why Greater Accuracies are Needed
The earth's rotation together with the

quartz clock enable a time interval of one
day to be measured with an accuracy of
about one -thousandth of a second (i.e. r part
in to.) and it might well be thought that
this is precise 'enough for all requirements.
But at standardising laboratories such as the
National Physical Laboratory it is the aim
to define the standards of measurement with
a precision at least ten times as great as
that required in practice. It is a kind of
safety factor to allow for rapid developments
in any particular branch of science that might
require a higher precision. Now, in the
case of frequency measurements-although
this is already one of the most precise of all
physical measurements-certain applications
require almost the full accuracy that can
be given. Some systems of navigation, for

R.f. alters nitrogen atom's position.
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example, use radio transmitters having an
extreme constancy of frequency.

There are several reasons why it is diffi-
cult to improve time and frequency measure-
ments using the present standards.

I.-Quartz clocks usually gain or lose
slightly and need periodic adjustment to keep
correct time with the earth.

2.-The time of the earth's rotation cannot
be observed very accurately. The highest
precision is about one -hundredth of a second.
This is a constant error, so that the per-
centage error decreases if we extend the
measurement over a longer period.

3.-The period of rotation of the earth

Spectroscopic
frequency
standard

CONTROL LINK
Error signal
and control
circuits for
controlling
/00 Kc/s
crystal

OUTPUT
Microwave
frequency
standards

Frequency
multiplier

and harmonic
generator

chain

Comparison
with

astronomical
time

100 Kc/s
quartz crystal

frequency -
standard

Frequency
divider
chain

Simplified block diagram of N .B.S. atomic clock.

is known to vary slightly in the course of
time.

It is because of these difficulties that the
atomic clock made at the National Bureau
of Standards, Washington, is of interest to
both the astronomer and the radio engineer.

Analogy with the Measurement of Length
It will help us to understand the atomic

clock if we consider the progress that has
been made in recent years in the measure-
ment of length. The standard of length in
this country is a metal bar known as the
Imperial Standard Yard preserved at the
Board of Trade. All precision length meas-
urements such as those of accurate gauges
must be referred ultimately to the standard
bar. It would clearly be more convenient
to use some standard length occurring widely
in nature, such as the length of a wave of
light, if that were possible.

Recent advances in the technique of inter-
ferometry have now made it possible to
measure the length of, say, a one -inch gauge
directly in terms of the wave -length of light,
and this is being increasingly used as a
standard. It has the advantages of access-
ibility-it is only necessary to obtain a suit-
able lamp-and permanence.
The Atomic Clock

The radiation from an atom or molecule
possesses not only a constant wave -length
but also a constant frequency, and it has
long been recognised that it would consti-
tute a valuable standard of frequency if it
could be used. Until recently, however,
there has been no technique for comparing
the frequency of these molecular or atomic
vibrations with that of a man-made oscil-
lator, such as a transmitting station or a
quartz clock. The development of radio
valves that will operate at wave -lengths cif
the order of t cm. (frequency 3 x ton
cycles per second) makes this comparison
possible, because some molecular radiations
have wave -length and frequencies in this
region. The intensity of these radiations
is too feeble for them to be observed
directly ; but if the molecules are illumin-
ated with radio waves of the right frequency
some of the energy of the wave is absorbed.
If the energy that passes through the Mole-
cules is measured and the frequency is
altered slowly there will be a sharp decrease
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in the measured energy when the frequency
corresponds to the absorption frequency of
the molecules. This effect was observed
some years ago at,.. Oxford University. In
America they have now solved the problem
of how to use this effect to control a clock.
The molecules used in the atomic clock are
those of ammonia gas, which gives the
strongest absorption so far observed. The
gas is contained in a 3oft. length of copper
pipe which is coiled round the face of the
clock dial. The illuminating waves are
obtained by the selection of a very high
harmonic of a quartz oscillator vibrating at
too,000 cycles per second. Tolle harmonic
itself would not give quite the right fre-
quency and another small frequency must
be added to it, but this is a technical detail
of no great significance. The waves are
passed into the cell through a thin mica
window and the energy leaving the far end
of the cell through a similar window is
measured by a detector rather like the cat's
whisker used in the old crystal receiving
sets. The detector gives a voltage pro-
portional to the energy it receives. This
is, a minimum when the frequency of the
waves is exactly the same as the absorption
frequency of the molecules. If the frequency
moves away the voltage rapidly increases
to its normal value, but for small frequency
differences the voltage will be intermediate
between the minimum and the normal
values. It thus serves as a measure of the
frequency difference ; and it can be used
to alter the frequency of the quartz oscil-
lator so as to reduce the frequency differ-
ence to a very small value. The frequency
of the oscillator is thus controlled by the
natural absorption frequency of the gas. It
is made to drive a clock dial in exactly.
the same way as already described for the
quartz clock. The readings of the clock
are thus governed by the frequency of the
quartz oscillator, which is itself controlled
by the gas.

The atomic clock and its inventor, Dr. Harold Lyons.

Absorption
cell
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Magic tee and atom oscillator circuit.
The Accuracy of the New Clock

The accuracy claimed for the clock is
one part in 161, that is one -hundredth of
a second a day. It is thus less accurate
than the standards already in use, but it
is not unusual for the first model of a new
type of instrument to be inferior to the
refined versions of previous types. It may
be that the present form of atomic clock
will never be as good as, for example, the
quartz clock, for there are certain funda-
mental difficulties which will not be easy
to overcome. Scientists are, however,
already investigating other means of con-

trolling standard oscil-
lators by means of
molecular and atomic
vibrations, and from
theoretical grounds at
least some of these
promise to be at least
to times more accu-
rate than any existing
time -keeper.

The Future Role of
the Atomic Clock
One major differ-

ence between the
atomic clock and pre-
vious clocks should be
pointed out. It has
been explained how in
the previous standards
the rotations of the
earth, the swings of a
pendulum o r t h e
vibrations of a piece
of quartz are actually
counted and recorded.
This is not the case in
any form of atomic
clock yet envisaged,
but an auxiliary oscil-
lator is set so that its
frequency is as nearly
as possible equal to
that of ?he atomic
vibration. It should
perhaps be regarded
therefore as a stan-
dard of frequency
rather than a standard
of time. This is par-
ticularly so, as one of
the essential features
of a clock is that it
should not stop. The
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link between the atomic vibrations and
the controlled oscillator is -very elaborate
and includes a large number of radio
valves and other components, each of
which is a source of potential breakdown.
It is not therefore likely to give the long,
unbroken periods of operation required of
a clock, at least not until the techniques
involved are vastly improved.'

It is necessary to remember also one very
important advantage of the earth's rotation
as a standard. If, owing to unfavourable
circumstances, such as a long period of bad
weather, some faulty readings are taken,
these errors are not perpetuated. The clock
is still running properly, although it is not
being read very accurately, and when better
conditions return more accurate readings
can be taken. On the other hand, if an
atomic clock, goes out of control momentarily
its time recoring is lost for ever.

Although it is a very risky proceeding
to forecast the line of development of a
new branch of a subject such as this, it
does seem that in time -keeping the atomic
clock, the quartz clock and the earth's rota-
tion will all play their part in the measure-
ment of frequency and time. It will be
possible to set the quartz clocks with great
precision in terms of the atomic clock. 'I he
quartz clocks controlled in this way will
not only serve as standards of frequency
in radio engineering but will enable the
astronomer to investigate the small vagaries
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in the earth's rotation. On the other hand, [We are indetted to Radio Electronics
the latter will still be used for the measure- several of the illustrations appearing in
meet of time over long intervals. article.-End

Photocell Strip Control Equipment
WHEN strip material such as paper,

fabric, plastic, etc., has to pass
through a machine during a manufac-

turing process there is often a tendency for
the web to move from side to side, with the
result that the roll of material does not layer
properly and the overhanging edges become
damaged. Lateral wandering also makes it
difficult to run the material over rollers for
printing.

The difficulty, however, has been over-
come by the Electrical Equipment Co.
(Leicester) Limited, of ro6, London Road,
Leicester, with the aid of photocell equip-
ment supplied by The General Electric Co.,
Ltd.

Fig. t. Equipment in use to prevent lateral
wandering of corrugated paper. The web can be
seen moving through the lamp and photocell unit.

The equipment consists of a slotted lamp
and cell unit (see Fig. r) with the lamp in
the top half and -two photocells in the bottom,
the cells being masked so that light can
fall on one, both or neither according to the
lateral position of the web passing through
the control head.

When the web is too far in one direction,
both cells are covered ; when it is correctly
positioned one cell is covered, and if it moves
too far towards the opposite side neither cell
is covered.

These three conditions are used to control,
via relays, two solenoids which move an
idler roller sideways under the web and
gradually edge it, if necessary, in the desired
direction. In the " neutral " position, when
only one cell is uncovered, neither solenoid is
energised and the idler roller revolves with
the web. Fig. 2 shows the interior of the
control boxes used with the equipment.

Accuracy of Control
Accuracy of control to within a few

thousandths of an inch can be obtained in
operation and correction starts imme-
diately there is any deviation from normal
position. The maximum standard correction
is two inches of lateral movement, but for
special cases up to twelve. inches can be
arranged.

The solenoids used for correction are D.C.
operated and have a constant rating, with
a linear pull throughout the stroke. Speed of
operation is controlled by an adjustable
hydraulic damper of the self -filling reservoir
type.

A further adaptation of this principle is
guiding the web from a coloured line. When
printing paper, etc., it is often desirable to
work from a printed line as opposed to the
edge of the web.

This is controlled by the varying degree of
light reflection on the photocells, i.e., when
light is reflected from white paper on one
cell and from a coloured line on the other a

for
this

similar position is arrived at as in the
case.

Moving Light Head
In conjunction with this adaptation the

equipment is so designed that, instead of
the roller moving the fabric from a fixed
light head, the light head moves in a lateral
direction on free bearing and follows the
datum line. The equipment is designed
according to the application. In the case of
trimming, cutters are affixed to the light
head and trim the edge of the web at any
desired position; secondly, a guider can be
fixed to the head to ensure that plastic
material in a semi liquid state is guided back
from the edge of the web to obviate the
spillage on to the roller and wastage.

Fig. 2.-Interior of the control equipment,
showing its relative simplicity. Each photocell
only needs one valve, one relay and one contactor.
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THE WORLD OF MODELS
Model and Handicraft Exhibition
in Bombay Model Steam Turbine
Unit: Scale Model " Victory " Ship

By "MOTILUS"

Fig. 2.-A model dockyard displayed at the Parel Model and Handicraft Exhibition. A
cargo steamer is alongside the quay and readers will also notice the sectional model warehouse,

the dockyard personnel and vehicles.

THE widespread interest in PRACTICAL
MECHANICS takes this periodical to
all parts of the world. In India,

whete the magazine has a considerable cir-
culation, many of the readers are interested
in modelmaking. The Editor recently sent
on to me a report he received on a Model
and Handicraft Exhibition held, in the Rail-
way Institute I -tall at Parel, Bombay, in
March last. This was the third annual
exhibition to be organised by the Great
Indian Peninsular Railway Technicians'
Association, -Bombay, and it was -opened on -
3rd March by Lt. -Col. R. C. Paranjoti,
chief mechanical engineer of this railway.

The exhibition was divided into six differ-
ent sections: carpentry, fretwork, handicraft,
electrical, ship models and mechanical
models. The most interesting models were
to be found in the mechanical section .

(Fig. a) where first honours went to Mr.
J. A. Cox, an assistant mechanical engineer
of the railway, for his tank locomotive of the
4-6-4 type, 2iin. gauge. This model also
won the prize as the best exhibit in the whole

Fig. 4.-The complete model steam turbine unit designed and built by Mr. .7. Oliver
Crombie and suitable for use in a model steam boat.

Fig. I. Group of mechanical models at the
Model and Handicraft Exhibition, at Parel,
Bombay. From left to right can be seen a
marine engine, 21in. " Green Arrow "
express locomotive, a road'isoller and a 4-6-4

2iin. gauge tank locomotive.

of the hall. Mr. Cox displayed a number
of other working models in the mechanical
section, the excellent detail work on his 21in.
gauge 2-6-2 type engine with tender,
L.N.E.R. " Green Arrow," attracting con-
siderable attention. Mr. Cox's model road
roller, worked by compressed air, was also
much admired. There was asvariety of
other models in this section, including marine
engines, horizontal steam engines, oscillating
steam engines, vertical boilers, etc., all
worked on compressed air.

Mr. A. Gonsalves won an award for the
best model in the ship and yacht section,
with his model 16th century galleon, the
hull of which had been carved from a solid
piece of Burma teak. Mr. A. E. Tarwalla
won two awards: one section

Fig. 3.-A selection of the varied glass -case
models on show at the Parel Model and Handi-
craft Exhibition, including ship models, archi-
tectural models and a ceremonial coach model.

All examples of finely -detailed modelling.

for a wooden table lamp with beautiful
veneer work, and the second in the fretwork
section for inlaid woodwork depicting various
scenes (Fig. 3). Other prizes went to Mr. M.
E. Barucha for a model of a modern swim-
ming bath, in the handicrafts section, and to
Mr. A. P. Mittal, a young technician on the
railway, for an ingenious wireless table lamp
entered in the electrical section.

Several loan models appeared among the
hundred and fifty exhibits. The G.I.P. Rail-
way had designed and built 4 complete model
dockyard including a docked cargo ship,
warehouses and tracks and showing loco-
motives in the process of unloading (Fig. 2).
They also loaned models of post-war designs
for railway coaches. The Bombay Baroda
and Central India Railway loaned a working
model of a railway station yard, with signal
and interlocking devices and complete track
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Fig.:. 5 and 6.-Two cids-up views of the working model steam turbine made by. Mr. j. Oliver Crombie.

circuit, which served as a source of enlighten-
ment on railroad safety precautions for many
visitors to the. exhibition. An unusual
exhibit was a plastic scale model of a Bristol
Mark 171 freighter aeroplane, loaned by
Messrs. Grew/es Cotton & Co., who also
exhibited a sectional 22 h.p. .Ruston oil
engine.

Messrs. Veniza & Co. displayed a number
of model aircraft, imported from U.S.A. and
Great Britain. On the last day of the exhibi-
tion they gave demonstration flights with
these models, much to the delight of an
enormous crowd of visitors.

I regret that the photographs received
India are rather small, and do not show

to best advantage the excellent detail work
and craftsmanship of these enthusiastic
Bombay modelmakers.

Model Steam Turbine Plant
From time to time both amateur and pro-

fessional modelmakers attempt to make a
working model steam turbine complete plant,
either for propelling model ships or for some
other purpose. It is rare, however, for these
attempts to meet with any degree of reason-
able success, so I was interested to hear
recently of a unique model steam turbine
unit (Fig. -4) made by Mr. J. Oliver Crombie,
of Ferring, near Worthing. Mr. Crombie
made the entire unit himself, with the excep-
tion of the pressure gauge, which he pur-
chased, and as the model has some practical
working value he has been good enough to
let me have some details about it, which I
am glad to be able to pass on to readers.

I usually like to indicate briefly the
" modelmaking background " of model en-
gineers about whose work I write, as we are
always interested in fellcw craftsmen, as well
as their miniature creations. Mr. Crombie
served his apprenticeship in the locomotive
works of the well-known firm of Messrs.
Robert Stephenson and Sons, Ltd., at New-
castle -on -Tyne, from 1897 to two. So,' as
Mr. Crombie says in a letter to me, " I am
really a loco ' man."

No doubt readers are aware of the attempts
that have been made to place on the com-
mercial market a satisfactory and efficient
model steam turbine, quite apart, of course,
from the " toy " ones that are good as work-
ing models to watch, but which have no
power behind them for practical work. Mr.
Crombie started his model partly out of a
curious interest in turbine propulsion and
partly because he hoped the finished model
would be used in a model steam boat be-
longing to a friend, although this idea had to
be abandoned later.

Those who haVe tried their hand at build-
ing a model turbine plant will be only too
well aware of the pitfalls and difficulties that
are encountered. Mr. Crombie took about
seven months to construct the actual turbine
(Figs. 5 and 6) including time taken on tests
to discover the most economical throat area
for the nozzle: three nozzles had to be made
before deciding the best size. Then there
was the boiler to be made and experiments
had to be carried out with lamps, Mr. Crom-
bie eventually deciding that the vapour type
proved most successful. Most difficult job of
all was the " letting in " of the small gear
wheel into the rotor shaft and, secondly, the
cutting of the teeth in the two larger wheels
of phosphor bronze, for which operation Mr.
Crombie made and hardened a special tool:
the setting of the radial blades was another
difficult task.

The problem which he feels is the chief
drawback to a model steam turbine is that
it is unwise to run the turbine for more
than twelve to fifteen minutes without lubri-
cating internally, which is tiresome. This
drawback might be overcome, but Mr.
Crombie has no solution to offer so far !

The model unit is a foot high and overall
length is 2ft. 31 -in., with a total weight, in
wo.k:ng order, of 201b. The turbine has a
rotor of 2;in. diameter, with 48 blades rotat-
ing at 8;000 revs. per minute at a pressure
of 7o1b. The reduction gear is 25.5 to t,
the speed of the " final " shaft being about
3to revs. per minute. There are adjustable,
case-hardened pivot bearings. The tubular,
horizontal boiler, of 4in. diameter, is tliin.
long, having flues, and with a heating surface
of 25o sq. in. There is a superheater in the
smokebox. Heating is by a methylated spirit

vapour lamp with needle valve control, con-
suming more than a quart of spirit per hour.

Regarding the working power of this tur-
bine model the following notes from Mr.
Crombie may be of use to fellow model -
makers who are experimenting on similar
work :

" When a leather band is held and pr.rssed
round the drum on the final shaft (consti-
tuting a brake -horse -power test), the velocity
of the turbine is only slightly reduced. When
the circular casing of the turbine is removed
and distance pieces put over the five hold -
together bolts the turbine works almost (but
not quite) as well. The rotor and internal
gear wheels can then be seen revolving, and
though doing about 130 revs. per second
the rotor does not appear to be moving at
all. The exhaust pipe is, of course, then
amino:ed.

" The turbine never reaches max.mum
angii!ar velocity until some of the internal
lubricant has been carried away by the
exhaust steam, which happens after about a
minute. The best lubricant for the Divers,
one which will mix and remain with the con-
densed steam, has had to be discovered by
patient experiment. After roughly three-
quarters of a million revolutions of the rotor
the pivot bearings and gear wheels show no
sign of wear.

With a large boiler the 8,000 revs. per
minute are maintained continuously with a
pressure of only 45 to 501b. But with the
unit boiler, as shown in the illustration
(Fig. 4), 651b. pressure is necessary, suggest-
ing a ' volume -weight ' being a great advan-
tage behind the issuing steam."

Mr. Crombie says he received one or two
valuable hints regarding methylated vapour

Fig. 7.-The full -hull model " Victory" ship made for the new Maritime Museum in Lucerne.
Scale : 35ft. to tin.
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lamps from Mr. R. Relph, of East Cliff,
Cornwall. Mr. Relph is a civil engineer, and
also a very clever model engineer. Follow-
ing his own experiences in his usual model-
ling activities, Mr. Crombie is keenly
interested in this problem of the practical
working model steam turbine plant. Readers
interested in this form of propulsion may like
to write to Mr. Crombie, through the Editor,
and I feel sure he will by only too pleased
to give them any help he can through the
benefit of his own experiments. Mr. Crombie
would also be glad to know of anyone in this
country who has been successful with any
similar model.

Modern warfare, with its tendencies to

accelerate research in the worlds of science
and manufacturing, frequently gives rise to
the making and breaking of records in many
spheres. During the last war the number
of warships built after the design of Kaiser's
American " Victory " or " Liberty " ship
(over 2,000 of them) must surely have
broken a record: partly pre -fabricated, these
ships were built in shipyards in many differ-
ent parts of the world, the main output
coming from U.S.A. and Great Britain. They
were well-built cargo .ships, designed to be
constructed quickly and to do an efficient war
job.

The model " Victory " ship, illustrated in
Fig. 7, is one made to the order of Mr. Philip

Keller, of Lucerne, Switzerland. Mr. Keller
has a private collection of ship models, repre-
senting ships of numerous types from all over
the world. I believe it must be one of the
finest private collo'tions in existence. When,
a short while ago, it was decided to open a
Maritime Museur t in Lucerne, Mr. Keller
generously gave a large number of ship
models to the Swiss authorities for exhibi-
tion in the new museum. The " Victory "
ship model, made to a scale of 35ft. to tin.,
was ordered specially for inclusion with the
models for the Lucerne Maritime Museum ;
the model is finished in the standard grey
colour of the war -time ships and shows as
much detail as is possible in this small scale.

Trade Notes
B.E.N. Spray Gun

BE.N. PATENTS, LTD., have recently
brought back into production the

popular B.E.N. Model " S " Spray Gun,
which is invaluable for the spray painting
of small objects and for a wide range of
decorative effects. This precision gun is of

The B.E.N. Spray Gun.

light weight, is easily operated, and is
specially designed to produce a wide range
of effects from a dot or fine line to a full
broad spray. It is invaluable for pottery
decoration, showcard and poster work,
decorators' shading and blending effects,
furniture shading, fabric decoration, and
lampshade, toy, artificial flower and antique
novelty work. Attractively finished in

 polished duralumin with nickel -plated fittings
and heavily plated copper gravity cup, the
Model " S " is machined throughout to
precision limits and all parts are interchange-
able. The material needle is of stainless steel.
Designed for round spray only the Model "S"
is supplied with two spray head combinations
designed respectively for fine and medium
effects. With the No. 1 spray head, intended
for fine work where water colours, dyes and
other light liquids are to be applied, perfect
atomisation is obtained from t cu. ft. of air
at 25 to 3o1b. pressure. For heavier work

involving lacquers, oil colours, bronzes and
materials of medium consistency the No. 2
spray head is necessary: A r -oz. gravity cup
is supplied as standard (4 -oz. cup extra) and
a ain. knurled hose connector for 3/16in.
hose is fitted. Further particulars are
obtainable from B.E.N. Patents, Ltd., High
Wycombe, Bucks.

Is This a Record?
IT is sometimes stated that electronic equip-

ment is unsuitable for industrial use
owing to the alleged short life of valves and
other apparatus.

A case, however, has recently come to light
which refutes this. In 1937 an Osram valve
and photocell, taken at random from stock,
were installed in smoke -detecting equipment
at Mount Royal Hotel, Marble Arch,
London, and remained in daily use without
interruption until replaced in December,
1948, a total of some roo,000 hours.
Throughout this period the valve and photo-
cell were subjected to an ambient tempera-
ture of 9o -too deg. Fahr.

The "Rawlclip"
AMONG the latest developments in fixing

devices is the Rawlplug girder clip, a
patented device which clips on to girders
instantly, and will take brackets at any angle
for carrying pipes, cables, conduits, etc. There
are two types, one for " H " girders and the
other for angle girders. The Rawlclip is
made in three parts: One carrier with one
sliding self-locking clip at each end. The
clips are made of the best quality spring
steel, and the sliding clips and carrier have
interlocking indentations which engage when
the parts are assembled on the girder. The
carrier is provided with a slot in which the
nuts and the screws holding the saddle are
inserted and the nuts tightened up. The
Rawlclip forms a firm fixture with the girder,
and will not work loose with vibration. No
special tools are required for fixing it. An
illustrated folder giving further particulars
and prices is obtainable from The Rawlplug

Co., Ltd., Rawlplug House, Cromwell Road,
London, S.W.7.

Spoke -making Machine
DANIEL SMITH, LTD., Castle Iron-

works, Wolverhampton, have recently
produced a spoke -making machine which
should be of advantage to the cycle industry.

The machine is the result of considerable
investigation by the firm's engineers abroad,
and it is stated that it has been made and
designed at the request of the Ministry of
Supply as a dollar saver. The reason why
it will save dollars is that originally the
British cycle industry used to purchase most
of its spokes from hard currency markets.
The new machine only requires one operator
and will produce finished spokes of any
length between 71in. and 13in.

New Tube Seal
ASIMPLE device for reducing the evapo-

ration through the nozzle of a collapsible
tube of adhesive or paint has been placed on
the market by the Tube Seal Co., 33, Tenny-
son Road, Stoke, Coventry. When an ordin-
ary pin is used for perforating the nipple
of a tube not provided with a screw cap, the
contents in the neck of the tube quickly
solidify due to evaporation around the pin.

Maters/
sohdt fled

rube sea/

Maters/
fresh state

The advantage of using the new tube seal
is clearly shoan in these diagrams.

A tube seal overcomes this objection by
means of a sleeve which seals the nozzle, and
a pin which, after piercing it, prevents the
contents of the tube escaping. Further infor-
mation can be obtained from the Tube Seal
Co. at the address given above.

The "Ram'clip,"  teir.ch is suitable for ho'ding conduits, zta:er pipes, steam pipes, etc., at
various angles on girders.
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Letters from Readers
Glycerine Litharge Cement

SIR,-It may be interesting to your reader,
M. Stewart, to know that this cement is

extensively used in the refrigeration industry,
bin we usually obtain yellow litharge and
make a stiff paste by adding glycerine care-
fully. Any refrigeration engineer will
demonstrate this. Screwed flanges on
ammonia pipes, etc., need not be sweated or
expanded if this cement is used, and such
joints are reopened usually by heating with
a blowlamp and tapping with a hammer to
break the cement.-J. PAItTINGTON (Bolton).

Methanol as a Fuel
SIR,-Reading a recent issue of PRACTICAL.

MECHANICS, I was interested in the
query from G. Rothwell, of Manchester,
regarding the disadvantages and problems of
running his motor -cycle on methanol.

Some time ago I had the task of adapting
a two-stroke motor -cycle engine to run on
this fuel, and perhaps the following informa-
tion might be of use to the reader in

question:
(A) Primarily, assuming that the engine is

lubricated by " petroil " system, it is known
that methanol will not mix with any mineral
c):1. It will, however, mix with vegetable oil
and, for the purpose required in this instance,
the only way out of the problem is to use
commercial (or pure) castor oil, using the
same measure as for petroil mixture, i.e.,
16 to t pars. The aroma, incidentally, is
a nostalgic one-reminiscent of T.T. races
and early aeroplane engines when castor oil
was in vogue.

(B) Methanol is very bad for paint and
cepulose, burning the tank enamel almost at
once, and great care must be taken not to
spill any when filling up.

(c) Water is formed during combustion, as
stated in PRACTICAL MECHANICS, and will be
noticed dribbling from the tail pipes while
the engine is running. It does not corrode
anything either internally or externally, and
the engine can be left over a period of weeks
without any harm resulting.

(D) Jet size (the mixture has to be very
rich indeed) requires from 21 to r times
normal petrol size, and air correspondingly
smaller. In my case the mixture control
needle had to be Papered and shortened to
get any running at all, and the final results
were attained by much trial and error. As
stated above, the mixture is very rich. Hence
the consumption in m.p.g. is high ; Mr. Roth -
well can expect from his machine only 2o-35
m.p.g. which, as the price of castor oil and
methanol is also high, makes the proposition
a dubious one.

(B) Starting -is at times difficult with a
cold engine. Before I managed to get my
carburation correct the engine would not start
on methanol at all. This trouble was over-
come by flooding the carburettor with
methanol -castor oil mixture, &moving the
sparking plug and squirting a small quantity
of neat petrol through the plug -hole, and
replacing the sparking plug after ascertaining
that the plug was free from condensation.
With the throttle opened a little and the
mixture set for " rich " the engine was
kicked over vigorously ; the neat petrol fired
at once and the engine " revved " hard
sufficiently long enough for the methanol
mixture to be induced to take on the
running.

Finally, I would like to add, for perform-
ance methanol is wonderful stuff ; the bike
goes like a bomb with .surprisingly cool
running at sustained speed. However, at low
revs. power is low, and engine -stalling is
frequent unless revs. are kept up. While

stationary the engine must be " blipped " to
"keep it going ; a hot engine can be restarted
without resort to priming, but unless
accurately carburated is difficult when cold.
Two -strokes seem to like methanol, and,
when I converted mine, no one was able to
give me any tips, so it proved a problem for
some appreciable time. I run on petrol now,
and honestly do not regard methanol as a
satisfactory substitute.-S. Astaa (Gorleaton-
on-Sea).

"Practical Mechanics"' Fountain Pen
Competition
SIR,-May I comment on the published

designs in connection with the above
competition?

Mr. Munro's is far ahead of the others and
appeals to me. I hope to see these pens
on the market soon.

Loss of capacity due to rubber bags and
gadgets to self -fill them means frequent
refilling. If the whole barrel can be used
for ink, with longer periods between filling,
why not dispense with all self -filling gear
and pour the ink into the barrel. Petrol
'lighters are not self -filling and who minds?

fflosepiece Cemented
Double barrel can
be transparent

Hood Guide spider
Unscrew to fill Air space

Needle valve with seating

Firstly, if a petrol tank is used, all traces
of petrol should be removed by swilling out
with hot water and allowing to stand for
48 hours out in the open air ; this will lessen
the risk of explosion when soldering or
brazing.

Secondly, the pressure of 3olb. per sq. in.
seems much too high for a tank of that
type. A safer pressure would be about
31b. per sq. in. Aircraft petrol tanks,
some of corrugated 22 S.W.G.M.S., are
tested at I1lb. per sq. in. I have seen
a flat aluminium tank assume a, spherical
shape with a pressure of 61b. per sq. in.

Thirdly, the tank should have a pressure
gauge and a relief valve ; either of these
should be quite easy to acquire with all these
ex-R.A.F. components available. The stop -
tap should be of a type which screws down
on to a seat (oxygen cocks, etc.). Most of
the other types leak with air. - P. MILLS
(Woking).

SIR,-In my article in the February issue
I obviously made a rather rash state-

ment that the pressure aside a petrol tank

Valve spring
Air space to allow endpiece screw

vent - home atter valve seated

Gland Gland spring
Endpiece also lifts valve off

seat, according to
position of endpiece

Mr. E. W. Rai:genes idea for a large capacity non -leaking fountain pen.

The most awkward problem is blobbing
due to air expansion. By using plastic
materials the barrel could be made double
like a vacuum flask, with much less heat
transfer from the hand.,

The other designs published all seem to
provide against leakage in the pocket (most
pens seal pretty well when the cap is' on),
but they don't provide for hand -warmth
leakage while writing.

A needle -valve would control flow to suit
various nibs, and an index on barrel and
end -piece would indicate the user's preference.

Seating on the needle -valve would seal
pen for carrying.

While in pocket the nib is uppermost, so
that if the user opens the valve immediately
on removal from pocket, still holding nib
up, any pressure due to warming up from
body would escape through the nib.

I have tried many pens, one is a -
and gives no trouble except capacity, but
it costs seven times as much as another for
the same number of parts. I was disap-
pointed in finding I had not more for my
money. And for the price of the new -,
one would expect the last word in pens, yet
I'll wager it still has a rubber bag. A friend
owning one complains that he cannot see
enough of the nib to know which way to
hold it for writing.-E. W. BAIGENT (High
Wycombe).

Perspex for the Amateur
SIR,-May I draw your attention to the

compressed air tank in the " Perspex for
the Amateur " article in the February issue
of PRACTICAL MECHANICS?

In my opinion the tank, in its present
state, will be in danger of bursting and
probably injuring the operator.

should be taken up to 301b. per sq. in. The
safe pressure obviously depends on the shape
and material used for the construction of
the tank.

Some time ago I made a paint -spraying
plant in which I used a petrol tank out of
an old Vauxhall car. The tank in this case
was cylindrical in shape and it withstood
all' the pressure I could exert with a foot
pump, which must have been well over 3olb.
per sq. in.

In my own blowing apparatus for " Pers-
pex " I used some Government surplus
pressure tanks. The reason I did not quote
these in the article is that they are not readily
obtainable.

With regard to the possibility of danger
to the operator in the event of the tank
bursting, I think that if such a mishap did
occur the tank would give at a joint,
and that as the method of inflation is slow
and the pressure comparatively low there
would be very little possibility of the operator
being hurt.

Although I did not mention it in the
article, a pressure of 51b. per sq. in. is all
that is required to blow quite thick " Pers-
pex." Thus a pressure in the tank of tolb.
per sq. in. would be quite adequate.

With regard to other points mentioned by
your correspondent, precautions are obviously
necessary in preparing the tank for brazing,
but these should be self-evident.

The .introduction of a pressure gauge and
a relief valve would obviously be an advan-
tage, but they would complicate the apparatus.

The type of valve mentioned would be
the best to use, but I did not experience
any trouble with an ordinary turncock.-
J. C. REUSSNER (Thornton-le.Dale).
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Brazing Butt -jointed Cylinders : Conic
Forms
SIR,-As a craftsman whose work brings

him much in touch with the subject,
may I bring to the notice of your readers a
method of silver -soldering or brazing of
butt -jointed cylinders which I assume to be
most unorthodox but find to be extremely
effective. In all the literature on the sub-
ject the method appears to be that one binds
the cylinder with soft iron wire to prevent
opening of the joint and applies the borax
flux in the form of a paste by combining it
with water. Obviously, the snags in binding
are: (a) That, due to varying co-efficients of
expansion, the iron wire may mark the
softened metal: (b) that, due to the same
cause, the joint may slip and overlap ; and
(c) that there is a possibility of the solder
adhering to the wire. These possibilities are
real. I used to have to put tip with them,
but not for some considerable time now.

The cause of the opening joint is expan-
sion taking place in the wrong place first,
since it is natural to apply heat to the joint
inside the cylinder. Result : the inside ex-
pands more rapidly than the outside and the
metal will tend to straighten. By the time
expansion of the outside catches up with that
inside the metal has become very malleable,
and closing of the gap is not possible unless
a binding medium is used.

The cure is, of -course, to heat the outside
first to a dull red heat opposite the joint, and
the joint remains closed, and if not tight
will close right up.

This brings me to the application of borax.
This salt contains water of crystallisation,
which is always driven off on heating, caus-
ing some turmoil and movement of the borax,
which often leaves the joint for some other
position where its presence is neither desired
nor required. Mixing the borax to a paste
with water does not prevent this, and the
reason for making a paste, i.e., to get the
borax right on the job, is defeated. Hence, the
method used by me and my students, always
with success.

As the outside of the job is being brought
to a dull red heat, I hold a wirewith flattened
end in the flame and dip it in the borax on
reaching red heat, then back to the flame,
rolling it to prevent loss of borax until a
bead sufficient to cover the joint is formed.
Then both flame and boraxed wire (or
spatula) are applied to the joint, and the wire
is lightly trailed up and down until borax
covers the full length. More borax can be
applied by the wire if necessary.

I can imagine the critics saying that the
joint surfaces will now be oxided. What
of it? Borax is a solvent of most metallic
oxides and will remove them and, of course, by
its screen action, will prevent further forma-
tion. Should the job be a small one the
solder or spelter may be transferred to the
job by the wire, melting it on to the wire
first, or by placing small pieces along the
joint and reheating to flow point. For larger
jobs some support must be given, and I sug-
gest iron angles of suitable flange width laid
under the job, flanges up and running the
full length. Don't let the flanges be too far
from the joint.

While I am on this topic might I give
another tip regarding the development of
conic forms. So many people calculate the
circumference of the cone base and then
laboriously and inaccurately step this distance
around the circle of development with
dividers. I never bother to develop the job
on paper. It is marked straight on to the
metal and ensures perfect accuracy. The
method lies in the relation between the slant
height of the cone, which is the radius of
the circle of development, and the diameter
of the base of the cone. 't x twice the rad.
of circle of dev. (slant height of cone) gives

an angle of development of 36o deg. From
this we calculate the angle required for the
job. So, as 7r x twice slant height is to
36o deg., so .7t x diam. of base of cone is to
angle of development.

x SH : 36o° : : x d: x°
giving 2 SH x x° = 36o° x d

36o° x d
2 SH

So then, we might say, multiply diameter of
base by 36o deg. and divide by twice slant
height.

One word of warning. When metal is
bent the inside is contracted and the outside
expands ; therefore all calculations must be
based on the mean diameter. If a cylinder
is to fit over a disc at either end, one thick-
ness of the metal must be added to the dia-
meter of disc. If the cylinder end is to fit
into a flanged disc, one thickness of the metal
must be subtracted. The same rule will
apply, of course, to conic forms.-E. T.
BAILEY (Bognor Regis).

Electric Door Chime Improvement
SIR,-With reference to the article by

E. S. Brown, " An Electric Door
Chime," appearing in the issue of May, 1948,

Locking screws

A

Steady pins

Brackets capable of
movement either way

Galvanised wire B

The sliding bracket showing
notch for hook of suspension
spring

Adjustable brackets for suspending chime
tubes.-E. R. Putman (Wallington).

I should like to point out a few modifica-
tions which I have made in the chime I
have constructed and which may be useful
to other readers.

For the coil former I used the barrel of
an old fountain pen which was of the correct
size and provided a much firmer basis than
paper or card on which to wind the coil.

I visualised trouble in adjusting the tubes
from the suspension hooks, as shown in the
article, especially as there is so little distance
between the tubes and the striker rod.
Instead of the hooks I made adjustable
brackets of sheet brass slotted to allow of
movement either right or left (see " A " on
accompanying sketch).

For the suspension of the tubes I dis-
carded the split pins and used instead small
lengths of galvanised wire which were placed
through the holes in the tubes and drawn
up from inside the tubes to the shape shown
at " B," the short ends of the wire being
turned up as shown. This obviates the
chance of the tubes jumping the groove in
the split pin should the tube be knocked
accidentally.

The chime works well on three cycle -lamp
batteries and has given no trouble.-E. R.
PUTMAN (Wallington).

Screwdriver Theory
SIR,-In a recent issue of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS, Prof. Low again mentions
what must be one of his favourite theories,
viz., that the greater torque obtained from
a long screwdriver is a result of holding it
out of line with the screw. I don't agree
for two reasons:

Firstly, the driver does not have to be far
out of line before it will turn out of and
damage the screw slot.

Secondly, merely holding the screwdriver
out of line will not result in greater torque.
The end of the driver would have to inscribe
an arc at the moment of turning, otherwise
the torque would surely be the same as when
it is held normally.

My own theory is that a longer screwdriver
gives greater purchase because the user is
able to " spread himself out " and take a
better grip. Also, the larger the handle
diameter the greater the leverage applied.

This could easily be proved right or
wrong by connecting a train of gears with
stop pawl to a powerful spring balance, a
slot being cut in the spindle of the first gear.
The merits of various sizes of drivers could
then be found.-B. TooN (Stamford).

Club Notes
Harrow and Wembley Society of Model

Engineers
THE above society has arranged a pro-

gramme of events for the current month,
as follows:

June 8.-Talk by Mr. Rogers on " Lathe
Topics."

June r8.-Visit to Romney, Hythe and
Dymchurch Railway. Members of other
clubs are welcome to join us. The hon.
secretary should be notified as soon as poss-
ible of the numbers likely to be coming.

June 22.-Marine talk arranged by Mr. R.
Emery.

A visit to Longmoor Transportation Centre,
Liphook, has been arranged for August 28.
The number in the party is limited and
early application is advisable.

J. H. Summers, Hon. Secretary, 34, Hill-
side Gardens, Northwood, Middx.

Radio Coutrolled Models Society
THE Radio Controlled Models Society,

London group, has started a series of
monthly lectures, designed primarily for be-
ginners to radio and electrics, commencing
with fundamental electrical principles, and
working up over the year to cover the whole
field of radio control. Notes and references

will be provided to assist members in their
private reading. Visitors will be welcome
at the lectures, the first one of which took
place at the St. Ermin's Hotel, Caxton Street,
S.W.r, on Sunday, May 8th, when Mr. J. C.
Hogg, general secretary of the R.C.M.S.,
gave the first of two talks on " Fundamen-
tals." Details of further meetings, and of
membership and the society's activities, may
be obtained from:

The Hon. Group Secretary, Lieut. (L) G.
C. Chapman, R.N., Pine Corner, Firwood
Rise, Heathfield, Sussex.

The Manchester Society of Model 4and
Experimental Engineers
THIS society, which is over forty years old,

is at last in sight of its goal. Plans are
nearing completion for 66oft. passenger -haul-
ing locomotive track in one of the Manchester
parks. Provision will be made for 21in.,
and 5in. gauge, and the club members
are also building a 5in. gauge locomotive.
Other interests are catered for, and a loft.
circular car track will be laid down. The
society expresses a cordial invitation to model
engineers of all interests to join, and visitors
are welcome at our weekly meetings at the
Girls' Institute, Mill Street, Ancoats, Man-
chester, on Fridays at 8 p.m.

Hon. Secretary, George Garvin, 13, Ver-
non Road, Droylsden.
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QUERIES0A
ENQUIRIES
A ,stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 72 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Cholesterol and 0.vycholesterol
WOULD you please answer the following

questions :
(a) What is cholesterol ?
(b) What is oxycholesterol ?
Where can they be obtained 2-H. A. Hopkins

(Grimsby).
(,..;\ CHOLESTEROL, when pure, is a colourless sub -
V2.1 stance crystallising in fine needles, which melt
sharply at 145 deg. C. Chemically, it is one of the higher
alcohols, and has the formula C27H450H. It is
found in various places, such as the brain, in bile, in
wool fat, in egg yolk, in gallstones, and even in cancerous
and tubercular deposits. It can also be made
artificially.

Cholesterol has been given some renown as a hair
tonic or stimulant, but since there is some evidence
that its absorption into the body under certain condi-
tions may be associated with the development of cancer,
it is hardly advisable to use it for cosmetic purposes.

It can be obtained from any firm of laboratory sup-
pliers, such as Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Leeds,
or Messrs. Vicsons Ltd., 148, Pinner Road, Harrow,
Middlesex. Its price is in the region of 6s . 6d. per ounce.

(b) So far as we can trace, oxycholesterol is not
commercially obtainable. It is a crystalline product
formed by the mild oxidation of cholesterol. It is a
constituent of many animal cells, and it has been
used in the synthesis of certain cancer-prodticing
substances, such as methylcholanthrene. It has not,
however, the chemical importance of cholesterol, its
parent substance.

PetrOl-proof Varnish
T AM experiencing great difficulty in making
1 hard -drying black enamel on a motor -cycle
tank proof against petrol. Can you supply me
with a formula for making a colourless lacquer
which will solve my problem, or what marketed
brand of varnish would be suitable ?

I have tried all local colourmen without success
and have experimented with clear dope and
transfer varnish, all to no avail.

Would a " waterproof " varnish do the job 2
-S. Dunn (London, N.).

TO a large extent, two coats of an ordinary shellac
varnish will stand up well against petrol. Alterna-

tively, you can use a clear lacquer made by dissolving
scrap celluloid in equal parts of acetone and amyl
acetate, or, better still, the following varnish :

Clear celluloid .. .. 15 grams.
Ethyl acetate .. .. 17 c.cs.
Amyl acetate .. .. 25 ,,
Xylene .. 6o
Benzene .. 40
Boiled linseed oil
Tricreylphosphate
Ethyl alcohol .. 26 .
Again, you can use a solution of Perspex in tri-

chlorethylene, or, if you wish, inquire of Bakelite, Ltd.,
IS, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.1, for one of
their synthetic resin varnishes which are proof against
petrol and benzene.

You will, we think, be able to buy a clear -cellulose
varnish ready made from Messrs. Nobles and Hoare,
Ltd., 3, Cromwell Road, London, S.E.r, or Messrs.
Vicsons Ltd., 148, Pinner Road, Harrow, Middlesex.

Sizing Cement Walls ; Books on Painting
and Graining

WOULD you please supply me with the follow-
ing information : What is the solution that

-is put on cement walls before painting them ?
Also, is there any book dealing with painting and
graining, etc. ?-R. R. Kendrick (Ferns).
CEMENT walls which are to be painted are usually

brushed over with size to fill up the pores and to
prevent the wall absorbing too much of the paint. You
can make up a convenient size solution for this purpose
by dissolving to parts of glue -size (by weight) in 90
parts of hot water. Brush the solution on HOT and
do not attempt the painting until the wall has thoroughly
dried out again. Two applications of the size solution
are better than one.

The following books dealing with painting and
graining will interest you. They can be obtained
(possibly secondhand) from either Messrs. W. & G.
Foyle, Ltd., Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2,
or horn Messrs. Wm. Bryce, Ltd., 54, Lothian Street,

Edinburgh. In each case we have noted the publisher's
net retail price (pre-war.)
E. A. Davidson : House Painting, Graining, Marbling

and Sign Writing (7s. 6d.).
P. N. Hasluck : Practical Graining and Marbling (3s.).
W. J. Pearce : Painting and Decorating (12s. 6d.).
M. Vince : Practical House Decorating (3s. 6d.).
A. H. Sabin : House Painting (9s.).
J. E. Butterworth : Practical Painting and Decorating

(5s).

Base Exchange Material- for Water
Softener

T HAVE constructed the water softener as
described in the January issue of " Practical

Mechanics," and shall be glad if you will enlighten
me as to what base exchange material I must
use, andwhere I can obtain it. -E. Harris (Honi-
ton).
THE base exchange material you require for your

water -softener is Zeolite crystals, which may be
obtained at approximately 6s. per lb. from the under-
mentioned suppliers :

Messrs. The Universal Water Softeners, Ltd., Clock
Parade, London Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

Messrs. Hall & Hamblen, Water Treatment Engineers,
13, Amy Street, Leicester.

Nickel Plating
T AM interested in nickel plating and have been
A wondering if' a suitable current might be
obtained by the use of a transformer and rectifier
from the house supply (230 A.C.). I notice these

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones, and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible
with their enquiries.

components are advertised in " Practical
Mechanics " and would appreciate your advice
regarding the right types to purchase. -R. W.
Wright Darlington).

NICKEL plating could be carried out by means of a
step-down transformer and a metal rectifier

from the 230 -volt A.C. supply. We would suggest
an equipment capable of giving about 4 volts across
the terminals of the bath and a current of 12 to 20
amps. per square inch of plated surface. The vat
voltage could be controlled by means of a resistance
in the primary circuit of the transformer, but a more
efficient arrangement would be to use a transformer
having a tapped secondary winding.

Bleaching Fluid ; Glass Bottle Manu-
facturers

CAN you please tell me what ingredients are
used in the manufacture of a good bleaching

and cleansing fluid for use in the ordinary house-
hold, such as is commonly sold in most shops.
Also, where can I obtain the necessary materials
and bottles 2-J. R. Smith (Askam-in-Furness).
THE ordinary bleaching fluid which i2 sold in shop

for household use is a stabilised solution of sodium
or calcium hypochlorite. It is produced by the large-
scale electrolysis of brine, and can be obtained in
quantities for re -sale through your regional office of
I.C.I., Ltd., which is situated at King Street House,
Manchester.

You cannot possibly make such a solution yourself,
for it requires not only much chemical skill and know-
ledge but also extensive and costly chemical and elec-
trolytical plant.

You can, however, make a simpler type of hypo -
chlorite solution for yourself by grinding up / part of
bleaching powder (chloride of lime) with ro parts of
cold water. Add about J part of common salt to the
solution. Then.fllter it. In this condition, the liquor
will be an effective bleacher, but it will only keep for
about a fortnight, after which it will tend to become
acid and to lose its bleaching power.

There is, unfortunately, no other method of making
a bleaching liquor on the home scale.

Bleaching powder can be obtained from I.C.I.,
Ltd.,address above mentioned, or from any chemical
merchant as, for example, Messrs. James Beard, Ltd.,
16, Great Ancoats Street, Manchester ; Messrs. J. W.
Towers & Co., Ltd., 44, Chapel Street, Salford 3,
Lancs.

You should also be able to obtain it locally in small
amounts for experimental work from any of your local
druggists.

Glass bottles may be obtained from any of the follow-
ing firms : Messrs. J. Arthur Battie, -Ltd., Doncaster;
Messrs. Gregg & Co., Ltd., Hope Glass Bottle Works,
Knottingley, Yorks;Messrs. Jackson Bios. (of Knot-
tingley), Ltd., Headland Glass Works, Knottingley,
Yorks ; or United Kingdom Glass Co., Ltd., Hayes,
Middlesex.

Preventing Cement Floors from Dusting
COULD you please inform me how to make a

solution for preventing a cement floor from
dusting ? The floor was laid last autumn, has

not had a lot of use, and was made of washed
sand and slightly coloured pink. -H. J. Cooper
(Chelmsford).
CEMENT floors very commonly give rise to dusting

troubles, particularly when the cement content is
on the low side. However, even the -best of cement
floors will give rise to this trouble under constant
traffic.

There is no solution which you can -make for the
purpose of stopping the dusting. Various solutions of
sodium silicate (waterglass) have been recommended
from time to time, but they are of little use.

A better preparation is an emulsified wax solution,
such as " Glocoat " (Messrs. Johnson and Sons,
Hendon, London, N.W.4) or " Sposs " (Simmonds
Products, Ltd., Trading Estate, Slough). Such
preparations are applied to the floor. They deposit a
film of hard wax thereon which binds the loose floor
particles together. Regular application is necessary to
keep the dusting trouble completely in abeyance.

Alternatively, you can use a preparation of ethyl
silicate which, when applied to the floor, deposits hard
silica thereon. Such a preparation is " Kexacrete,"
which is manufactured by Kautex Products, Ltd.,
Elstree, Herts.

It would not be possible for you to prepare either of
the above classes of solutions yourself.

Transparent Adhesive
rOULD you please give me a formula for
'-, making an adhesive similar to that used
on transparent tape which can be bought in
narrow widths at stationers ?

I wish to coat pieces of transparent paper about
a foot square with a preparation so that they
will remain slightly " tacky " for a long period.
M. Leonard Clifton (Shepperton).
SELF-SEALING adhesives are not easy to make.
" The simplest of them all consists of a mixture
of about equal quantities of rubber latex and mica
powder. Since, however, this does not give a perfectly
transparent film, you may not find it suitable.

The following is a relatively simple formitla for a
transparent adhesive of this type:

Gun cotton .. 5 parts (by weight)
Ethyl acetate ..
Toluene .. .. 2 ,,

To the above add the following :
Ester giant - 4.5 Parts
Castor oil
Butyl phthalate ..
Ethyl acetate .. . . 2
Toluene 2

The resulting liquid should be stored in wide -necked
bottles provided with screw lids.

THE P.M. BLUEPRINT SERVICE
12 FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE.* New Series. No. I.

3s. 6d.
10 -WATT MOTOR. New Series.* No. 2. 3s. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.*

New Series. No. 3. 5s.

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a. Is.
" SPORTS " PEDAL CAR.* New Series. No. 4. 5s.
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT.* New

Series. No. 5. . Ss.

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6. 5s.5

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7. 3s.64.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

No. 8 (2 sheets). 7s.*
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9. 3s. 6d.*

DIASCOPE. Ne.w Series. No. 10. 3s. Eid.*

EPISCOPE. New Series. No. Il. 3s. 6d.*
PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12. Is. 6d.

220 CAR*
(Designed by F. J. CAMM),

10s. 6d. per set of four sheets.
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK*

Blueprints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.
Art board dial for above clock, Is.

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

A MODEL AUTOGIRO*
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE"
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

The 1-c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE.
Complete set, 7s. 6d.

STREAMLINED WAKEFIELD
MONOPLANE -3s. 6d.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE
Full-size blueprint, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN*
Complete set, 10s. 6d.

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK* -2s,
The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,

from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

An * denotes constructional details are available, free,
with the blueprint.
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Writing Pad with Celluloid Front
T INTEND to construct a scribbling pad of the
.1 type which consists of a cellophane front which
is pressed on a wax block by a pointed stick and
then the image removed when required by
separating the two.

Could you please give me the composition of
the block and any suggestions for the construction
of the pad P-G. G. Doig (Glasgow).
NO details have ever been published respecting the

construction of the writing pads which you
mention, but possibly you might be able to ascertain
details from looking up old patent records in the
Mitchell Library at Glasgow.

In any case, the transparent front of the pad is
usually of celluloid, not cellophane. This is arranged
to make contact with a tablet or pad which is composed
of a very soft rubber in which has been incorporated
a quantity of black pigment-usually a mixture of
slate and lampblack. The pad is readily compressible.
When compressed by the writing stylus, it remains
in that condition until the pressure is relieved by
sliding the celluloid front over the pad. Eventually,
however, the pad loses its flexibility, and also the
celluloid sheet becomes permanently indented, so
that the pad as a whole becomes useless.

For purpose of construction you require a very
soft black rubber sheeting material. We do not know
where you can get this these days. We believe that this
material is no longer manufactured. However, you
might try Messrs. F. Reddayway and Co. Ltd., Pendleton,
Salford, 6, Lanes, or, alternatively, you could contact
the Research Association of British Rubber Manufac-
turers, t05-7, Lansdowne Road, Croydon, Surrey,
which organisation might possibly be able to put you
on the track of this material if it should happen to be
still available.

Prevention of Rust in Storage Tank
ThURING repairs to my hot-water system I
-1- have found that rusty growths have formed
inside the hot-water storage tank, which is
galvanised.

Is there any method of arresting this corrosion
and preventing it recurring ?

Could the tank be painted internally with a
heat -resisting paint not harmful to health should
the water be used for drinking purposes, and,
if so, what paint would you recommend ? Is
aluminium paint suitable .-F. Benham (Dul-
wich).
THERE is no paint with which your water tank

could be coated internally without setting up
some danger in the case of the water being used for
drinking purposes.

Your best plan is to scrape the offending growths
away by hand and afterwards to treat the water at
regular intervals with a small quantity of sodium
metaph6sphate to prevent the recurrence of the growths.

Under the name of " Micromet," sodium meta -
phosphate is prepared in slowly soluble form by
Messrs. Albright and Wilson, Ltd., Water Treatment
Department, 49, Park Lane, London, W.I. This firm
issues a booklet on the subject which we feel sure would
interest you.

If the water was not to be drunk, aluminium paint
would be effective after scraping away the tank growths,
but there is always a danger of tiny flakes or particles
of the metallic aluminium coming away and being
carried off in the water. To drink such flakes would
at once introduce a hazard to health.

Thermal Efficiency of Engines
WILL you please state the approximate efficiency

percentage values of any modern internal
combustion engine and any modern steam
locomotive P-B. W. New (Bounds Green).
WE presume you refer to what is called the

thermal efficiency " of an engine, which is the
ratio of the indicated horse -power of the engine
(expressed as heat units) to the heat energy of the
fuel used per minute.

It can be proved mathematically that even with a
perfect or ideal internal combustion engine the thermal
efficiency could never exceed 87 per cent. In practice,
however, even with the best engine designs the thermal
efficiency of such engines is very much lower. With
an ordinary petrol engine the thermal efficiency varies
between 20 and 28 per cent., being usually nearer the
former figure than the latter. The thermal efficiency
of a diesel engine may reach 4o per cent.

The thermal efficiency of a steam locomotive is still
lower, often being no more than 8 -to per cent. and
sometimes considerably lower.

Drying Box for Hypersensitised Plates
T WAS interested in the method you gave in a
-1- recent issue for hypersensitising plates, but
I find difficulty in drying them in the dark as I
have no dark room. Could this deficiency be
overcome by putting the plates in a light tight
box with a substance which would absorb the
moisture ? If so, what substance would you
suggest, and where could it be obtained ? Would
phosphorus pentoxide or " amadou " be of any
use ?-R. S. Maddever ;Launceston).
PHOSPHORUS pentoxide is messy and expensive

stuff to use, and we doubt whether it would be
very effective for your purpose. Ordinary quicklime
would be much better. But why not construct a
drying box in the two opposite sides of which a series
of air holes are drilled ? These holes could then be
shrouded with downwards -slanting wooden strips on
the outer sides of the box so that the light would be

trapped effectively and prevented from entering the
box. Such a box containing the plates would, when
placed in an open door or other position of draught,
dry the plates with maximum speed.

We feel, however, that if you are going in for
specialised photographic experimentation such as the
hypersensitisation of plates you will find a dark room
of sorts an absolute necessity.

Step-up Transformer Details
T HAVE a number of stampings totalling sin.

in thickness, the other dimensions being as
indicated in the accompanying diagram.

I would like to make up a transformer to
step-up from too V. to
250 V. 50 cycles, with
the highest output
possible. Would you
give me the data on
the gauge of wire re-
quired, and quantity ?-C. Laws (London,
S.W.).
VVE consider that about
IN 5o volt -amps. would

be the most that you
could expect from your
core. We suggest the
primary be wound with
750 turns of 24 s.w.g.
enamelled wire, and the
secondary with 2,000
turns of 29 s.w.g. enamel-
led wire. A layer of thin
paper should be wound
between the layers of wire,
with a layer of leatheroid
about  o.oisin. thick
between the primary and
secondary windings.
About hb. of 24 s.w.g.
and alb. of 29 s.w.g. should suffice. Adjacent layers
of stampings should be reversed when the core is
assembled, so that the joints in one layer are covered
by the next layer.

to

44;

Core (thick
Stampings for a small
step -up transformer

(C. Laws).

Chemical Barometer
COULD you please advise me what are the

chemical constituents used to make tip the
active part of the visual barometers which change
colour on the advent of wet or dry weather ?

Can the constituents be so compounded that a
certain degree of humidity is indicated ?-
R. M. Croshaw (Guildford). .
TO make the which you mention,

prepare the following solution :-
Cobalt chloride .. I part.
Common salt .. a part.
Water .. .. 3 parts.

Saturate white blotting paper or other absorbent
paper with this solution and then hang the paper up
to dry. Any solution left over can be used again.
It will keep quite indefinitely.

The colour indications of the paper roughly represent
the amount of moisture in the atmosphere. Such
indications are :-

Rose Red .. .. RAIN. '
Pale Red VERY MOIST.
Bluish Red .. MOIST.
Lavender Blue .. DRIER.
Blue

You will see, therefore, that the device is not, strictly
speaking, a barometer. It is, rather, a simple type of
hygrometer, or atmospheric moisture measurer. The
device, therefore, gives a direct indication of humidity
changes, but, of course, you must not expect too much
from it.

Telescope Mirror
T AM interested in your articles on making a

reflecting telescope, but understand that
silver on glass speculum does not last long,
although the greatest care is taken.

Is it feasible to make speculum of cast iron (or
other metal) chromium plated, and would it be
as good as a silver -on -glass type ? Or would a
stainless steel mirror be more suitable ?-
T. H. Williams (Prestatyn).
IT is not feasible to make a successful telescope

mirror on a basis of cast iron or, indeed, on any
metal, even stainless steel. Glass must be used, since
this material can be ground with such an amazing
degree of accuracy and it can be so readily silvered.
What is more, when the degree of silvering has become
ineffective, it can be cleaned off with nitric acid and
new silvering applied.

There are, unfortunately, at the present day very few
suitable textbooks on the practical side of telescope
and mirror construction for amateurs. You might be
able to get a .copy of a second-hand, out -of -print work
on this subject by inquiring of Messrs. Broadhurst,
Clarkson & Co., Ltd., Farringdon Road, London,
E.C.4.

You can, of course, obtain optical blanks for mirror
silvering, and these could be ground to your own
requirements, so that you would only have to do the
silvering. It is possible that Messrs. Broadhurst,
Clarkson & Co., Ltd., address as above, might be able
to supply some second-hand material of this type.
An inquiry, also, to Messrs. Sir Howard Grubb,
Parsons & Co., Ltd., Optical and Telescope Works,
Walker Gate, Newcastle -on -Tyne, would also bring
you useful information.

Leaking petrol Tank
IHAVE had some ;trouble with a small petrol

tank in which a slight seepage occurs at the
seams.

The loss is very slight, being a trifle worse in
cold weather, but I am anxious to get rid, of the
danger of having petrol drips on the floor of the
building.

I have tried painting the tank around the seams,
and this provides a temporary remedy, but
eventually the petrol dissolves the paint and the
leakage again occurs.

In view of this, I feel that if I could obtain a
petrol -proof paint which could be brushed on,
or any other preparation which would not be
dissolved or softened by contact with petrol,
I could put the matter right.

I should be very grateful, therefore, if you
could tell me the name of any such paint or
preparation, and the supplier's address.-Geo,
Brown (Worcester).
I TSE thick and semi -dried shellac varnish (shellac, i.e.,

'dissolved in methylated spirit). Stipple this
on to the leaky seam in the tank. Then, when it has
dried, sandpaper as much of it away as possible.
Repeat the process, but this time allow the layer of
varnish to remain without sandpapering. On top of
this give one or two coats of any cellulose paint or
enamel.

Another way would be to treat the leaky seam with
a special hardening Bakelite varnish, which is manu-
factured by Bakelite, Ltd., 18, Grosvenor Gardens,
London, S.W.t. This varnish has to be mixed with a
certain quantity of acid " accelerator " before applying,
after which it hardens and. becomes insoluble within
about 24 hours. The treatment would be quite
effective, but, on the other hand, you would require
so little of the varnish that you would find it rather
costly to purchase, sky, alb. of the =aerial just for this
small job.

We would advise you to give the simple shellac
method, above described, the first trial. Provided that
the gap in the tank seam does not widen in any way,
the shellac method should give you satisfaction over a
very long period. It would be an advantage, here, if
you could work a little red or white lead into the
semi dried shellac varnish which you use for the first
treatment of the leaky seam.

-Jelly Electrolyte
CAN you please tell me the name of a chemical

element that will make the sulphuric acid
used in accumulators turn to a jelly ?-G. H.
Perry (Wigan).
JELLYT electrolyte for an accumulator can be made

in the following way :
Dilute sulphuric acid. Specific

gravity, 5.25o.. .. 3 parts (by vol.)
Sodium silicate (" Waterglass ")

Solution. Specific gravity
x . 80 part (by vol.)

This results in a colourless fluid which should be
charged into the accumulator immediately. After
24 hours it sets to a jelly with a pale blue tinge.

The solution strengths of the acid and the silicate
solution must be made up exactly according to the
specific gravities above given.

The use of these electrolyte jellies is not good practice
and is seldom to be recommended. It results in a loss
of the accumulator's efficiency, ranging from anything
between 3o and 5o per cent.

- For making an accumulator cell practically unspillable
glass wool is a much better method.

Chatterton's Compound
CAN you inform me as to the formula for asubstance called " Chatterton's Coln -
pound ? " Can paint be applied to this substance ?
-F. Sheehy (Cashel).
OHATTERTON'S Compound is a mixture of resin,

Stockholm tar and gutta-percha, and Can be
prepared by melting together approximately equal
parts of these substances. It can be made harder or
softer as desired by increasing or decreasing the pro-
portion of resin in it. It cannot be painted over satis-
factorily because the tar tends to flux with the paint
and to soften and discolour the latter, and, also, to
prevent it from drying and hardening properly.

Blackening Brass
CAN you tell me the solution used to blacken

brass ?-E. J. (Coventry).
MAKE a solution of xlb. copper carbonate, a quart

ammonia hydroxide and 3 quarts water. This
solution should be heated to 175 deg. F., and the
brass, free from grease, immersed for 3o seconds. The
result is a beautiful matt black similar to that obtained
by instrument manufacturers.

DUSTBIN MENACE
Waste paper thrown out
as rubbish, means dollars

lost to Britain-so
SAVE EVERY SCRAP
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GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408 High Street, Lewisham, London
S.E.13.

(Near Lewisham Hospital.)

PHONE: LEE GREEN 0309.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. (NO
C.O.D.)

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (Auto
Wound). Voltage Changers tapped 10,
20, 25, 90, 130, 150, 190, 210 and 230 v.,
all at 1,000 watts, a combination of 24
voltages can be obtained from this trans-
former, new ex -Government Stock, £511010
each, carriage 5/-. Mains Booster Trans-
former,'tapped 0. 6, 10, 19, 175, 200, 220,
225, 240 and 250 v. at 1.500 watts (new, ex -
Government), 251510 each, carriage 51,
Another Auto Wound, tapped 0, 110,
150, 190, 210 and 230 v. at 1,500 watts.
£611010 each, carriage 51-. Ditto, 2,000
watts. £71510 each, carriage 51,
MOTOR ALTERNATORS, Ex R.A.F.
as new, 230 v. A.C., 50 cys. I ph. input;
output 250 v., 625 cys. I ph. at .24 amps.,
751- each. Ditto, 1725 cys. output, 851 -
each. Please note both these machines
need a separate 24 volts D.C. excitation.
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES
(slider type), new, ex -Govt., 14 ohms
carry I to 4 amps., graduated. useful as
dimmers, etc., 1716 each; another 0.4
ohms, carry 25 amps., 1716 each, post 116,

Ex -Govt. Moving -coil Cell Testers, 3-0-3 v.
(new), 151- each.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS
(Watt Hour). A.C. 50 cys.. 2001250 v.
5 amp. load, 1816, post 21, 10 amp., 2I/-.,
post 21-; 20 amp., 251-, post 21-; also a
few only Pre -Payment II- slot type,.20 amp.
load, less coin box, complete with syn-
chronous Motor, 351- each, carriage 316.

SPECIAL OFFER METERS, all new,
boxed. Moving Coil, first grade instru-
ments, 0 to 20 v., 101- each, or 3 for 251-;
0 to 40 v., 1216 each; 0 to 10 amps., 151 -
each, all 2in. scale. 0 to 20 v., A.C.,
calibrated SO cycles, 251- each; 0 to 40
amps., thermo-coupled, 251- each.
EX -GOVERNMENT (G.E.C.) ELEC-
TRIC FANS. 12 v., a.c.ld.c. laminated
field, complete with 51in. impeller. New,
boxed, 201- each, post 11-.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS, Input, 200-
250 v., 50 cycles, in 'steps of 10 v.; output
450(01450 v. 250 mla., 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a.. 6.3 v. 8 a., 6216. Ditto 450101450
v., 250 mla., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 4 v. 8 a.,
4 v. 8 a., 601-. Another 50013501013501500 v.,
250 mla., 6.3 v. 8 a., 0, 4, 5 v. 4 a. twice,
6.3 v. tapped at 2 v. 2 a., 6716. Another
350101350 v., 300 mla.. 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a.,
6.3 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. tapped 2 v. 2 a., 5716.
Another 500101500 v., 300 mla., 6.3 v. 8 a.,
6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 4.4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 6716.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250
v., 50 cys., I phase, input ; output 700101700
v., 70 mla., 4 v., 2( a., 12 v.1 a., 301- each.
Another 5251525 v.. 150 mla., 6.3 v., 5 a.,
5 v., 3 a., 371- each. Another 2.350 v. at
500 mla., 851- each. Mains Smoothing
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 mla., 61-; 150 mla.,
816; 350 mla., 25/-; 5 Hy., 250 mla., 1716.

CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, size
171in. x 161in. x 8in., containing 5 circuits,
5 Moving Coil 0 to 15, Ammeters, 10 to
50 VlMeter, 4 I -ohm 12 amp. Resistances,
I 14 -ohm 1-4 amp. Resistance, all variable,
also Switches, Fuses, etc., condition as
new, £411010 each, carriage 10/-.
EX -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS
D.C.IA.C., 110 volts D.C., input 230 volts,
50 cys. I ph. at 500 watts output, weight
approximately 110 lbs. Price £8110/0 each,
carriage 101-. Ditto 2001230 volts D.C.
Output as above, £1211010 each, carriage 101 -
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 230
v., Si) cycles, output, 42 to 50 v. at 100 a.,
£15 each, carriage 101.; another, input
2001250 in steps of 10 v. Output tapped
6, 12, 18 and 24 v. at 10112 a., 451- each,
carriage 21-, another 220 v. input; output
tapped 125, 25, 371, SO, 60, 75, 871, 100,
110 v. at 1,100 watts, £411510 each, carriage
716. (These Transformers are all double
wound.)
EX-R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTORS,
12 v. D.C., input 230 v. A.C., SO cys. I

phase at 100 w. output, 851- each, carriage
316. Ditto, 24 v. input, 651- each, carriage 316.
PRE -PAYMENT II- SLOT ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK METERS, 2001250 volts,
50 cys. I ph., 2.1 amp. load, 301- each,
carriage 316; 5 amp. load, 351-, carriage.316.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
450 in/amp. 21in. scale meter shunted to

1 mia. incorporated Wesringhouse Recti-
fier, the whole encased in polished teak
case, calibrated at present 0 to 10 v.,
251- each.

I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such

as that acquired by 1.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW -BUT THERE IS
NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aero Engineering
Air and Vacuum

Brakes
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Auditing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Colliery Examiner's
Colliery Overman's
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering

Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

(State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission,
Traction

Eug, Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Free -Lance Journalism
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydro -Electric
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Joinery
Lettering
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying

Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Eng. -

Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying

(State which branch)
Telegraph Engineering
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Works Engineering

And most of the Technical, Professional, Commercial and Civil Servica
Examinations

(I.C.S. students preparing for Examinations are coached till successful)

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking -free and without
obligation. Let us send you our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia: 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Ma!ika Farida, Cairo.
Eire : Anglesea Street, Dublin, C.4.
India : Lackshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort,

Bombay.
New Zealand: 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington,
N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa: 45, Shortmarket Street. Cape Town.

AMAZING OFFERS!
Fractional H.P. ex-R.A.F.

RECTRIC MOTORS
18th BRAND NEW', made

by liouver4.
ONLY

37/6
each.

Plus 2!6Carr
NOT TI) Eli; CONFUSED DWI
SMALLER AND CHEAPER TrrEs.

x 5 ht.x 51iii Weight 18M+ -
Volts 200.250 A.C., or D.C. 2.019

IDEAL FOR
POLISHING, GRINDERS, Etc.. and
a dozen uses. Existing Spindle is Hu.
diam.. lin. long. All-purpose Extu.
Spindles, to screw on. 7 6 pair extra.

IDEAL FOR

CRYSTAL
SETS,

VALVE

SETS,

HOSPITALS

ETC.

EX-ARMI HEADPHONES
BRAND NEW AND BOXED

nigs.tit:irii;e5/6,..r.1.0., 1 0/. Lots of
00

3/.
1.1.1. Pair

PRECISION MADE INSTRUMENTS.
BALANCED ARMATURE UNITS. REED
DRIVEN CORRUGATED ALUMINIUM DIA-
PHRAGMS, DOUBLE HEADBANDS, Eift.
CORDS and PLUG, D.C. RESISTANCE 60
ohms, High Impedance.
BUYS' 01%N TELEPHONE. To make.
remove headbands and cords and
connect each 1411.11114.1. to either ends
of as long a length of flex or to in-
n Ire as sou Ilke. You can then speak
Into or hear through either earpiece.
Send Id. S.A.E. for our Radio Elec.
or Lamps & Photog. Lists.

AUTO COLLECTIONS, LTD.
15, Lawrence St., Northampton.

EASILY MADE FROM OUR CASTINGS

J. HALLAM & SON
UPTON, POOLE, DORSET,
MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for

Aeroplanes, Boats and Race Cars.
Send 6d. for New List.

St PER BARGAINS
in tiON eminent Surplus Stocks
_Examples from hundreds of items !

TooL MAKERS CLAMPS. fine
quality, brand new, with twin adjusting
screws. opening to approx. 3jin., made
by well-known British manufacturer ;
all parts hardened and ground. Nor-
mally 12 6. Post 6d. Our price ... Si -
HAND /('ES. -Brand new high grade
steel, polished lin. Saws, spring -loaded
with wing nut adjustment. Worth 519.
Post 9d. Our price 3(6
RATCHET SCREWDRIVERS,-Oin.
blade, made by well-known manu-
facturer. Usual price 5 6. Post 6d. Our
price -slightly used, 111
Brand new .. .. 319.
Marples type engineer's Screwdrivers,
steel blade right through handle. The
finest screwdriver made for hard use,
6in. blade. Bi- ; 4in. blade, 1i6.
286-302. Camberwell Road, London.
S.E.5, and Branches. Tel. : ROD 2181

All post extra.
_Illustrated Bargain List, Post Free.

Marlile .4 r1.11 Motor Supplies, Ltd.

FLUORESCENT sum. Lighting in
reach stall. Nit of parts: 210-250 v.
A.C. tapped choke, P.F. condenser,
glow starter, terminal block, tube
(dips, three holders, suppressor,
bleeder res, adaptor and circuit,
35 9. liny your 5ft. lithe locally.-
MALDEN TRANSFORMER SUPPLIES,
200, Cambridge Road, Norbiton,S3rrey.
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kralac 0.P. P.
DMODEL OPE

opeczakityatudeizad
FOR ALL POWER MODELS

You will get brilliant results with these fine
dopes in Blue, Yellow, Vermilion, Marigold, also

Black, Ivory, Gold and Silver. Supplied by your
usual Model Shop with detailed instruction folder

2 oz. Jar Ifiland pint Tin 2/6
ACRA PRODUCTS LTD. ACRA HOUSE, SHEPLEY,

ACRA LAC
CELLULOSE THINNERS
for thinning, and cleaning

brushes and hands
2 oz. Jar 1 6

-

ACRA LAC
CLEAR "HIGH FLASH"

SHRINKING DOPE
2 oz. jar 1,6

NEAR HUDDERSFIELD

A..

Other extremely gOod
ACRA finishes are :-
ACRALAC ART ENAMEL
2 oz.jar ACRALAC

POLYCHROMATIC
METALLIC CELLULOSE

LACQUER,2 oz.jari/9
Ask to see them, and for the very best
Glueing job, always use ACRABOND

Highly Resistaht to
Petrol, Diesel Oil, Ether.

The last word in Model Dopes Made
by the makers of AcrabM

With Valves

29/6
2'6 Post & Pckng.

Post and Packing 6d.
Complete In Case.

Aiso
5in. scale model com-
plete in case. (As illus-

trated.)
ONLY 5/6 Post & Packing 4d,
Including Comprehensive Slido

Rule Book.
Approval or (none!, refunded

EX RAF /
6 VALVE
SUPERHET
Easily converted to
Broadcast Receiver.Complete with
valves. Full circuits
and modification details -2 3. Above
set, less valves, IP', post free.
SEALED GLASS THERMOSTATIC
SWITCH. Breaks at 86 deg. Flih.

Post free. 0/0
Semi -automatic BRASS PUMP, fitted
non -return valve and adjustable
drip feed. Post free, 7/6
* MODEL MAKER'S PARCEL
7 Aircraft Instruments, slightly soiled
but containing a wealth of magnets.
pointers. springs, gears, wheels, etc.
Amazing Offer 9/- an pc g

plucs 1 9 kponst.

EX RAF
CLOCK UNIT
Beautiful spring
wound move-
ment. Complete
with winder andescapement
wheel, etc. Ideal ey
for converting.Packed
casket.
Post free 12/6

Write (Dept. K)

INSTRUMENT CO.
244 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2

MODEL

ENGINEER

EXHIBITION
1949

COMPETITIONS FOR MODELS OF ALL
KINDS. Entries are now being accepted
for the competitions to be held at " The
Model Engineer" Exhibition, New Horti-
cultural Hall, Westminster, London, August
17th -27th. Many cups, medals, diplomas and
money prizes are to be won.
This Exhibition is the foremost of its kind
in the world and the awards are recognised
as the highest distinctions in Model
Engineering. Write today for full particulars
and entry forms to-

"The Model Engineer"
Exhibition

Dept. P.M., Exhibition Offices, 23 Gt. Queen
Street, London, W.C.2.

YOE, can sell with confiderice and
reComr.nendiielUBILEE"

the
Worm Drive
Hose Clip
For Satisfaction
and a Water-
tight Connection
Remember the Name
JUBILEE Worm
Drive Hose Clips
Remember the Fact
There's never a
drip through a
JUBILEE CLIP
L. Robinson & Co
(Gillingham) Ltd
30,LondonChambers,

Gillingham. Kent.

"DE LUXE" SLIDE RULES
AMAZING VALUE

I2 inch log -log sin -tan rule, 9 scales, for all
problems. Celluloid faced on polished hard
wood. Multiplication, division, proportion, per-

centages,discounts,

1016 roots, weights,
measures,

currencies,
etc.

Ali

--41%

RAPID ANGLE
INDICATOR

Solves at a glance all
angles. sides of a right
angled triangle. 2/.

Post 3d.

THREAD CHART
Threads per inch, Whit-
worth, B.A., and Gas
tapping-clearing sizes
for threads. Standard
sizes. decimals, wire

BRITISH SLIDE RULE CO ("rm.) gauge, m"li-P.M.1. metres, etc. 1/9Proprietors: Marine Se Overseas Services (1939) Ltd. Post 3d.
16, BARTER STREET, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1 (Tel. Hal. 03801

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE LATEST

CRYSTAL VALVE
used in wartime radar equipment.

Adjustable Iron Core.
RECEPTION GUARANTEED.

POLISHED WOOD CABINET,
15I-. Post 9d.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE.
ENAMELLED, TINNED AND LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.

Most gauges available.
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,

soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE -AND LAMINATED BAKE-

LITE PANELS, TUFNOL ROD.
PAXOLIN TYPE COIL FORMERS AND

TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.
PERMANENT DETECTORS,
CRYSTALS, EARPHONES, etc.
Latest Radio Publications. Full Range

Available.
Send stamped addressed envelope for
comprehensive lists. Trade supplied.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send Stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

Booklets:
"Experi-
ments " 7d.
"Formulas"

rod.
"Home
Chemistry "

Post Paid

BECK(Scientific Dept. Al
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

Modelcraft

POWER- --110-AT
PLANS & KITS
The 'WALTON' CRUISER
This is a facsimile of the kind of little ship
which so many have turned into a holiday
home nowadays. Bread and butter con-
struction. Suitable for electric drive.
Length, 23ins.
Plan No. A.F.I01. 7/6

post 4d.

The 'DAYTONA' CRUISER
The modern streamlined American counter-
part of the Walton ' ; smart but not
over -modern. Bread and butter con-
struction. Suitable for electric drive.
Length, 33ins.
Plan No. A.F.103. 1 (I/4;

post 5d.

The 'DIXIE' SPEED BOAT
Typical of the small, fast runabout developed
largely in the U.S.A. for racing and aqua-
planing. For powering with ' Electrotor '
or ' Revmaster.' Length, I2ins.
Plan No. AF.105.

post 2d.

The COASTAL CRUISER
A kit for building on aeromodelling
principles, but one with which many
beginners have achieved fine results.
The kit includes all the metal fitments,
gears, propeller, shaft and tube. Rubber
motor is provided, but hull is
also suitable for electric drive. fir PUP

post II -

MODE I,CR AFT LTD.
77(L), Grosvenor Rd., London, S.W.I

THERMOLECTRICS LTD.
CHAPEL WORKS. HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.

Here is an opportunity for the amateur engineer to
acquire a precision Bimetal Thermostat of first -
grade quality, capable of controlling A.C. currents
of AMP within the temperature range 50 degrees
Fahrenheit to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. The sensitive
Element is encased in a Bakelite Moulding, the
current being carried by fine silver contacts. Con-
nection is 'bade by solder tags. Adjustment
throughout the range by adjustment screw located
in top of moulding.

[RICE
3/9 EACH.

APPLICATIONS : Temperature Control, Chicken Brooders, Incubators, Time
Delay Switches, Soil Heating, Fire Warning, Circuit Breakers, Overload Switches,
etc., etc.

Please send me precision Thermostatls as described above for which
I enclose PIO value

Name

Address
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aeose
DUNLOP TOURIST SPRITE

This tyre is designed for
roadster machines, has low
rolling resistance and is fast
and responsive. The black
elongated studded tread
pattern is in perfect balance
with the flexible casing.
Silver side walls add a note
of distinction to this quality
production. COVER 10 6d.

SPECIFY A DUNLOP SADDLE ON YOUR NEW MACHINE
81-1/331

74, j-ifie
1/ FIR

ri GRip

(es - it's the
Iew soft
FIBRAX red
)take block-
;pecially de-
;igned CO be
tind to alloy
suns( Just as:ough andlard -wearing
is the FIBRAX
black block, it gives
imooth action at any
-ed for easy identification-an
lartner for alloy rims.
NOTE.-TI..e new
stock is made for
:or steel rims the
:he best.

FIT .Geared
BRAKE

4ififd /kW,
FIBRAX LTD.,

LONDON,

4111..

tVe

7

, :

,

I

i

I
I

14..,,

1 /

safe stopping and
speed. ColouredidealHARROW,

FIBRAX red
a special job-

black block is still

BLOCKS
./ /

546/7

2 TUDOR ST.,
E.C.4

1,11,41(FR IC ENG RAVERS.-Powerful
instruments in flat case. Suitable for
dog, collars, tool marking. Writes on
glass, metals', plastics. Plugs into any
lampholder. A.C. Mains model. 200-240
volts.or 6v. battery. Price 42 6. Post 9d.
TELEPHONE SETS, comprising 2
G.P.O. hand phones, 2 bells. -2 pushes
and 80ft. twin wire. Price 50.-, post
free. Makes an excellent inter -office.
works or domestic installation. Really
professional instruments. Brand new.professional
not rubbish. Single instrument. 2216.
MOTOR. -4-6v. dry battery driven,
well made, powerful, 1.1.13. Illustrated
list. 3d.
BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
MAINS. FOR CHARGING 2 -volt aeon-
mulators at I amp. Parts with diagram,
151- Complete. 21/6. Postage 10d.
FOR TRICKLE CHARGING ('Alt
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
ti amps. for 6v. cells. 286 set. For
12v. cells, 30,- set.
Complete on Open Metal Base. 42.6.
Post 1-. See List for larger sizes.
PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELL,S.---For all
sound films, high fidelity production,
speech and music. Small tube size.
2in. x On. dia. 2616. Midget tube,
lin. x lin,. 22.6..
COMPLETE OPTICAL SYSTEM for
35 or 16 mm. sound film, 21n. long.
tin. diam., projects 0.0008in. light
image. Price 22 2,-

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO,,
64, London Road, Twickenham,
Middlesex. Tel.: POPesgrove 1318

.
.

A NEW BENCH

11141111111,r7111116.,..-.. ,----,\ .:,1', ;!

CHEMICAL BALANCE
64. 5 .0. SEND

NEW ILLUSTRATED

CIIEMICAL
APPARATI_TS

C.ITAILOGITE
SEND 2/6
IvICSONS

for all Laboratory
143, PINNER

, 1,.,11,: 'II

',000.

FROM STOCK
FOR FULL DETAILS.

POST FREE.
LTD.
Apparatus,

ROAD,
MIDDLESEX

'
-

MILLING

FOR
A
machinery
immediate
specification
interest
tor
modest

Count..:rshaft

Major

this

Table
Cross
Table
Vertical
Spindle
Price

MACHINE

SMALL
contribution to

market offered
delivery.

given below
all who have

useful machine
price.

Length : i lin.
Traverse : 2.1M.

Width : 31iii.
Movement:
Bore: No.

: £20.

: 8.5.'- extra.

USERS
the

The.

capacity

6in,
2 M.T.

Milling

small
for

brief
will

at a

PERFECT PASTIMES FOR
PLEASURE AND PROFIT
The Magazine Croftworker lists
Tools, Materials, Equipment &

Arbor Clio.) 25',
1st:chine Vice: zo/6.

INVITATION -

For your Bungalow, Caravan
Workshop or Radio
BUILD YOUR OWN
WIND -CHARGER

with (I) Slow running Propeller,
(2)

to
Geared 3'to I Shaft Drive

13) Car dynamo at ground
level.

Every part accessible. NO sliding
contacts or excessive top weight.
Ample speed for ANY Car dynamo.
SET OF CLEAR DIAGRAMS AND
INSTRUCTIONS for building same
complete from easily and readily
obtainable parts ONLY. PRICE 316.

P. M. BARHAM
BRIDGE AVENUE
ST. SAMPSONS
GUERNSEY, C I

Fittings for all profitable Crafts
at Home : and Instruction
Books, Booklets, and Leaflets on
Leathcrwork, Lampshades ,
Plastics, Toys, China and Glass
Painting, Art Jewellery, Toys,
Models and a host of other
Crafts that are Different.

Send 111d. for specimen
and full lists to :-

Dept. 2, HOMECRAFTS,
Albion St., Broadstairs, Kent

You are invited to send for List
No. MB49. This c_intains full
details. of the above and current
machinery offers, gladly mailed
on request.

T. GARNER & SON, LIMITED
Hand and Machine Tool Division
Redbrook Works, Gawber,
BARNSLEY Phone: 2908

r-
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Comments of the Month
The Use of Crossings

THE Minister of Transport recently
announced in the House of Commons
that he intended to lay before the

House amendments to existing regulations
for pedestrians and drivers at road crossings.

He explained that the amendments were
based on the recommendations of the Com-
mittee on Road Safety and would have
the effect of removing certain ambiguities.
One of them would prescribe that drivers
approaching controlled crossings would, when
the signals were in their favour, normally
have precedence over pedestrians. On un-
controlled crossings the pedestrians' right to
free and uninterrupted passage would be
maintained.

The Road Research Laboratory has been
asked by the Minister to undertake experi-
ments to determine whether a warning line
on the carriage way on the approach side
of an uncontrolled crossing would be a useful
practical measure to warn drivers to give way
to pedestrians already on the crossing, and
to warn pedestrians that it might not be safe
to cross if a vehicle had passed the line.

The Minister expressed his disagreement
with the Committee's suggestion, endorsed
by a majority of them, that pedestrians should
be encouraged to signal their intention to step
on to a crossing.

The Committee's findings have recently
been issued and the Minister agrees with
most of the recommendations. The report
recommends that a pedestrian phase should
be introduced in traffic light signals where
practicable and advantageous. Where this
is not done and pedestrians can readily see
the lights, it is suggested that an additional
signal face should be provided. The Com-
mittee calls for a revision in the regulations
and an increase in the penalty for a breach
to £5. At present it is £ 2 .

The Committee wants pedestrians encour-
aged to signal their intention to step on to
a crossing. Crossings should be retained at
places where it is reasonable and customary
for pedestrians to cross, and where the
regulations can give a measure of protection.
When this cannot be done the remedy should
be to provide a subway or bridge or to shift
or abolish the crossings.

We are astonished that the Committee has
not drawn attention to the great increase in
the.number of crossings. Some of them are
less than 5o yards apart, and they seriously
slow down mechanical transport.

Pedestrians should not be encouraged to
believe that they may cross the road where -
ever they choose, and where crossings are
provided their use should be made compul-
sory. Indeed, their failure to use them
amounts to contributory negligence.

Revision of the Highway Code
THE new regulations will mean a revision

of the Highway Code. There should
also be an early revision of public vehicle
stopping places, which should be remote from
traffic lights and crossings. The Committee
recommend that uncontrolled crossings should

By F. J. C.

not normally be provided on unrestricted
roads, but where they are advance warning
signs should be provided. The majority of
crossings, says the Committee, over side
roads at uncontrolled junctions should be
abolished, and the system of crossing places
should be reviewed in the light of past
experience, and those which serve little pur-
pose should be removed. Consideration of
the need for control of pedestrian crossings
at or near crossing places should be deferred
until the department has carried out experi-
ments in relation to the segregation of
pedestrians.

Additional paragraphs in the Highway
Code are recommended as follows:

To Pedestrians.-On pedestrian crossings
where there are no police or traffic signals
you have a prior right of way, but do not
use it unreasonably. Remember that vehicles
cannot pull up suddenly. Give the traffic
a chance and cross only when you are satis-
fied that it is safe to do so.

To Drivers.-Look out for pedestrian
crossings. Remember that every pedestrian
on a crossing not controlled by police or
traffic signals always has the right of way.
You must give him free passage. Adjust
your speed and course accordingly.

. The wanton carelessness of pedestrians is
a matter for grave concern. None of the
exhortations from the Ministry of Transport,
over the radio, and on hoardings, deters them
from their carelessness. Quite often they are
the cause of accidents in which they them-
selves are not involved.

For example, in the M.O.T. Road Acci-
dents statistics for February appears the
following:-

" The great majority of the 3,100 accidents
attributed to the action of pedestrians during
the month was caused by carelessness in
walking along or crossing the road. Approxi-
mately half of these accidents occurred while
pedestrians were crossing, and in 673 of
these cases the view of the pedestrian was
masked by a stationary vehicle. Carelessness
in stepping, walking, or running off the foot-
path or verge into the road accounted for
1,134 accidents."

The statistics show that of a total of 9,126
accidents during the month, no fewer than
8,055 were due to human error. Of 4,013
accidents attributed to drivers, motor cyclists,
and pedal cyclists, the biggest single cause
was turning right without due care. This
was responsible for 247 accidents involving
drivers and motor cyclists, and 198 involv-
ing pedal cyclists. The next most serious
cause was misjudgment of clearance, distance,
or speed. This accounted for 389 accidents.
Crossing without care at road junctions was
the cause of 370 accidents to drivers, motor
cyclists and pedal cyclists, skidding accounted
for 322, and a further 317 were attributed
to overtaking improperly.

Road deaths in Great Britain during Feb-
ruary totalled 356 compared with 402 in
January (a month of three more days), and

305 in the corresponding month last year.
In addition, 10,353 persons were injured,
2,663 seriously, compared with 11,991 and
3,173, respectively in January, and 8,572 and
1,939 in February, 1948. Last year Febru-
ary had 29 days

'
 there was then no standard

ration of petrol for motorists.
The new systefn of road accidents statistics

which the Ministry of Transport instituted
last January is revealing from month to
month the primary causes of road accidents.
World's Road Conference

THE World's Road Conference will meet
in August under the aegis of U.N.O. to

investigate meffidds of standardising, in all
the countries of its constituent members, road
rules and traffic signs. They will consider
a system of international road communica-
tions so that foreigners, no matter what
country they visit, will be able to use the
roads under a standard system of signs and
signals.

The proposed system will, of course, take
into consideration the language difficulty.
Cyclists will not welcome a recommendation
due for consideration that every bicycle must
have a bell and a brake, and that their use
be made compulsory under penalty. Nor
will they like the recommendation making the
use of cycle tracks compulsory.

In certain districts it is suggested that single
file should be compulsory, and that riding
more than two abreast should be illegal any-
where. Cyclists have successfully opposed in
this country previous recommendations of
this sort, but they may not be able so suc-
cessfully to oppose them if a majority of
U.N.O. delegates are in favour of them. In
fact, we should be bound to adopt such
recommendations if we are to avoid the accu-
sations which have been made against Russia.
Record Cycle Sales

RECORD exports by the bicycle and motor
cycle industries for March have resulted

in a record first quarter for 1949, state the
British Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufac-
turers' and Traders' Union, Ltd., Coventry,
in a review issued recently. The total value
of machines and components exported during
the quarter was £7,841,450, as against
£6,087,387 for 1948.

The number of complete bicycles exported
in March was 221,710, an increase of
46,192 over February and of 64,367 over
March, 1948. Their value was £1,533,910.
The number exported during the quarter
increased from 418,327 last year to 583,386,
mainly to Undia and Pakistan (173,280
machines as against 24,920 in 1948), Canada
(11,876 as against 10,137), Turkey (5,196
as against 2,122) and the Dutch "East Indies
(36,545 as against 42).

The export of complete motor cycles
increased in March to 6,539 as against 5,615
for February and 5,226 for March, 1948.
Their value was £598,102. The increase
for the quarter was from 17,452 last year
to 19,715, mainly to India (from 502 to
1,620), Australia (4,403 to 6,291), Canada
(463 to 628), Dutch East Indies (125 to
1,124) and the Argentine (237 to 2,465).
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A Convert !
ANEWSPAPER advertisement the other day offered

a motor -cycling coat in exchange for a cycling
cape and leggings. Another willing convert to the fold
-or has petrol rationing proved too much for him ?

Fashion Note !
APARISIAN fashion designer, Pierre Balmain,

has created what is described as being the latest
fashion for lady cyclists. The technical description
is "cycling knickers " and they are described as being
very full on the hips and tapering above the calves,
where they fit tightly. A plain white blouse must be
worn with these articles, and the designer suggests that,
to be completely up to date, the rider must have a saddle
cover and matching saddle -bags in the same material
as the cycling knickers. Mrs. Bloomer's invention may
not have been quite so gay as Pierre Balmain's idea,
but there does not seem much possibility of shorts
going out of fashion just yet.

Roads on Shelves
ANEW half -mile stretch of roadway leading to

Brooklyn Docks,- New York, has been built on
three shelves. There is one road for the traffic to and
from the docks, and another road for pedestrians only.
Should a motorist run over the edge of his shelf and
drop on to the road below it is just too bad for all
concerned.

Stand Clear of the Gates
THERE were even more bitter curses at level crossings

in Grimsby the other day than there usually are,
during a gale which swept the town and reached 6o or
70 miles an hour. Many complaints have been made

' about the gates, which usually flap feebly to and fro
when opened or closed-no doubt due to the senility
of the mechanism controlling them ; but on that day
railway workers had to be stationed at each gate in
order to close them properly. Even at ordinary times
it is not unknown for one of the gates to make a vicious
dart at some unwary cyclist just when the other gates
have closed.

-Streamlined Cycle Motor
THE latest type of motor designed for attachment

to an ordinary cycle to be produced in America is a
very streamlined affair. The engine is mainly built
of aluminium and weighs less than 151b. It fits over the
rear wheel, which it drives through a roller and free -
running clutch, and is contained in a streamlined cover.
Speeds up to almost 3o miles an hour are claimed and
the makers say that tyre wear is kept down to the
minimum by the special clutch. There are two controls,

consisting of the clutch lever on the
frame, and the accelerator lever on the
handlebars.

Watch Your Bike
ACCORDING to police statements it

appears very probable that gangs
of cycle thieves, who may use lorries to
take away their plunder, are working in
the Midlands, and they take a very keen
interest in the latest and more expensive
models. They kept the Loughborough
(Leics) police busy during 5948, when
178 cycles valued altogether at approx-
imately 41,75o were stolen from the
streets of the town. Only 98 machines
were recovered and most of these were
found abandoned. During the first two
months of this year about 25 machines
were stolen, valued at over £300.
Incidentally, the police are often asked
to trace a missing cycle when the owner,
who has probably had it for several
years,. can only give a very sketchy
description of it and rarely knows
the number.

Enlarged Club Magazine
Q0 successful was the first duplicated
Li/ issue of " The Last Mile," the
new club magazine of the Falcon Road
Club, Loughborough, that the club has
now launched out into real print with
an a8 -page magazine. As time goes on
it is hoped that the magazine will be a
regular part of the Falcon Club's
activities.

Doncaster's New Bridge
WORK is due to start this year on a

L200,000 project involving the
construction of a new three -span bridge
which will replace the Mill Bridge on
the North Road through Doncaster. So
that traffic is not held up, the first half
of the new bridge will be built for use by
traffic before the old .bridge is de-
molished, and then the remainder of
the bridge will be finished. In
connection with this project a general
road -widening scheme is planned to give
a smoother flow of traffic. During the
1947 floodk the water rose to the parapet
of the existing bridge and traffic was
held up and at one time it was thought
possible that the river might do the
demolition job itself.

Record Event
THE record Easter weather may have been partly

responsible for the considerable success of the
ninth annual open 25 -mile time trial held by the
St. Neots and District Cycling Club during the Easter
week -end. At any rate, there were 144 entries and
the maximum of 120 riders were accepted. The winner
was Dave Keeler, of Letchworth, prominent member
of the Vegetarian Cycling and Athletic Club. Starting
from scratch, he covered the first half of the course in
3o mins. so seca. and finished in a hr. 13 secs. He beat
the record for the event by 21 minutes. Other riders
also improved on previous times for this event.

Crumbling Bunyan Relic
THEancient Moot Hall, at Elstow, Bedfordshire,

which was old in the days when the celebrated
John Bunyan lived at Elstow, is gradually crumbling,
and unless funds can be obtained by public subscription
for its repair it is unlikely that it can be saved, as the
Ministry of Works are unable to take over the building
as an ancient monument. The Moot Hall, which in its
day held the same place in village life as the modem
village hall, is a fine example of fifteenth -century domestic
architecture, but to -day it is used as a store by the
Elstow Produce Association. The owner of the
building, Major Simon Whitbread, has done some
repairs, but it is estimated that to put the roof in order
alone will cost about £3,000.

Sports Organiser Dies
THE death has occurred at the age of So of Mr. William

Henry Tomlinson, of The Park, Woodlands,
Doncaster, who was one of the best known organisers
of cycling and athletic events in the North of England.
For many years he organised sporting events at
Brodsworth, where he worked as a miner before he
retired, and many well-known cyclists, including
Reg. Harris, went to Brodsworth Sports at his invitation.

Cantempt of Court !
(IAISTOR magistrates could not help a mild chuckle
N-' when they heard the story of how the village
constable in the North Lincolnshire village of Limber
came to lose his bicycle. 'The constable explained
that he pulled up a lorry and told the driver he suspected
him of stealing a headlamp from a parked car. He
put his cycle in the back of the lorry and was just about
to climb into the cab with the driver when away went
lorry and bicycle, leaving the policeman stranded.
Two days later the constable caught up with the lorry
driver at Whitley Bay and finished his little talk-but
he didn't walk all the way. This was the constable's
last case as he has now retired.

Hard -riding Fenmen
RIDERS from nine Fenland clubs took part in the

annual Fenland R.R.A. Longmarkers 25 -mile
time trial, and there was a large entry. During
previous events Fenland Clarion riders have been well
to the fore, but this year the Wisbech Wheelers put
up a fine show with riders in the first, second, third
and fifth places. The winner was W. Carter, with a
time of a hr. 8 mins. 55 secs. The first of the Fernand
Clarion riders to finish the course was Harry Bone,
who came fourth with a time of a hr. ii mins. 15 secs.

Ghost ?
A LEICESTERSHIRE business man living at
" Hinckley claims to have seen a weird headless
and legless figure, dressed in khaki, going along the
road in the Three Pots locality not far from Hinckley.
A ghostly coach -and -four is supposed to drive along
Watling Street from time to time, and Dick Turpin
on Black Bess is also said to have a liking for the district,
but this latest figure is a new one on the local inhabitants.
It was quite dark at the time, and the figure is said to
have resembled two sacks joined together and moving
slowly along the road. No explanation of the figure's
appearance has been found, beyond the fact that a
tramp carrying what looked like his bedding on his
back has been seen in the district.

One ,Folly Pedestrian
eKEGNESS COUNCIL have decided to have theS

town's " trademark," the jolly fisherman,
stencilled on the pavement at all the pedestrian crossings
in the town. It is hoped that the jolly fisherman does
not have the opposite effect to the one intended, and
make pedestrians look at him and then step off the
pavement without looking where they are going.

Collector of Old Bikes
MR. A. C. MUNDY, of Taverners Road Peter-

borough, a keen member of Peterborough Cycling
Club and also the proprietor of a cycle shop in the city,
is a keen collector of old cycles. He has, among other
models, an ancient tricycle, an American sports cycle
between so and 6o years old, and a couple of oenny-
farthings ; not forgetting a specifnen of that strange -
looking machine, the Dursley-Pedersen. Not only
does Mr. Mundy collect old machines, but he keeps
them in good order and rides them sometimes. Once
he did an 8o -mile club run on one of his penny-
farthings, which he learned to ride with much
expenditure of blood, tears and sweat ; particularly
sweat.

In Remembrance
THE Broad Oak Road Club, Derby, held their annual

" remembrance " track meeting on their concrete
track at Osmaston Park Road, Derby, on Good Friday,
in memory of those members of the club who died
while on active service in the last war. Riders from all
parts of the country took part, and the meeting was well
supported.

Better Than American
RIDERS 'from Nottingham, Grantham, Lincoln,

Oakham and Melton Mowbray gathered at the
Colles Hall, Melton Mowbray, in good numbers when a
prominent American cyclist, 22 -year -old Sidney B.
Zwick, gave a description of a lengthy cycle -and -train
tour which he made through the Western and South-
western portions of the United States. Mr. Zwick,
who is now holidaying in England, referred to the
development of cycle touring in America, and said that
cycling facilities here are much better than in the
States ; particularly the touring organisation. Cyclists
are apt to be ignored in America, where the accent is
all on the car. The history and work of the League of
American Wheelmen were also described by Mr. Zwick.

Too Much Excitement?
ALEICESTERSHIRE cyclist who went the other

day to collect a bantam he had bought was presented
by the bantam with an egg while it was on its way home
in the cycle bag. Later that same evening two more
eggs came to swell the rations.

Just Beginners
WHEN five bicycles were reported missing, Grimsby

police started their investigations and soon
caught the offenders, an 11 -year -old boy and his 8 -year -
old brother. A constable saw the boys with a bicycle
which did not appear to belong to them and after telling
various different stories they eventually admitted stealing
it and when they appeared at Grimsby Juvenile Court
they asked for the theft of four other machines to be
taken into consideration. The 1a -year -old had
previously been before the court on a charge of breaking
and entering and had been bound over. The magistrates
remanded the boys for three weeks so that further
inquiries could be made.

In Support
MEMBERS of Barton Wheelers took part in the

antiques section of the North Lincolnshire
exhibition held in April and rode an assortment of weird
and wonderful machines. A tricycle, of no light weight,
seemed to be the most reliable. Then there was one
of the original boneshakers, with solid tyres and pedals
on the front wheel ; a penny-farthing and a smaller
edition of the penny-farthing which had a double chain
drive from pedals below the front axle to the front wheel.
There was more than a little toil and sweat.
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Around the Wheelworld

Learning a Trade
TT is a strange thing that boys are not
-L attracted to the craft of cycle building
and repairing as they are to general engin-
eering and other specialised branches of
engineering, such as automobile and aircraft.
Perhaps that explains why we have so few
competent cycle repairers.

The Cycle Engineers Institute, which later
became the Institution of Automobile. Engin-
eers, did a great deal in the early part of the

By ICARUS

Southall, and many other cycling celebrities.
The S.R.R.A. was born when safety cycling
was born, and it has carried the torch through
with energy and enthusiasm, as it continues
to do to -day. Many famous cyclists have
been on its membership roll and Daymond
himself was one of the earliest secretaries,
having been a member for 5o years.
Daymond, who is an R.R.A. timekeeper, has
done an enormous amount of voluntary work
for cycling and was a member of the Bath
Road Cycling Club, now defunct as an un-

The S.R.R.A. jubilee dinner at the Windsor Castle Restaurant.

present century to make cycle engineering a
recognised industry. It produced standards
for screw threads, cotters, lugs, wheels,
spokes, cranks, etc., but it failed, and became
absorbed by the rapidly developing motor -car
industry.

Everyone to -day prefers to sell goods rather
than make them, and that is why I suppose
there is a shortage of skilled labour. I there-
fore applaud the new apprentice scheme
introduced by Raleigh Industries Ltd., of
Nottingham, the object of which is to train
young men in that branch of engineering

-or other trades for which they show particular
aptitude. There are many trades open to
boys, ranging from toolmakers to draughts-
men, and under the scheme selected candi-
dates will be trained during a period of from
four to five years in a selected trade.

The company has appointed a training
officer who will supervise the apprentices'
syllabus and keep the youths' parents advised
of their progress. Candidates will undergo
a probationary period of six months, at the
end of which, if their reports are satisfactory,
they will be interviewed by the apprentice-
ship selection committee. Those selected will
be required to enter into an apprenticeship
agreement through their parents, to which
they and the company will be party. Prem-
iums will not be required, and apprentices
will be paid the day rate of wages, increasing
with age, and will work the normal number
of hours in accordance with the Factory Act.

S.R.R.A. Jubilee
THE photograph on this page shows the

members and guests at the S.R.R.A.
Jubilee Dinner at the Windsor Castle
Restaurant early this year. In the picture
you will see President J. Dudley Daymond,
E. Coles -Webb, H. H. England, F. J. Camm,
Sandy Holdsworth, Frank and Monty

limited club, until, with many others of the
older members including the only surviving
founder member, W. G. James, he resigned
from it owing to the dictatorial attitude of
some of the club's officials.

Clock -type Speedometer
T LIKE to keep a record of my two -wheeled

journeyings, and for many years I used
one of those small and very efficient devices
which was secured to the front wheel spindle
so that a trigger fitted to the spoke could
engage with a star wheel once every revolu-
tion. Although these devices were satisfac-
tory, they have certain disadvantages. They
cannot easily be read whilst riding the
bicycle, in wet weather
they become smothered in
mud, and they are not in

as protected position.
I have now fitted one of

the Smith's clock - type
speedometers, which you
see in the photograph. By
means of this instrument
the club cyclist will be
able to measure the benefit
obtained with different
gear ratios and other modi-
fications. This combined
speedometer and mileage
recorder has a zin. dial
with chromium plated rim,
the case and fittings being
finished in hard-wearing
black enamel. Various
driving gears are available
for different front wheel
sizes. The normal drive is
taken from the right-hand
side of the wheel, but access-
ories for left-hand side

drive can be supplied for cases where brake -
drum, hub dynamo, etc., are already fitted on
the right.

" Two -on -a -tandem "

T AM anxious to obtain a copy of " Two-
-L on -a -tandem," by Charles James, which
was published by Chapman and Hall in the
189os. The same author wrote a full-length
novel entitled "At the Sign of the Ostrich,"
laying his plot around the old Ostrich at
Colnbrook, which dates from 1106. If any
reader has a copy of "Two -on -a -Tandem "
for sale I shall be glad if he will communi-
cate with me.

A Cycling Library
ITHINK I must have as complete a library

of cycling books as anyone in the country,
if not in the world. It was a colleague of
mine, R. L. Jefferson, who first started me
off in the hobby of collecting cycling books.
There is hardly a well-known cycling book
dating from 186o which I do not possess. I
have many of the bound volumes of early
cycling journals, and every volume from
No. t to date of " Bicycling News," which,
when it existed as a separate journal, was the
oldest cycling periodical in the world, being
founded in 1876. It was on that journal
that the late Lord Northcliffe served his
apprenticeship to journalism. It had several
famous editors, and contributors included
Lacy Hillier, F. T. Bidlake, and A. J.
Wilson, founder of the R.R.A.

I have volumes of the " Rambler,"
" Wheeling," " Wheel World," the bound
volumes of " English Mechanics " for
the early years of the igth century,
wherein was dealt with the early hobby
horses and MacMillans and Dalziell's
rear -driven wooden -rim iron-tyred bicycles.
I have old maps and road books including
Ogilvies, interesting old catalogues, old
prints.

I have the Badminton books on cycling,
Griffin's famous works on the history of the
bicycle, H. 0. Duncan's curious heterogeny
entitled " The World on Wheels," old club
handbooks and early photographs.

Such a collection is a never-ending source
of interest and pleasure, and I recommend
my readers when on tour to visit second-hand
bookshops with the object of starting such a
collection.

Smith's Clock -type speedometer.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. URRY

Pershore, Worcestershire. The beautiful Abbey Church
its fourteenth -century tower.

Putting It Over
T HAVE recently been told by a corres-
1 ponding friend to whom I sent a speci-
fication for a bicycle that my opinions too
closely follow the line of the racing man.
But what is a lightweight touring machine
but an adaptation of racing practice put into
comfortable cycling service ? The differences
are tyre sizes, saddles, bars and, the most
important of all to me, angles. In the latter
matter I'm sure we have become too upright
in frame design for use at modest speeds,
with the result that such machines are un-
easy to steer and therefore tiring. Personally,
I like 68 deg. with a good fork rake too, and
then the bicycle steers itself and is as com-
fortable at the end as at the beginning of
the day. But 70 deg. both head and seat
tubes is not too difficult, provided the fork
rake is right, and since you cannot always
get a lightweight fitting to suit 68 deg. angles,
I recommend that design when the other is
not obtainable for the use of fellows like me
who want to ride as easily as possible since
they can no longer ride fast. With ig x 26
open -sided tyres on light rims, decently wide
guards, a roomy saddle and a slightly
dropped bar, the whole outfit does not even
look racy in these days, although it may
have done five and twenty years ago. Cer-
tainly no one would look at one of my
machines as in any degree connected with
the swift sport; and yet they are all adap-
tations of the best practice in the racing
world with the single exception of the gear
ratios, which are on the very low side com-
pared with the popular notion. But, as I said
before, I can no. longer ride fast because it

hurts, so I use my smaller
gears to ride with ease and
comfort and, I hope, a
certain amount of grace.
It is difficult to break
away from the roadster
tradition that only the type
of bicycle to which that
name applies is the right
choice for the elderly.

I Think So
YES, the old idea dies

hard, and I'm not
quite sure the industry
want it to die because the
upright bar is easy to
make and hang thereon
brake fittings. But of this
I am sure, it makes for
bad cycling because in
nine cases out of ten a
correct riding position can-
not be obtained. Notice
the people on the road and
you will realise how true
this is. They either sit
bolt upright, and thereby
waste effort, or with arms
akimbo roll their bodies
from side to side in climb-
ing a slope, and invariably
grasp the bar on the flats
because that is a lower
position than the grips.
Which suggests the power
behind my reasoning that
to be comfortable one must
be seated correctly and in
a position to give a share
of the work to every
muscle in the body without
overburdening any. We
differ in make and shape,
but the good general rule

for easy riding is an equal division of the
weight between saddle, bar and pedals. And
that is not generally possible to obtain with
the upright bar, wherefore a flat one, or one
slightly dropped, is one of the necessities of
comfortable cycling. It is a pity, in my view,
that so many juvenile machines are produced
with the upright bar, for it is a bad begin-
ning to positional cycling. The reason is
probably because parents are ignorant of the
pastime and do not want their kiddies bend-
ing over the bar. They will bend all right
whatever bar is fitted, but the difference
between doing the job gracefully or otherwise
will certainly depend on this fitment. By
this I do not advocate deeply dropped bars,
far from it, buf I do believe in giving the
youngsters the opportunity of becoming
efficient and practised cyclists early in life.
The knowledge thus gained is valuable, for
although they may go to what we older folk
may call extremes later on when speed
attracts them, they will at least have learned
the proper application of power to pedal by
that unconscious process of early correct posi-
tioning. And most important of all, when
an individual rides well and easily the process
of cycling becomes more of a game than a
mere method of travel, and the player
becomes an expert. The chance, therefore, of
a gay life awheel is enhanced for such, and
because I have found it so good and healthy
for sixty years I just want other people to join
in and accept the delightful grace of the game.
The Old Cry

AT makes me intensely annoyed is to
hear people whose cycling experience

has been confined to a few suburban miles

with
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middle -footing it on a machine completely
unsuitable to them, denouncing the pastime
as hard work. Their ignorance is colossal,
their cheek immense. It is like me denounc-
ing motoring after an uncomfortable ride on
a bus. Yet many of these critics are believed
because some folk want to believe them asa
kind of cloak for their own lack of activity.
The excuses for non -cycling start with that
phrase " hard work " and go right through
the whole gamut of " Why should I? " up to
the point of sheer ostentation: " It isn't done,
you know, in our positions." The annoying
thing is that so few such folk realise what
they are missing, the individual freedom and
glory of possession by way of the self-
contained travel unit. In my opinion it is

better to ride than drive, to be alive than
dormant, to keep what yott may of youth
than allow it to languish in icknos, and to
slide silently through the delight of the
countryside than to urge a speed that severely
limits .observation. You can teach the novice
how to ride with ease and grace, you can
take him to the hills, the moors and the sea,
to the wide -flung visions and the glory of
the sky, but beyond the muscular tuition,
the mental one will, in the main, be one of
his own making. You can show him, but
you cannot make him love these things, these
abstracts of beauty which are half this joy
of cycling; tut at least you can give him
opportunity and guidance. And that is well
worth while, for its results often defeat the
critic and the cynic, as well as renewing your
own faith in a world where values are too
often counted materialistically. And at the
end of it all there is health, a supple body
growing older but still elastic enough at
seventy to rise above the years and make a
glorious day of it. These, then, are among
the things that make me keen for the young-
ster to start right, for the racing boy to
develop into a comfortable cyclist, and so
enlighten his middle -age with the glory of
loveliness, and his elder years with the quiet.
joy of a self -satisfying pastime.

Some Little Things
WHEN you come to the time in life

when you cannot read a map with-
out the aid of spectacles you either leave
the job to the other fellow and enjoy
giving him the critical end of your tongue if
he goes wrong, or do as I do, carry a small
magnifying glass and refuse to be led astray
-or at any rate lead yourself into that con-
dition. I get far too much interest out of
my maps to lightly give up the joy of seeing
where the road runs before 1 take to it, and
my little spy glass is a decided help.

During the late winter there were few
occasions when anything more protective
than a light pair of gloves was necessary, and
by that I am reminded that I always carry a
pair in the bag, even in mid -summer, for
I've known days, and particularly the even -
time, when the proper use of them was grate-
ful and comforting. I once came over Carter
Bar from the north on a July day and got
rather warm climbing the long slope to the
summit. Then followed the run down
Redesdale, and in half an hour I was chilled
stiff and would have given a fancy price for
gloves. That lesson was duly learned.

I now possess a pair of the new Dunlop
alloy rims in i8in. size, and am waiting to
have a bicycle fitted to them. They look to
me very good and seem harder than most
of the alloys, for there is a resilience about
them usually foreign to this type of fellow.
Anyhow, we shall see in due course.

At long last I understand that battery lamp
users are going to be given the opportunity
of buying a really first-class job-and about
time, too. I have seen the new article which
is light in weight, rubber mounted, and by
its design spreads the glow.
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APEX
'SUPERLITE'
CELLULOID PUMP

15 x 4" BLACK

Thick Celluloid
Beautifully Polished

Light of Weight but of
robust construction

' SUPERLITE ' ISM.
CELLULOID (with
solid drawn brass "
plunger tube) each
IN WHITE AND
COLOURS 516

'LASTWEL' CELLULOID
(with steel split
plunger tube) ISin. 4/6

each

The World Famous

BAILEY'S
`SUPER'

PUMP
IS x i" BLACK

Steel Lined Celluloid Covered

Lining is Solid drawn
cartridge fashion, the ends
being solid .with the barrel.
Cannot warp nor leak
BAILEY'S 'SUPER' (Steel
lined and Celluloid 5/6covered) 15in. each
IN WHITE AND
COLOURS 61 -

BRASS , PUMP, Nickel
Plated or Black enamelled
(with steel split 7/9
plunger tubel each a

Coloured, same price.

Prices
Reduced

of APEX
CELLULOID

M UDGUARDS
WHITE OR BLACK

Wide Section &
Narrow Section 10/6

Wide Section
with Reflector

PAIR

II /3
PAIR

APEX
INFLATOR

Co. Ltd.
ALDRIDGE ROAD,PERRY BAR,
BIRMINGHAM 22B

THE CYCLIST

sof from flat tyres at lastal

PUNCTUEME
-SAVEcostly replacements and
delays -increase tyre mileage!

flat tyres-the cause of accidents, delays,
wheel changing, ruined tyre walls and often

the complete loss of tyres and tubes-
are banished for ever with fully tested
and guaranteed PUNCTUREPRUFE.
The instant anything punctures your
tyre, PUNCTUREPRUFE (simply

injected through inner tube valve)
automatically seals air leaks. Garage
service for cars. A boon to cyclists-
perfect for tubulars-in handy self-
service tubes, 3 6d. per tyre-quickly
saved from repairs, tyre costs and time.
PUNCTUREPRUFE lasts the life of
your inner tube, does not seal the valve,
does preserve inner tube rubber.

Transport operators, motorists and
cyclists, caravan and trailer
owners are already proving the
immense savings given by
PUNCTUREPRUFE. Ask at your

garage or cycle dealer today or if any difficulty write to
us mentioning this advertisement.
PUNCTUREPRIIFE LTD. NORTHERN HOUSE, NORTH AUDLEY ST w.1. 0

EUSTON 1404, 3385,''6
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A smooth,
sure GRIP,

wet or dry
Ferodo All Weather Brake Blocks are made
of a special friction material that is practically
unaffected by weather and can be relied on
to give you safe, positive control for long
hills or emergency stops.

The price of standard sizes is now

A PAIR

HUB BRAKES. Ferodo Linings are
supplied in boxed sets, complete with
rivets, for all makes of hub brake.. The
size is exact, and the friction character-
istics correct, for each type. Also avail-
able in roll form.

FERODO
ALL WEATHER BRAKE BLOCKS
AND LININGS FOR HUB BRAKES

AEG'D TRADE MARK
FERODO LIMITED, CHAPEL -EN -LE -FRITH
A member of the Turner & Newall Organization 1-17-41____-Y-
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THE BRILLIANT

$1111C#R0
swam

(PROY. PATENT)

Handlebar Gear Control
Now you can bring your Cycle right
up - to - date with Synchro - Switch
Handlebar Gear Control-responsive
to a finger -touch, flashing easily
into position-with brilliant finish.

RETAIL PRICE
COMPLETE WITH

PULLEY

81.

aimed -0e-e&" v6v-e
THE HERCULES CYCLE & MOTOR CO. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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CYCLORAMA

Is le of

part of tile old v,Ilaqe and
tke Church-On the skyline
isan ancient Pharos , a guide
tonianacra in tke past.

The Foot and the Pedal
TAKE a good look at average cyclists on

the road-the " potterers "-and you
will be amazed at the large number who have
evidently never grasped the importance of
using the pedals correctly! With many,
there is no " coaxing " of the pedals, no
proper rotary action of the feet . . . and con-
sequently, of course, there is lack of power,
lack of drive, and less comfort. There is
a right and a wrong way to do almost every-
thing, and this matter of correct use of the
feet in connection with the pedals is vital
if the best is to be got out of cycling. The
feet should very nearly maintain a true
circle, the ankle joints enabling the ball of
the foot to apply the pressure as far round
the circle as possible. Old-timers, skilled
in all the arts of cycling, will know what -I
am getting at . . . that essential " clawing "
of the pedals which means so much. To
the tyro, I would say . . . get a little instruc-
tion from some expert in the game. It is
more than worth while.

" Roses Round the Door "
TT is traditional that June is the month of

roses, but my own experience as a rosarian
has always been that the most perfect blooms
come much later in the season. Still, when
one rides abroad in lovely June it is possible
to see roses embowering cottage doors, and
to see fine shows in gardens. The English
rose! It is the incomparable flower, and in
my tours in the countryside I have talked
with many keen rose growers . . . many of
them country parsons, who seem particularly
keen on rose culture. I suppose they have the
necessary time to attend to pruning and all
the other cares which roses need. An aged
vicar I met in a Surrey village recently
showed me, with pride, his Lady Inchiquin
bush, his Mabel Morse, his Shot Silk, and
many other varieties. And how tenderly he
cared for them! Yes, I welcome June if
only for her roses. . . .

He's Deserted the Bus and the Tube!
HE was quite an old gentleman, keen -

eyed, attired suitably for " the City "

By

H. W. ELEY

76,040,4,

. . . and I met him as he dismounted from
his cycle outside some business premises not
far from High Holborn. I had met him
in the long ago and recognised him again
. . . and, of course, I at once asked him
about the bike! And this good old veteran
of the City informed me that, sick and tired
of crowded tube trains and of endless waits
for buses, he had taken to using the cycle
as a means of getting to his office. I admired
this wise old gentleman and the clean and
shining bike which he rode. A cyclist of over
forty years' standing, he had solved a problem
which must surely worry thousands of Lon-
doners. That daily struggle for the bus ;
that uncomfortable, stuffy ride in a tube train

must they be endured ? I some-

times feel, when I have been " decanted "
ftom a tube carriage With all the rough and
tumble Of 'a 'rugger scrtun, that there must
be a better way of journeying from home to
business. And I believe that my old gentle-
man has found the way! And . . . he told
me he felt " tons better " for the exercise!

Beside the Silvery Severn
WORCESTERSHIRE is a good county,

as I have always known. Its 716 square
miles contain some of the best scenery in
England. A fair land of hop gardens, of
orchards, of pleasant towns like Tewkesbury
and Evesham ; of the glories of the Malvern
Hills ; a county with ancient Roman links at
Droitwich . . . for the wise Romans knew
its salt, and worked salt -mines there in the dim
days when Roman legions marched across
our land, and long, straight roads were made
by men who had a genius unsurpassed for
such work. I write of Worcestershire
because I have just received an invitation to
cycle there in the summer. Maybe I shall
accept. It would be good to see Broadway
again, though I deplore the way in which
this delectable place has been commercialised
. . . and I do not think that gargantuan
coaches blend with the historic atmosphere
of the place. But the Lygon Arms still
stands . . . one of the finest and most stately
hostelries in the land. At one time Broad-
way was a country retreat for the Monks
of Pershore. In the Lygon Arms you are
shown the "Cromwell Room," where the
Great Protector is reputed to have slept on
the night preceding the Battle of Worcester,
in the year 165r. And if I go to Worcester-
shire, perhaps I shall visit Evesham, and that
rich vale of orchards, where the plums grow
in such profusion. But other areas lure me,
too, and it is possible that my summer tour
will be in quiet Suffolk, in the Constable
country by the Stour. . . .

The Club Takes the Road

AS I write, from my window I can see
a happy band of club members setting

off for their tripe into the country. Laughter
. . . happy faces . . . gleaming bikes . all
the old-time enthusiasm for the open road
which makes cycling the best of all games
Happy wheeling!

Charkote, Warwickshire. The guest house of Charlcote, built, by Sir Thomas Lucy. It was
from the groundS of this house that Shakespeare is said to have stolen a deer. This very historic
building now belongs to the National Trust, and is open to the public. Of special note is the
fine detached Gatehouse, and the old Brewing House. Deer, and a fine breed of Spanish sheep

roam the parkland.
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My Point of View
By " WAYFARER "

Winchester Cathedral and the Deanery. The Cathedral is the longest in England -526 feet.
Dating from 5079, it is built on the site of a Saxon church.

Trailing His Coat
THE author of a new topographical book about

Gloucestershire speaks of Lower Slaughter as
" absolutely the loveliest village in all England." He
is entitled to -his opinion, of course, but it were better
to express this without quite so much dogmatism and
finality. The author's action is a case of trailing his
coat (for somebody to tread on) with a vengeance.
It suggests, too, that he has seen all the villages in
England, which I do not suppose is a fact.

Alien to Fact
TIIE Minister of Health is reported to have stated

that the political party to which he belongs is
" like a man on a bicycle : if he stops, he will fall."
My comment-made without the slightest political
interest-is that such a statement is not of necessity in
accordance with facts. The wise cyclist so arranges
matters that he can, and does, stop without falling.
He puts one foot to the ground-perhaps both feet-
and easily maintains an upright position. I have done
this thousands of times.

(But if the political party has both feet planted firmly in
the clouds, what then1-Ed.)

Indispensable
ONE of the more important of our daily newspapers

announces that subscribers living in the principal
districts of Paris can receive their copies early on the
morning of publication, under normal flying conditions.
The advertised subscription rate " includes the cost
of the special cyclist delivery service." This is yet
another instance of the indispensability of the bicycle.
A mighty aeroplane carries the newspapers titi London
to Paris, and then the aid of the little bicycle-
the " humble " bicycle-is invoked ti2 plete the
journey ! Hurrah for the far-from-htnrible bike !

Dodoesque
THE bicycle -step has latterly come in for some

unexpected-and undeserved-publicity. Having
a bad memory for the more important dates in history
I cannot say how many years it is since I possessed
a bicycle with a step, nor am I able to say what factor
it was that started . the movement towards stepless
bicycles. It may have been the introduction of the
gospel instinct in the slogan " as little bicycle as
possible," for which I must bear the brunt of the blame
(if any). It may have been the introduction of the first
(and best) quick release device, consisting of a skewer
through the back wheel hub-long since superseded
on questions of cost. Alternatively, the rather liberal
use of wing -nuts may have given the bicycle -step
notice to quit. Whatever the prime factor in this
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movement of abolition, the step is now almost as extinct
as the dodo.

Yet I suppose that the step still has its uses in the
case of cyclists even more old-fashioned than myself.
With the perched -up saddle which, fortunately, is no
longer much in vogue, it is no doubt necessary for the
cyclist to have some means of " going aloft " and after-
wards returning to Mother Earth, and the step is
probably his one and only solution of an unnecessary
problem.

The worthy folks who have been discussing this
dodoesque question seem to be under the impression
that there are only two ways of mounting a bicycle-
the step and the pedal. The latter method always appears
to me to be brutal, imposing a heavy strain on a vital
part of the bicycle-though I am quite prepared to
believe that statistics prove my view to be without
justification. Anyhow, the third mounting method,
and the one I practically always use, is to throw my leg
over the saddle and then apply pressure to the right-
hand pedal, and there you are. There is a variant of
this method which :s perhaps worthy of note. I some-
times mount (and dismount) by swinging my leg over
the handlebar. This plan is very useful for the front rider
of a tandem, for, in the dismounting process, at any
rate, it saves him from committing a brutal assault on
his partner, if still in the saddle!

Effortless Ease
ALWAYS attracted by the most commonplace-

and most romantic-travel unit to be seen on the
public highway, I find it interesting to observe the
effortless ease with which the experienced cyclist
progresses. One knows, of course, that there come
occasions when Rude Boreas is brutal to us and when
Jupiter Pluvius makes things' as uncomfortable as
possible. But take any ordinary occasion when the
weather is fair, and note how the cyclist appears to
glide along. It is always a pleasant sight, even to one
who has been cluttering up the roads for over half a
century, and who has looked upon hundreds of thousands
of brother cyclists. The lone rider makes a provocatiVe
picture ; so does the tandem pair, pedalling and
steering perfectly and going ahead at a fine " bat " ;
so also does the club group, riding in double file.
All these people seem to glide through the air with the
greatest of ease " like the famous young man on the
flying trapeze. Noiseless and smooth -running, these
cyclists quickly pass beyond one's ken, leaving one to
wonder whither they are going-what they will see-
what experiences and small adventures will fall to their
lot-where they will stop for a meal or put up for the
night-and when they will return. Sometimes it is a
mouth-watering job to watch one's fellow -riders heading
for the countryside-in search of that freedom which the
bicycle can be relied upon to provide.

Dispassionate Consideration -

LET us consider, quite dispassionately, as it is now
possible to do (though at one time much heat-

to which I contributed at least my quota !--was
engendered) questions relating to the lighting of road
vehicles, including cycles. My own position in relation
to the rear -lighting of cycles is unaltered. I am still
uncompromisingly hostile : I still feel that rear lights
are totally unnecessary : I still hold that they are wrong
in principle. I assert-and when I say this in the
presence of motorists, who profess to think that we
cyclists are so much safer now that we have our red
rearward ornamentation, I am looked at with amazement
-that I carry a rear light only because the law makes it
necessary, and that, if there were any latitude in the
matter, I would scrap my back lamp to-morrow-
or, more probably, to -night ! But I am prepared to
admit that rear lights on cycles arc not the great nuisance
we cyclists expected them to be, and I shall now go
farther than that and admit, for the sake of argument,
that, if rear lights are of real value to road -users as a
whole, we must go on wearing them, in that spirit of
co-operation without which we inhabitants of this so-
called vale of tears would have a very uncomfortable
time.

A Point of Law
TO that statement I would add this : that if the

value of rear lights is deliberately overrated, and
if drivers of motor vehicles relax their vigilance because
of this added illumination-in other words, if they do
not continue to rely on their own forward lighting and
to remember the possibility of encountering pedestrians,
straying animals, fallen trees, and other unlighted
obstructions --then the rear lighting system can become a
positive menace. Personally, I should be quite happy
if the rear lighting of all vehicles were abolished. I
would then, as now, light my own way and exercise that
watchfulness which is so very essential at all times.

Having written the foregoing, let me " put in," as
the lawyers say, some brief details of a serious accident
which occurred at night a few months ago, and which.is
still the subject of litigation. With the rights and
wrongs of that accident we are not concerned here, but
we are concerned with the principles of road usagep
and that is what I want to discuss. Here are the points
brought out in a County Court action.: Vehicle "A "
was anchored at the roadside, what time the driver
dealt with a puncture. The Judge was satisfied that the
vehicle was wearing two tail lamps, but did not think
they were showing an adequate and proper light ;
he found that the vehicle was not parallel with the
nearside kerb, thus making it more difficult for anyone
coming behind to see the tail lights. (Personally, I
don't appreciate the relevance of that remark.) As
regards Vehicle " B," which crashed ...into the rear of
" A," the Judge thought the speed excessive and the
lookout defective, the latter being affected by the
driver's failure to drop the blind behind his seat and
thus shut out the interior lights of the vehicle. His
Honour allocated the blame thus, and I, for one, do not
feel disposed to quarrel with the decision : two-thirds
to " A " and one-third to " B."

Subject to the observance of certain conditions, this
type of accident is avoidable, and it appears to me that
the sooner people sit up and take notice, learning the
lessons which road casualties teach, then the sooner will
the maimings and killings cease. We must act wisely,
and must not run risks. We must take obvious pre-
cautions to minimise the overrated dangers of night
(or day) travel. We must look where we are going.
We must play safe. We must travel at a speed which is
in keeping with the forward illumination we are provid-
ing. We must realise that there are still unlighted
obstructions along the road. - All these " musts '2
apply to every type of wheeled road -user. They are
not just a counsel of perfection for one class of driver.
They are for the man in charge of a loaded lorry and
for the man driving his own private car. And-I

 emphasise this-the ' musts " apply to each and every
cyclist. We cyclists would be fools if we claimed
immunity from a commonsense plan such as the one
outlined above. Fortunately, self-interest impels us to
" play the game."

Cycling Included
MY recent reference in these columns to the Out-

ward Bound Trust, of Aberdovey, has brought
me an appreciative letter from the executive director,
who tells me that cycling plays an import part in the
Trust's activities at the Sea School, as the boys do
much of their preliminary work in preparation for the
big expedition, such as map reading and compass
work, on bicycles, which enable them to cover a very
much wider area for this purpose than they could
possibly do on foot." That, of course, is as it should

Hardy Souls
TMMEDIATELY after that snowy Saturday at the
A beginning of March I heard a girl telling her
friend that she had been out rambling, despite the
weather conditions. Eighteen had promised to parti-
cipate in the event, and 16 hardy souls turned up.
These folks are apparently as keen as cyclists when it
comes to defying unpleasant samples of climate.
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A UNIVERSAL SPINDLE
This useful item for the workshop

'consists of a lin. shaft 161n. long,
mounted on two sturdy bushed bear -
hags. A three -jawed drill -chuck is
fitted at one end.
Provision is also 'made at each end
of the shaft for emery wheels, saws
or polishing mops, etc. L.H. and R.H.
locking nuts being included.
it is driven by a four -speed " V "-drive
pulley of 21n., 31n., 4in. and 5in. dia.
In addition there is a single liin. dia.
pulley for driving a smaller !laic, etc.
The user will find plenty of work for
this robust machine, offered at the
reasonable price of 37/6, carriage paid.
(Accessories available, also instrument
wire, radio parts, etc. 21d. stamp for

lists.)
From aioRToNs, 13, Camden Road,

Walt hamstow, London, E.17.

ALUMINIUM ?'
S.A.E. for LEAFLET.

No order is too small-so don't
be shy !

BULLANCO,
66, Queen's Road, S.E.15.

New X 1092)

1 pint Spray Guns ... ... 23 10 0
# pint Spray Guns ... £2 0 0
3 C.F. Compressors ... 29 10 0
6 C.F. Twin Compressors ... £22 10 0
Air Chambers with Gauges £3 10 0
6' Saw Machines ... £7 10 0
Heavy Duty Jig Saws ... £20 0 0
Air Hose, V. Belts, Pulleys. Gauges,
Drill Chucks, Drill Grinding Jigs.

Illustrated Lists.
D. HALL, 2, Glands Way, Greenford,

Middlesex.

ADANA PRINTING MACHINES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adana-still the most absorbing

of crafts. No.1 IFS
Machine 24.10.0.

No. 2 MS Machine
29.15.0. Will,

quickly pay for itself.
Send for illustrated
folder to Dept. P.M. 33

Adana i Printing Machines), Ltd.
15/18. Church St., Twickenham, Mdx

The "THAMES VALLEY".
BATTERY CHARGER

2 - 6 - 12 VOLTS 1 AMP.
With AMMETER

fOr 200-250 volts 50 cycle mains

37/6 post free
Thames Valley P roducts

28 Camden Avenue, Feliham, Middx.

' PERIMET " ELECTRODE SOL-
DERING and BRAZING TOOL.

Operates from 4 or 6 Volt Accumulator
or Transformer.

Price 15/, Post free.
MAINS TRANSFORMER. '3 Heats.

35/, delivered.
1101.110ROW & CO.. 71, Weymouth

Itay Avenue, Weymouth.

EXPOSURE METER KITS
For home assembly of efficient Photo-
electric Exposure Meter. Contains
1st grade ' Weston " Meter. Light
cell. Conversion scales. Full assembly
instructions, etc.. 25'-, post thl. Attrac-
tive moulded cases available. Full
details S.A.E.
F. R. LUCAS. 22. Henerove Rd.,

Bristol. 4.

Electric Petrol Gauge, II- post
paid. Bomb Computor, £1,
wood case 716, carr. 716.
Bombsight Head in steel case,

101-, carr. SI-.

BROWN, 102, Cleveland St.,
Doncaster

TRANSFORMERS
Thompson Transformers of various

'tutputs to suit your requirements.
"Special Sizes for Trains and Motors.
12 v. or 20 v. 11 amps. ... ... 21/-

'12 v. or 20 v. 21 amps. ... .:. 26/-
6 V. 7 amp. Ground Heater ... 26/-
step-up or Down 60 watts ... 21/ -

Rectifiers from 13/8.
Stamp for List and Quotation.

T. W. THOMPSON & CO., 176, Green-
wich High Road, Greenwich. S.E.10.

NO MAN CAN KNOW TOO
MUCH OF HIS PRODUCT
For the close
scrutiny of
every conceiv-
able object,
metals, tools,fabrics,fibres,
m i n erals,
precious
stones, paint,
print, manu- sa,T,yo 11.11,1,
scripts, biological and botanical
specimens, cutting edges, fractured
surfaces, raw materials, powders, granules,
and innumerable other purposes, the U TRA
LENS is invaluable, and presents in.miny instances
hitherto unsuspected data which can be used to advantage.
PRICE £4 15s. Od., complete in case with spare bulb, battery and transparent
measuring scale.

THE . ULTRA. LENS COMPANY,
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

The Ultra Lens is a revealing eye of six actual
diametrical magnifications, which brings

out points of strength or weakness, and
enables the most minute measure-

ments to be gauged accurately.
Whether you are engaged

et'al ,,. ing
in manufacturing, buy -

or selling, it
is an ally of

real value.
No instru-

ment you can
buy will more

quickly justify
and pay for itself.

Full particulars
on request.

Shows the way to TECHNOLOGICAL SUCCESS
IN ENGINEERING BRANCHES AND PROFESSIONS

Throughout industry in every country,
but particularly in Great Britain,
technological success has become the
basis required for personal success.
Write now for this great guide to
careers in Engineering covering
Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical,
Production, Aeronautical, Auto-
mobile, etc., and which shows how to
become A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.Inst.C.E., A.M.I.Chem.E., etc.,
in which and other engineering institution
examinations T.I.G.B. hOnie-study
students have gained OVER FIFTY
FIRST PLACES, to-

The Professional Engineering Tutors,

THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
OF GREAT BRITAIN,

218, Temple Bar House, Lonaon, E.O.4.

MOO

MODEL ENGINEERS
FOR THE TURNER :

Lathes, 31 and 4,} S.S. Bench Millers. Drilling Machines.
Hand Bench Shaping Machines.

FOR THE WOODWORKER :
Wood Turning Lathes, 2+" and 5+" centres. 4in. Planers. Saw
Benches. Sanders. Spindle Moulders.

Pedestal Jig and Fret Saws.

Perspex-All sizes and colours in stock.

NUTTALL'S (LATHES) LIMITED,
MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

GENUINE BARGAIN SALE
The N.R.S. "Vanguard 4," L. and M.
waves, super plastic cabinet, illumin-
ated glass scale, 12m. guarantee, Bens.
Collaro A.C. Radiogram Units : motor/
turntable/pick-up/auto-stop, RP49,
£5 14s. 80. ; Collaro AC47 gram. motors
w. 121n. t -table, £5 ; Collaro A.C. mixed
Autochanger with super crystal pick-
up, £14 ; N.R.S. A.C. 4 -watt Audio Am-
plifier, volume, tone, feedback controls,
pick-up and tuner inputs, £5 19s. 6d. :

15 -watt push-pull model, 10 gns. T.R.F.
"Quality" Radio Tuners. L. and M.wave
compl. ill. dial and escutcheon, built,
£4 10s. ; Kitt £4. Terms : C.W.O. or
C.O.D. P.M. Bargain List, 26d.
N.R.S., 102. PARKHILL ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.3.

BOOKS
L.M.R. & Sc.R. Shed Nos. ... 3,-
" Walschaerts Valve Gear " 3 -
" Designing & Building Track " ... 3 -
" Min. Loco. Construction "... ... 8,6
" Rly. Modelling in Miniature " 10-6

Sample L.M.S. or G.W.R. Train Postcard
& List 7d.

USEFUL PARTS 00 0
Disc Wheels (Pr. on Axle) .. 9d. 1.9
Green Grass Paper, 22in. x 1'8
Scale Station Figures 5d. 7:0.
Pea Bulbs on Base 2.5 v. ... 6d. 6d.
Wagon Kits (usually 3/6) ... - 2/6
Model Shrubs ... ed. ed.
G.W.R. Pannier Kit ... 18- -

Postage extra. " 00 " or "0 " Parts List
3d. per post.

TYLDESLE1 A. HOLBROOK (M.E.T.A.)
109, DE.ANst, VIE, MANCHESTER, 3

The WINCH
Geared hand wheel, with positive drive to lin.
Flexible Steel Cable. Suitable for adapting to:
Wire Strainers, Light Winches, Clothes Line
Strainers, Street Lamp Winches, Children's Car
Steering Wheels, Boat Steering Wheels, 'Centre
Board Winches, Sail Winches, and many other

welcomed from Manufacturers and
Wholesalers interezted in large quantities.
Send 71- p.o. for sample, with wire.

JOHN DOWNTON & CO., 89, HIGH STREET, EPPING, ESSEX

SPARK'S
DATA SHEETS

Clear. Full-size Constructional Prints
of Tested and Guaranteed Designs.
Used by discrimihating Constructors in

the Five Continents.

THE "CRITERION" RADIOGRAM
A design for which Quality EnthuSiasts
have been waiting. 2 T.R.F. Stages.
Infinite Impedance Det. Tone Correcting
Stage High and Low Note, Voltage
Amplifier, Phase Splitter, P.P. Output.
8 Watts. Neg. F.B. M./L. Waves.
For A.C. only.

3 Sheets of Full-size Plans. Plus
Descriptive matter and all component
values, etc. ... ... 7/6

THE " CONQUEST." An EfficientA.c../D.c..ALL-WAVE ST1PERHET.
Five Valves, 3 Wave Bands. A.V.C.
4 Watts Output. P.U. Connections 2/9
'THE " POCKET PAK." All -dry
Pocket 1 -valve Portable. Frame aerial.
Good 'phone sigs. Med. Wave. ._ 2/9
RADIO UNIT TWO. H.F. Plus Detec-
tor, Batt. operation. M/L waves. 2/9.
TUE " JUNIOR," 1-valver MI, waves.
All -dry Batts. Good 'phone sigs.... 2/8THE " CRUISER." All -dry T.R.F.
3-Valver for use with short aerial. 2/6
THE "CUR." A.C./D.C. 2-valvor Plus
Rect. Fine results on NUL waves. 2/6THE " CADET." A.C./D.C. 4 Watt
Amplifier, 2 Valves, plus Rect. .. 2/6THE " OLD FOLK'S TWO." An

2-Valver. plus Rect., having
Station. Selection by Switch ... 2/9THE " CHALLENGER." An Out-
standing A.C./D.C. Portable for use inany room without aerial or earth
3-Valve-T.F.R. circuit. plus Rect. 2i9A,C. TWO-VALVER (Plus Rect.).
MIL Waves. Fine Power and Tone. 218

THREE-VALVER (Plus Rect.).
T.R.F. Circuit. M/L Waves a. 2/9A.C. SUPER/CET. 3 Valves plus
Rect. All -Wave. 4 Watts Output. .2/8
BATTERY ALL -DRY PORTABLES.
Tiny Two. Med. waves. Local Station
on 21in. Speaker ... ... 2/6THREE -VALVE PORTABLE. NUL
Waves. A very popular set ... 2/6THE PORTABLE. FOUR. Med.
waves only. T.R.F. Circuit ... 2/6

MANY OTHER DESIGNS. Stamp
for List and with order. Components

supplied.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M),
9, Phoebeth Road, Brockles. S.E.4
(Nearest Station : Ladywell S.R.)

('Phone : Lee Green 0220.)

WER LEY AIR rismoLs
Marvellously
accurate for '''

No licence required to
purchase.

Senior Mark I
Junior Webley Air Rifle

Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106. Weaman Street, Birmingham, Eng,

REYNOLDS RADIO. - Mail order
specialists for all spares, testgear,
television, and gram equipment. Send
for lists. All brand new equipment by
reputable makers at the right price.
Latest Plessey mixer -changer, £181
Amplifiers 4 watt. 10 watt, £11 ;
25 watt, 226/56. S.V.A. and surplus
valves of all types, pickups, motors,
etC.-H. C. REYNOLDS, 21. Heath
Street, London, N.W.3.

*Multicraft CATALIN Material*
Rods, Cylinders, Sheets, Sections,
Kits for -Book -ends, Tablelamps, etc.
The most versatile of all materials.
Beautiful colours, easily worked.
Sample Box 10/-. Parcels 25/- & 50/,

Details, Stock List, Sample 6d.
Dept PM, COULDEN & SMITH.
17. The Head, West Wickhani,

Kent.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION

COUNTERS
Ask for

Leaflet No. 18/6

Speed up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& CO., Ltd., Bolton 5

INSULATED COPPER WIRE.
Enamel, silk or cotton covered, all
gauges 13 S.W.G. to 44 S.W.G. Leatheroid
insulation, Empire cloth, armature

sleeving, commutators, etc.
SPECIAL OFFER,-A.C. Single
Phase Electric Motors. New. t h.p.
£5 10s. i h.P. £6 10s. 1 h.p. £7 12s.

Send S.A.E. for List.
L. C. NORTHALL, 18, Hotly Road,

Quinton, Birmingham, 32.



11011111 rPLQ2 Q ---`uccess
One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.
Plastic-Radio-Aero Engines-Aircraft Design-
Welding-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-
Television-Electric Wiring-D i e s e I Engineering
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
Metallurgy-Refrigeration-Planning. Estimating.
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion "Study-Aero Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-Sheet-meta! Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship-Sanitary Engineering.

GENERAL

Matriculation-College of Preceptor5-A.C.C.S.-
A.C.I.S.-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE

School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Housing Manager-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
Engineers-A.R.I.C.S.-L.A.B.S.S.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Building Draughtsmanshjp, etc. The,
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

_BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN _
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in
Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who 'are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
0

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

Hill

''.'PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in.
Engineering " is not a pamphlet. It is a 132 -page book,
containing valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering. . . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains

 Openings, prospects, salaries, _etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.P.E.,

A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E. NI.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.
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THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO FEE

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY --OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached Coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
anBuiling? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning point in your
career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FREE COUPON
To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn,' London, E.C.1.
Please ForWard your Free Guide to

NAME
ADDRESS .......

My general interest is in : (1) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING theou
arebrancheismietwsthedicb)(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(id. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


